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東信行先生の古稀をお祝いして 

増田秀夫 

東京外国語大学名誉教授東信行先生は昨年9月4日に古稀をお迎えになられ

ました．この Lexicon No. 36 を東信行先生の古稀記念号とすることでささやか

なお祝いと感謝の気持を表したいと思います． 

岩崎研究会では昨年に先生の古稀をお祝いする会の開催を予定していました．

しかし先生はそのような晴れがましい席は苦手であるということで固辞なさい 

ました． 我々としましては，先生の日頃の研究会への貢献を感謝し，これまで

の功績を讃える機会を逸してしまう結果となり残念なことでしたが，このこと

は先生の謙虚なお人柄をよく表していると思います． 

東先生は 1935年 9月4日三重県北牟婁郡二郷村（現在の紀北町）にお生まれに

なりました．その後ご家族で大阪府に転居，1944年には空襲が激しくなったた

め一家で故郷に戻られました． 1叫8年4月に地元の中学校に入学されました．

教科の中で英語は苦手科目だったそうです．尾鷲高等学校時代に学友から借り

た古谷専三著『古谷メソッドによる英語入門』（山海堂）をお読みになったのが

英語に開眼するきっかけになったとのことです． 

1954年東京外国語大学第一部（専攻語学科目英語）にご入学され，ご卒業と同

時に松田徳一郎先生の後任として一年間東京外国語大学副手となられ，1959年

に東京大学大学院人文科学研究科修士課程（英語英文学専門課程）にご入学， 

1962年同研究科を修了され茨城大学に専任講師として着任されました． 1973年

に東京外国語大学に配置換えとなり，1980年に教授に昇任され，1998年にご退 

官されて名誉教授におなりになりました．東京外国語大学では，英語演習，英

語史，英語学概論，卒論演習，大学院の英語学研究などを担当され，多くの若

い研究者を育成されました．東京外国語大学退官後は電気通信大学で再び教鞭

を執られ，2001年に退官されて現在に至っています． 

先生が岩崎研究会との関わりを持つようになったのは 1973年に東京外国語大

学に着任されてからです．この頃は八丁堀の東京都勤労福祉会館が例会の場所 
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であったと記憶しています．八丁堀の例会では，辞書の部会，学校文法の部会，

新言語学の部会が 3 週おきに開かれ，竹林滋会長，小島義郎副会長，松田徳一

郎先生をはじめとして 20 名以上の会員が参加していました．例会はその後家の

光会館，私学会館，国立教育会館，研究社のお茶の水ビルを経て現在の富士見

ビルで開催されていますが，この間 30 年余り東先生はほとんど欠席することな

く，また長期にわたり「辞書学の会」の司会，「学校文法の会」の司会をされ会

員の指導をされてきました． 

東先生のご研究の中核は英語の意味と形式の関係にあると思います，N. 

Chomsky を中心とした変形生成文法の研究力漉んであった当時，先生は理論

言語学とは距離を置き R. Quirk や D. Bolinger など言語事実に基づいた研究

方法により関心を持っておられたように思います．岩崎研究会発行の Lexicon 

の「Oxford A而anced Learner's Dictionaり の分析」，rCOD 第 6 版の分析」， 

rL01筈man Dictionaクof Contemporary E昭誌h の分析」，1Collins 乃智lish Dictio-

na智の分析」，rChambers Unんersal Learner's Dic伽aりの分析-I,「学習用アメ

リカ英語辞書の比較と分析一一一LルIEと OSDAE＝ り，rpOD 第 7 版の分析』， 

1TVebster's Ne別 w叶id D記tionaク，Third College Edition の分析」 rThe R伽dom 
House Dictionary, Second Edition の分析」などの鋭い辞書分析やその他の論文

に先生の深い英語研究の成果がよく表れています． 

先生のもうーつの大きな業績は辞書の執筆・編集にあります．先生力甑筆者，

編集委員，編者として手がけた学習英和辞典としては，研究社の『ユニオン英

和辞典』，『ライトハウス英和辞典』，『新英和中辞典』，『ルミナス英和辞典』な

どがあり，学習辞典の他にも 『新英和大辞典』，『リーダーズ英和辞典』，『研究

社ーロングマン イディオム英和辞典』，『研究社ーロングマン句動詞英和辞典』，

『リーダーズ・プラス』 などがあります． 

先生は大きな病気もなくお元気なご様子ですから，今後も岩崎研究会の例会

や辞書の編集などを通じて私たち会員のご指導をお願いできるものと確信して

います． ここに感謝の念を表し，古稀のお祝いとさせて頂きたいと思います． 

520 -ee words in English 

SATOKO ISOZAKI 

The basis of lexicography is lexicology-一一一T. SASAKI'> 

1. Introduction 
This article will show the data of 520 -ee words which I collected from 

The 0加旧取 'lish Dictionaり，the British National Corpus, and various 
references for my master thesis (Isozaki 2005).2) Although the study on the 
suffix -ee has a long history (Bengtsson 1927, Bauer 1994, Barker 1998), 
only Bengtsson (1927) discloses all -ee data from A Ne切乃誓五sh Dictio-
naク． A lot of new -ee words have appeared since Bengtsson's study and 
the su拓x -ee has gradually extended both its usage and domains. In this 
article, I will offer all 520 -ee data with sources, syntactic analyses, first 
attested years, and the origins of stem verbs to clarify the recent develop-
ment of this suffix. 

2. Outline of a study on the suffix -ee 
2.1. Previous Studies 

Studies on the suffix -ee have developed slowly but steadily. In addition 
to many traditional grammar books (Adams 2001; Jespersen 1942; Nesfield 
1898; Koziol 1937; Kruisinga 1932; Marchand 1969; Quirk et al. 1972, 
1985, etc.), several studies that focus on the suffix -ee have been made. 
Bengtsson's pioneering study (1927) is worthy of special mention. She 
examined passive nouns from Old English to Modern English based on 
data由at were collected from NED. She analyzed and described carefully 
about 200 -ee nouns according to whether山ey were legal terms or not and 
whether th町 were direct passive nouns or indirect passive nouns. Her 
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- study was mentioned by Koziol (1937), Jespersen (1942), Marchand 

(1969), and Barker (1998). The next important study was made by Bauer 

(1983, 1987, 1993, 1994). He also collected -ee nouns from OED, books, 

and articles. He researched ongoing changes of the suffix -ee, and found an 

increase in the subject type, a decrease in the prepositional type, and the 

appearance of inanimate -ee nouns. Another noteworthy present-day study 

on the suffix -ee has been made by Barker (1998). He says that "the 

analyses based on the syntactic argument structure of the stem verb are 

unsatisfactory." He proposed the semantic constraint (the lack of voli-

tional control) on the productive use of the suffix -ee. Although the study 

on the suffix -ee has developed and ongoing changes have been observed, 

there are questions that are still controversial. For example, why have the 

subject -ee nouns increased in number in recent years? Why do the 

anomalous -ee nouns exist? These questions still remain unanswered and 

no comprehensive explanation has been made. I will reconsider the ongo-

ing changes of the suffix -ee from various points of view. 

2.2. Definition of the suffix -ee 

The suffix -ee is variously defined by various scholars. In accordance 

with previous studies including a grammar book (Quirk et al. 1972: 998), 

a dictionary (COD10), a book on morphology (Bauer 1983: 245), and an 

article on the suffix -ee (Barker 1998: 695), the definition of the suffix -ee 

can be given from the following bases: (a) function: forming noun, (b) 

referent: person (or animate), (c) meaning: passive, (d) stem: verb, (e) 

etymology: past participle of French -e(e), (f) pronunciation: ii:/ and 

stressed on the suffix, (g) register: legal, and (h) semantic constraint: lack 

of volitional control. 

2.3. History of the suffix -ee 

I will now show the history of the suffix -ee. According to Nesfield 

(1898: 221), this suffix is a development of French participial ending -e(e) 

from Latin -eitus (-ata). Also the suffix -ee was first found in legal terms 

from French. Marchand (1969: 267) illustrated Anglo-French word pairs 

such as donee/donor, feoffee/feoffer, lessee/lessor which did not occur before 

the 15th century in English contexts. On the analogy of these agent -or  

nouns, "a great many law terms in -ee have been coined on English soil, 

not only from verbs of French (Latin) origin, but also from a few verbs of 

native origin" (Jespersen 1942: 221). 

2.4. Syntactic analysis of the suffix -ee 
The -ee words are passive nouns so that syntactically they are divided 

into categories based on the syntactic properties of the stem verb. For 

example, employee is interpreted as 'someone whom somebody employed' 

or 'someone who is employed,' where someone is the direct object of the 

stem verb employ. While payee is paraphrased as 'someone to whom 

somebody pays something', where someone is the indirect object of pay or 

the object of preposition to. Although -ee nouns are basically passive 

nouns, there are active -ee nouns that refer to the subject of the stem verb. 

For instance standee is paraphrased as 'someone who stands,' where 

someone is the subject of stand. In this type, the suffix -ee seems to be 

synonymous with the suffix -er (e.g. driver 'a person who drives some-

thing'). Also there are -ee nouns that cannot be classified into either 

passive or active -ee nouns. The following example, amputee, does not 

refer to any argument of the verb but to the possessor of the verbal direct 

object. Moreover, some -ee nouns do not have verb stems: patentee (noun 

stem) and redundantee (adjective stem). These are summarized as follows. 

1) Direct object type (transitive verb + -ee) 
examinee 'Someone who is examined' S examines 0. 

2) Indirect object type (ditransitive verb + -ee) 
payee 'Someone to whom somebody pays something' 

S grants 02  01. 

3) Object of preposition type (intransitive verb + -ee) 
laughee 'Someone who is laughed at' S laughs at 0. 

4) Subject type 
a) Subject of intransitive verb type 

standee 'Someone who stands' S stands. 
b) Subject of transitive verb type 

attendee 'Someone who attends the concert' S attends 0. 
5) Anomalous type 
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results are obtained for I0 and PO types. The number of these types has 

not increased. As to PO type, the number is falling. 

Second, subject type has become larger in number. Although the -ee in 

this type seems to be synonymous with the suffix -er, there is an outstand-

ing difference in the ratio of productivity between the suffix -er and the 

suffix -ee. If the lack of volitional control may be one of the strong 

elements in the productivity of active -ee nouns, does the increase in 

number of the active -ee nouns mean the weakening of the constraint in 

the productivity of -ee nouns? Further research will be required. 

Third, among anomalous -ee nouns, the number of both nonverbal stem 

-ee nouns (patentee type) and nonargument -ee nouns (amputee type) has 

subtly but robustly increased in recent years. However, the ratio of token 

in anomalous -ee nouns is very small (0.6%) and we can say that they are 

rarely used in practice (see Table 3). 

a) Nonargument -ee nouns (Anom.1 type) 

amputee 'Someone whose limb was amputated' 

S amputates (his/her) 0. 

b) Nonverbal stem (Anom.2 type) 
patentee: noun stem. 
redundantee: adjective stem. 

biographee: the correlative of biographer. 
6) Ambiguous type (more than two syntactic categories) 

chartee: 'Someone who charts a boat' (S type) 
`Someone to whom a boat is chartered' (JO type) 

2.5. Ongoing Changes of the suffix -ee 

I will make a syntactic analysis of English suffix -ee based on 520 -ee 

words and examine the ongoing changes of the suffix -ee (see Table 1, 2). 

Table 1 336 -ee words in OED 
Total Anom. S PO I0 DO Table 3 Type and Token of the top 50 -ee words in the BNC 

4 0 0 0 0 4 1300s Token Type Syntactic Pattern 
14 1 0 0 6 7 1400s 81% 76% 14672 Passive(DO,I0,0) 35 
24 0 1 2 13 8 1500s 18% 17% 3310 Active(S) 8 
48 8 6 3 13 18 1600s 0.60% 7% Anomalous 3 115 
43 1 3 5 17 17 1700s 100% 46 100% 18097 Total 

160 9 3 16 32 100 1800s 
In terms of etymology, ongoing changes have also been observed. When 

the suffix -ee appeared in English, the origin of the stems is only French or 

Latin. Then, the suffix -ee began to be attached to stems whose origin was 

English, Old Norse, Greek, or even personal names in the 17th century 

(see Table 4). 

65 9 9 1 5 41 1900s 

358* 30 20 27 86 195 total 

*Including 25 ambiguous -ee words and not including 3 -ee words without attested 

years. 

Table 2 184 new -ee words in books and references in the 20th century Table 4 Origins of -ee stems based on OED data 
Total Anom. S PO I0 DO 1800s 1900s 1500s 1600s 1700s 1300s 1400s 
194** 18 32 4 23 117 1900-2005 26 19 70 French 2 10 19 23 

**Including 10 ambiguous -ee words. 

First, 80% -ee words belong to passive -ee nouns, that is, DO, TO, and 

PO types. Among passive -ee nouns, DO type accounts for more than 50% 

and has increased in number in recent years. On the other hand, different 

0 1 1 27 19 14 8 Latin 

0 1 0 0 3 23 5 Native 

0 5 25 4 Others 0 0 4 

5 1 3 0 3 5 *Borrowed directly from Fr. 2 
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be classified into (1) direct object type (DO), (2) indirect object type (JO), 

(3) object of preposition type (PO), (4) subject type (S), and (5) Anoma-

lous (see 2.4). I should mention that some -ee words are classified into two 

or more syntactic categories because the classification of -ee words is  
eventually depended on its real use in context. For example enlistee can be 
classified into both the subject type (Barker 1998, Adams 2001) and the 

direct object type (Marchand 1969). 

3.4. Origins of stem verbs 

I give origins of stem verbs only for -ee words which are recorded in 

OED. Asterisked French (French*) means that 'the -ee word was bor-

rowed directly from French'. 

Table 5 520 -ee words in English 

When it comes to domains, -ee words were used only in legal contexts in 

the beginning. Then, -ee words have gradually appeared in other domains: 

wars, linguistics, slang, etc. (cf. Bengtsson 1927, Mencken 1957, Marckwardt 

1958, Marchand 1969, Bauer 1994, Barker 1998). The expansion of 

domains may also promote the formation of new -ee words. 

Therefore, we can conclude that the suffix -ee has gradually extended 

both its usage and domain since the period of Middle English. For further 

research, we need more attested -ee words in context. A continuous 

examination would reveal the changes of the suffix -ee more clearly. 

3. 520 -ee words 

3.1. Sources 

In order to collect -ee words I used the following references: OED2  on 

CD-ROM Version 2.0., COD1° (2002), Webster's Collegiate" (2003), 

Barnhart (1990), Lenert (1971), Matsuda (1994, 1999), and books on 

morphology or articles on the suffix -ee such as Adams (2001), Algeo 

(1991), Barker (1998), Bauer (1983, 1987, 1993, 1994), Bengtsson (1927), 

Bolinger (1941), Foster (1969), Jespersen (1942), Horn (1980), Koziol 

(1937), Kruisinga (1932), Nesfield (1898), Pyles (1952), Marchand (1969), 

Marckwardt (1958), Mencken (1957), Quirk et al. (1972, 1985), etc. 

Furthermore, I found more -ee words through OED Online, the BNC, 

and Internet dictionary search sites. As a result, I found 336 -ee words in 

OED and 184 new -ee words from other references, articles, the Internet, 

and the BNC (see Table 1, 2). 

In the following table of 520 -ee words, the asterisk in the source 

column (OED2*) means 'the -ee word is in the run-on entry of OED2'.  

3.2. First attested years 

The first attested year is based on the first example in OED. In case of 

other references than OED, the published year of reference was given with 

an asterisk (e.g. *2004). 

3.3. Syntactic analyses 

The syntactic argument structure of the stem verb enables -ee nouns to 

SATOKO ISOZAKI 8 

-ee words origin (stem) syntax source year 
abandonee OED' I0 1848 French 

OED' 2 abductee 1975 DO Latin 
abortee 3 OED Online S-vi 1942 Latin 

4 abscondee OneLook *2004 S 
5 absentee OED2  S-vi 1537 French 

OED2  6 abusee DO 1836 French 
7 OneLook *2004 DO acceptee 

OED2  8 acolee 1450 DO French 
9 acquiree Webster° 1969 DO 

10 Bengtsson 1908 PO actee 
11 adaptee Bauer 1994 1971 S-vi, DO 
12 OED' addressee 1810 DO, JO French 
13 admittee OneLook *2004 DO 

OED' 14 adoptee 1892 DO French 
15 advancee Bauer 1994 1984 DO 
16 OED2  advertisee 1861 PO, IO French 

OED2  17 advisee 1824 DO French 
18 advowee OED2  1691 Anom. French 

OED2  19 affrontee 1833 DO French 
20 Bauer 1994 1981 DO aggressee 

OED2  21 alienee I0 1531 French 
22 allocatee Bauer 1983 I0 *1983 French 

OED2  23 allottee I0 1846 French 
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65 bummaree OED2 	1707 Anom. unknown Latin Anom.1 OED2  1910 24 amputee 
66 bumpee 	Bauer 1994 	1987 DO French OED2  1838 DO 25 amusee 

OED2  callee 1872 DO, PO Old English 67 French 1531 PO OED2  appellee 26 
OED2  catchee DO 68 1839 French French DO, I0 OED2  1727 appointee 27 

69 Bauer 1994 1977 DO French causee DO 1963 OED Online appraisee 28 
OED2  70 challengee DO French 1616 French DO 1969 OED Online 29 aquiree 
OED2* DO 71 chaperonee 1884 French S *2004 OneLook 30 arrangee 
OED2  72 charge 1767 DO French French DO OED2  1847 31 arrestee 
OED2  73 chargee 1884 Anom.1 French S-vi *1998 Barker arrivee 32 

charteree Bauer 1994 DO, I0 74 1975 S-vi *1998 Barker ascendee 33 
OED2  chasee DO French 75 1886 French Anom.1 1726 OED2  34 assessee 
OED2  chattee PO 76 1886 onomatopoeic French DO, I0 (1467) 1419 OED2  35 assignee 
OED2  77 cheatee DO French 1614 Anom. *1999 Matsuda 36 asylee 
OED2  cheekee DO Old English 78 1840* French* PO 1835 OED2  attache 37 

79 circumcisee BNC 1990 DO French S -vt OED2  1961 attendee 38 
OED2  80 citee DO French Anom. 1993 BNC auctoritee 39 
OED2  81 civilizee 1861 DO French DO *2004 OneLook auditee 40 

82 cliticee Bauer 1994 1987 Anom.2 S-vi, DO 1987 Bauer 1993 auditionee 41 
OED2  coachee 83 1866 DO French *2004 Anom. OneLook 42 avowee 
OED2* PO French 84 1939 coactee *2004 I0 OneLook awardee 43 
OED2* 85 co-assignee DO, I0 French 1884 *1952 DO Pyles babysittee 44 
OED2  86 co-feoffee DO, I0 French 1458 French OED2  1528 I0 bailee 45 
OED2  87 cognizee, -isee IO French 1531 unknown DO OED2  1823 46 banteree 

cohabitee OED2  S-vi 88 1955 French French DO OED2  1871 baptizee 47 
OED2* 89 colegatee 1875 IO Latin French PO OED2  1598 bargainee 48 
OED2* co-lessee 90 1885 I0 French French Anom.2 OED2  1666 49 bargee 

91 collapsee Adams S-vi *2001 Old English DO OED2  1860 50 beatee 
collatee OED2  92 1703 DO Latin S-vi Marchand 1941 51 beateree 

93 commissionee OED2  1715 DO French OED2*  Old English DO 1978 befriendee 52 
94 committee OED2  IO 1495 Latin Anom.2 1982 Bauer 1994 benefactee 53 
95 communicatee Bauer 1987 1983 '0 DO 1990 BNC 54 billetee 
96 Bauer 1993 communicee 1990 IO French DO OED2  1939 billetee, billettee 55 

OED2* 97 I0 1884 French co-mortgagee Anom.2 OED2  1841 biographee 56 
OED2  98 complainee PO 1779 French PO 1935 Bauer 1993 blackmailee 57 

99 complimentee OED2  DO 1876 French S-vi, DO 1989 Bauer 1993 blind datee 58 
OED2  100 I0 Latin compromittee 1602 DO 1941 Bolinger bombee 59 
OED2  101 conferee PO, I0 1779 Latin unknown OED2  DO 1841 boree 60 
OED2  102 confessee DO, PO French 1601 Old English OED2  IO 1885 borrowee 61 
OED2  103 confidee IO, PO Latin 1812 DO 1987 1993 Bauer bowee 62 

104 confinee Matsuda DO *1999 personal name OED2* DO 1880 boycottee 63 
OED2  105 confirmee c1600 JO, DO French French DO OED2  1858 64 bribee 
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147 demandee 	OED2 	1603 I0 
148 departee 	Websterl I 	1943 	S-vi 
149 deportee 	OED2 	1895 DO 

French DO *1969 Marchand congratulee 106 
DO 1983 Bauer 1993 conjuree 107 

French Latin OED2*  DO 1835 co-nominee 108 
150 depositee OED2  1676 IO French DO 1940 Bolinger conscriptee 109 
151 deracinee Matsuda *1999 DO Latin IO OED2  1883 110 consecratee 
152 describee OED2  1830 IO Latin DO *2004 OneLook 111 conservatee 
153 designee Webster" 1925 DO French* DO OED' consigne 112 
154 destinee OED2  1881 I0 French French or Latin 1789 IO OED2  consignee 113 
155 detainee OED2  1928 DO French S-vi, DO 1984 Bauer 1993 constipatee 114 
156 determinee Bauer 1994 1980 DO Latin DO OED2  1855 consultee 115 
157 detraque OED2  1902 DO French* Latin DO 1960 OED Online 116 contactee 
158 devisee OED2  1542 10 French French DO 1870 OED2  117 contestee 
159 devotee OED2  S -vt 1645 Latin Latin IO 1875 OED2  118 contractee 
160 dilutee OED2  1918 S - vt Latin DO 1982 Bauer 1994 controllee 119 
161 dinee Barker S-vi *1998 IO OED2  1602 120 conusee 
162 directee OED2  DO 1928 Latin French DO OED2  1846 121 convenee 
163 dischargee OED2  1894 DO French Latin DO OED2  1956 122 co-optee 
164 disclosee BNC 1992 DO French OED2*  Anom.2, 10 1602 123 copatentee 
165 discontentee OED2  a1734 DO French *2004 IO OneLook co-permittee 124 
166 discontinuee OED2  1574 IO French Old Norse OED2* DO, I0 1818 125 co-trustee 
167 dislocatee OED2  1827 DO Latin French DO OED2  1934 counsellee, -elee 126 
168 disponee OED2  1746 IO Latin French IO OED2  1649 127 covenantee 
169 disposee OED2  1826 10 French Anom. 1940 Bolinger crack-upee 128 
170 disseisee, -zee OED2  1540 DO French Old English DO OED2  1883 129 crarnmee 
171 distrainee OED2  1875 DO French DO, I0 1541 Bengtsson credite(-ee) 130 
172 distributee OED2  1870 IO Latin Old English DO OED2  1806 cudgellee 131 
173 divorcee OED2  1813 DO French DO 1972 Bauer 1994 132 curee 
174 dolee OED Online 1986 Anom.2 Old English Old English DO OED2  1829 133 cursee 
175 donatee OED2  1716 IO Latin Latin Anom. OED2  1812 134 custodee 
176 OED2  donee 1523 IO prob. Old English French DO OED2  1798 135 cuttee 
177 dowee OED2  1865 DO French French* DO OED2  1661 debauchee 136 
178 draftee OED2  1866 DO prob. Old English French I0 OED2  1531 137 debtee 
179 draggee Barker *1998 DO DO 1991 BNC decantee 138 
180 drainee Bauer 1994 1974 DO DO *1999 Matsuda declassee 139 
181 drawee OED2  1766 IO Old English Latin IO OED2  1760 dedicatee 140 
182 drivee OED2  1882 DO Old English French DO OED2  1864 defendee 141 
183 dumpee Bengtsson 1921 IO S-vi *1998 Barker 142 deferee 
184 Bengtsson 1917 DO eatee S -vt *1998 Barker deferree 143 
185 editee Barker *1998 DO Latin IO OED2  1875 delegatee 144 
186 educatee OED2  1815 DO Latin DO 1979 Bauer 1994 deletee 145 
187 ejectee BNC 1985-93 DO French IO OED2  1887 deliveree 146 
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OED' 229 flingee 1879 IO Old Norse DO Latin 1593 OED2  electee 188 
OED' PO 230 flirtee 1862 onomatopoeic DO 1985 Bauer 1994 eliminatee 189 
OED2  231 floggee 1836 DO onomatopoec S-vi *2001 Adams embarkee 190 

232 flunkee Matsuda *1999 S-vi, DO French* S OED' 1792 emigre 191 
233 followee Bauer 1993 1986 DO _French DO OED2  1850 employee 192 

Barker DO 234 forcee *1998 French I0 1754 OED2  endorsee, indorsee 193 
Barker 235 forgettee *1998 S-vt French DO 1424 OED2  enfeoffee 194 
OED'• fosse 1708 DO French* 236 French DO 1808 OED2  195 engagee 
OED' foule 1894 DO French* 237 2001 DO Internet enhancee 196 
Webster" franchaisee 238 1954 DO French S, DO *2004 OneLook enlistee 197 
OED2  239 fricassee 1568 DO French* French* DO OED2  1826 ennuye quasi-n. 198 

240 fuckee Bauer 1993 1986 DO Latin 1934 DO OED Online enrollee 199 
241 furloughee McAtee 1943 DO 1968 DO Webster" enshrinee 200 

OED' 242 fusee 1650 Anom. French* DO *1998 Barker 201 erasee 
OED' DO unknown 243 1819 French S-vi gaggee 1875 OED2  202 escapee 
OED' IO 244 galee 1884 Old English French DO OED2  1480 203 espousee 
OED' garnishee DO French 245 1627 French DO 1607 OED2  essoinee 204 
OED2  246 PO unknown 1853 French* DO gazee OED' 1934 205 evacuee 
OED' 247 DO 1855 Latin OED2*  DO geggee 1879 evictee 206 

248 giftee Pyles *1952 IO French* DO OED2  1922 exalte 207 
BNC 249 gossipee 1989 DO French DO OED2  1788 examinee 208 
OED2  French 250 1814 DO I0 gougee *2004 OneLook exchangee 209 
Bauer 1994 DO 251 1984 DO 1987 governee Bauer 1993 executionee 210 
OED' 252 I0 French 1491 grantee DO *1999 Matsuda 211 exemptee 
OED' 253 1679 Anom. French guarantee S-vt *1999 Matsuda exhaustee 212 
OED2  254 guidee DO French 1922 DO *2004 OneLook 213 exoneree 

255 habitue Nesfield *1898 DO Latin DO OED' 1888 expellee 214 
256 handshakee Barker Anom.2 *1998 French I0 OED' 1890 experimentee 215 
257 OED2  1831 DO Old English hangee French Anom. OED' 1802 expiree 216 
258 haulee Bauer 1994 1985 DO I0 *1998 Barker explainee 217 
259 helpee BNC DO 1992 French DO OED' 1941 exploitee 218 

OED2  260 1811 DO Old English hiree DO 1984 Bauer 1994 219 exposee 
261 Bauer 1993 1989 DO hittee DO *2001 Adams expositee 220 

OED' 262 1840 DO hoaxee DO *1998 Barker 221 extractee 
263 holdupee Marchand *1969 DO I0 *1999 Matsuda faxee 222 
264 Bauer 1994 1980 DO honoree French DO, I0 1542 OED' feoffee 223 
265 Bauer 1983 *1983 DO huggee Anom.2 *1998 Barker festschriftee 224 

OED2  266 Illumine 1794 DO French* 225 French Anom. OED2  1875 feudee 
OED2  267 importee 1858 DO Latin French* DO 1835 OED2  226 fiance 

268 Bengtsson 1914 DO impressee DO *1998 Barker 227 firee 
OED' 269 indernnitee JO French DO 2002 Internet 228 flashee 
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311 OED2  lovee French 1754 DO Old English DO OED2  1581 indictee 270 
OED2  French 312 luggee 1830 DO Scandinavian I0 OED' 1754 indorsee 271 

313 Latin magnetizee OneLook *2004 DO DO 1941 OED2  inductee 272 
314 malefactee Batter 1994 1982 Anom.2 DO *2004 OneLook infectee 273 

OED2  315 1847 DO DO, S-vi I tarian *1983 Bauer 1983 managee infiltree 274 
OED2  316 mancipee I0 1880 DO Latin 1993 BNC inoculee 275 

317 mandatee OED2  1774 Anom.2 I0 Latin 1984 Bauer 1994 inquisitee 276 
318 maniplatee OED Online 1958 DO French I0 Matsuda *1999 insertee 277 
319 manipulee OED Online 1979 DO French DO 1985-93 BNC instructee 278 

French 320 BNC 1993 DO DO OED2  1853 massacree insuree 279 
321 Latin OED Online 1975 Anom.2 Greek DO 1610 masterctome OED2  interessee 280 

French 322 Bauer 1994 S-vt., 1970 DO DO OED2  1918 meetee internee 281 
323 OED Online 1965 Anom.2 French DO *2004 mentee OneLook interrogee 282 

French 324 OED2  DO 1964 DO, S-vt, vi Latin 1884 OED2  mergee interviewee 283 
Latin 325 OED2  1882 DO Anom. 1831 OED2  mesmeree introducee 284 

326 mesmerizee OED2  DO 1829 DO personal name *1998 Barker invadee 285 
Latin 327 missionee OED2  1951 DO DO Latin 1610 OED2  investee 286 
French 328 moneylendee Jespersen MEG *1942 I0 DO OED2  1837 invitee 287 

329 motheree OED Online 1948 Anom.2 DO Old English 1993 BNC invokee 288 
French 330 OED2  1584 I0 1759 PO French OED2  mortgagee 289 jestee 
Latin 331 OED Online PO, 10 1972 DO 1869 unknown OED2  muggee jokee 290 

OED2  unknown 332 murderee DO 1920 DO 1832 Old English OED2  kickee 291 
333 OED Online 1971 DO I0 1977 narratee Latin Bauer 1994 kidnapee 292 

OED2* Old English 334 nicknamee 1888 DO DO OED2  1827 Old English kissee 293 
335 noddee OED2  obscure a1680 S-v t PO 1980 Bauer 1994 knockee 294 

Greek 336 nominee OED2  Anom.1 1664 DO 1956 Latin OED Online laryngectomee 295 
Old English 337 nonemployee OneLook PO *2004 DO OED2  1829 laughee 296 

338 objectee OED2  DO PO 1861 1976 Latin Bauer 1994 leakee 297 
Latin 339 obligee OED2  DO 1574 I0 French OED2  1900 lecturee 298 
Latin 340 offendee Barker I0 *1998 S-vt OED2  1679 legatee 299 
French 341 offeree OED2  10 1952 I0 Old English OED2  1495 lessee 300 
French 342 OED2  Anom.2 1831 PO 1672 OED2  operatee Latin letteree 301 
French* 343 optionee OneLook DO *2004 DO 1718 OED2  levee 302 
French OED2  344 ordinee DO c1330 DO OED2  1856 French libellee 303 

345 DO Matsuda *1999 Anom.2 *1983 Bauer 1983 liberee paranee 304 
French pardonee OED2  346 DO 1895 DO OED2  1868 French licensee 305 

347 parkee Anom.2 Bauer 1983 *1983 S-vi *2004 OneLook lienee 306 
OED2  348 parolee DO 1916 DO 1984 French Bauer 1994 likee 307 

349 DO Koziol *1937 S-vi *2004 OneLook 308 listee passee 
Old Norse 350 OED2  I0 1442 Anom.2 1832 OED2  patentee French 309 loanee 
Latin 351 OED2  DO c1807 Anom.2 1816 OED2  patronee French locatee 310 
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393 raidee Jespersen MEG *1942 DO DO 1914 Bengtsson 352 pattee 
394 OED2  French 1819 S-vi echoic IO OED2  1683 rappee 353 pawnee 

OED2  395 French DO 1794 French IO 1758 OED2  razee 354 payee 
readee 396 Barker Latin *1998 IO 1846 IO OED2  permittee 355 

397 recognizee OED2  French 1592 DO French DO 1882 OED2  356 persecutee 
OE D 2* 398 reconcilee French 1894 DO French IO 1764 OED2  petitionee 357 
OED2  Greek 399 TO, S-vi (1957) 1531 French N *1942 Jespersen MEG recoveree philanthropee 358 
OED2  Greek 400 redundantee 1963 Anom.2 Latin DO 1859 OED2  photographee 359 
OED2  401 referee 1621 I0 French DO *1942 Jespersen MEG pickpocketee 360 
OED2  402 refugee 1685 S-vi French Anom.2 *1998 Barker piedpipee 361 
OED2  French 403 registree 1923 DO French DO OED2  1856 pillagee 362 
OED2  French 404 rehabilitee 1972 DO Latin DO OED2  1883 pilotee 363 
OED2  French 405 rejectee 1941 DO Latin IO 1963 OED Online placee 364 

French 406 relaxee Barker *1998 S-vi IO OED2  1943 plannee 365 
OED2  407 releasee 1744 IO French DO 1977 Bauer 1993 pleasee 366 
Webster" French 408 relocatee 1941 DO IO OED2  1766 pledgee 367 
OED2  Old English 409 remittee I0 1766 Latin PO OED2  1832 plottee 368 
OED2* 410 Old English remuneratee 1816 DO Latin 1831 DO OED2  pluckee 369 

411 renforcee OED2  1688 DO French *1998 Anom. Barker politicee 370 
412 OED2  Dutch 1386 DO French* DO 1940 OED2  renomee pollee 371 

OED2  413 1375 DO French DO 1982 Bauer 1994 renownee 372 possessee 
French 414 reorderee Bauer 1994 1979 DO DO OED2  1554* 373 prayee 
French 415 BNC 1992 DO PO, IO reportee OED2  1806 preachee 374 

OED2  Latin 416 1624 DO, S-vt Anom.2 French OED2  1974 representee 375 preceptee 
French OED2  French 417 1950 DO DO OED2  1676 rescuee preferee 376 

418 OED2  French DO, IO 1823 DO French OED2  1498 rescussee 377 presentee 
419 OED2  Latin 1860 I0 French I0 1733 reservee OED2  promisee 378 

OED2  420 resignee Latin 1611 PO > S-vi French DO 1958 OED2  379 promotee 
421 OneLook Latin 1967 DO DO 1602 restoree OED2  380 protectee 
422 OED2  French* restrictee DO 1959 DO Latin OED2  1778 protege 381 

OED2  423 retardee DO 1971 DO French 1988 BNC providee 382 
OED2  French 424 retiree DO 1945 S-vi, DO French OED2  1827 provokee 383 

425 retrainee OneLook S-vi *2004 DO *1937 Koziol publishee 384 
426 OED2  Dutch S-vi PO, DO 1944 French OED2  1834 returnee 385 pumpee 
427 Jespersen MEG DO *1942 DO *1998 Barker revengee punchee 386 
428 revisee OED2  DO 1977 1884 DO French 1994 Bauer 387 puntee 
429 French Barker DO *1998 DO OED2  1938 roastee 388 purgee 
430 OED2  1381 DO IO French* 1992 BNC rosee 389 puttee 

French 431 roue OED2  1800 DO DO French* OED2  1838 questionee 390 
obscure 432 rubbee OED2  1757 DO DO Low German OED2  1940 quizzee 391 
Latin 432 rushee OED2  OED2*  1916 DO DO French 1813 392 quotee 
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tailee Bauer 475 1994 1988 DO Old English I0 OED2  a1902 434 sayee 
476 takee Bauer 1994 1988 DO I0 *1999 Matsuda 435 screwee 
477 talkee Barker DO *1998 I0 1909 Marchand scripee 436 
478 Bauer 1994 1987 DO tastee French DO 1980 OED2  secondee 437 

Barker 479 DO *1998 teasee Latin DO 1602 OED2  seducee 438 
OED2*  480 telegraphee 1895 IO French Latin DO 1940 OED2  selectee 439 

481 tellee BNC 1990 IO Old English I0 OED2  1806 sendee 440 
OED2  tenderee 482 IO 1883 French Latin S-vt 1611 OED2  441 sequestree 

testee' OED2  483 1654 Anom. Latin DO 1927 Bengtsson sharkee 442 
testee2  OED2  484 1932 DO French Old English DO 1826 OED2  shavee 443 

485 throwee Jespersen MEG *1942 I0 Old English DO, PO 1837 OED2  shootee 444 
OED2  486 tippee 1897 DO Old Norse French PO 1898 OED2  signallee 445 
OED2  487 1840 DO French toastee French S-vt OED2  1953 signee 446 

488 Bauer 1994 1986 DO torturee S-vi 1978 Bauer 1994 sitee 447 
OED2  489 trainee 1841 DO French S-vi *1998 Barker sittee 448 
OED2  tranche 490 1697 DO French* DO *1969 Marchand slanderee 449 
OED2  transferee 491 JO, DO 1736 French DO 1986 Bauer 1993 slaughteree 450 
OED2  492 transplantee DO a1687 Latin DO 1986 Bauer 1994 slittee 451 
OED2  493 DO 1883 French transportee I0 *1998 Barker snatchee 452 
OED2  494 1841 DO French treatee Old Norse DO 1787 OED2  snubbee 453 
OED2  495 1818 DO French trottee French DO 1952 OED2  socializee 454 
OED2  496 1647 DO, IO Old Norse trustee DO 1940 Bolinger sockee 455 

497 Marchand S-vi *1969 tryoutee French DO OED2  1887 solicitee 456 
498 OED2  1927 DO French tutee Irish PO OED2  1797 457 sornee 
499 twistee Barker *1998 DO DO *1969 Marchand 458 squeezee 
500 ultimatee Adams *2001 Anom. Old English S-vi OED2  1831 standee 459 

undelessee OED2  501 I0 1730 French Old English PO OED2  1800 460 staree 
OED2  502 1891* Anom. French Latin usee I0 OED2  1610 subcommitee 461 

vaccine OED' 503 1889 DO Latin French OED2*  I0 1882 sub-lessee 462 
vendee OED" 504 1547 JO French French DO sublicensee 463 

505 venerealee Barker *1998 Anom. Latin S-vi OED2  1611 submittie 464 
OED2  506 DO 1879 French vestee Latin DO 1894 OED2  subornee 465 

507 vigilantee BNC Anom.2 1980 Latin PO *2004 OneLook subrogee 466 
508 OED2  visitee DO 1710 French DO 1909 Bengtsson 467 succouree 
509 OED2  vivisectee DO 1886 Latin Anom.2 *2001 Adams suicidee 468 

vouchee OED2  510 DO 1485 French Latin DO 1880 OED2  supervisee 469 
waitee 511 Bauer 1994 S-vi 1980 DO 1985-93 BNC 470 supportee 
wardee OED2  512 1938 Anom. Old English French I0 1662 OED2  surrenderee 471 

513 OED2  1668 I0 French warrantee French DO a1856 OED2  suspendee 472 
514 whippee Bengtsson 1901 DO Old English DO OED' 1889 473 sweatee 
515 wishee Jespersen Growth *1942 I0 DO *1999 Matsuda 474 taggee 



516 withstandee Barker *1998 S-vt 

517 wittee OED2  1654 Anom. French+ Old English 

518 writee OED2  c1611 I0 Old English 

519 yellee 

520 zumboorukchee 

Barker 

OED2* Hindustani 

*1998 PO 

1825 Anom. 
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NOTES 

1) Sasaki (1984) 

2) I would like to express my deepest gratitude to my adviser Associate Professor 

Kazuyuki Urata and Honorary Professor Sakutaro Takahashi in Tokyo University of 

Foreign Studies. For much good advice and kind interest in my work I also tender my 

thanks to Honorary Professor Yoshiro Kojima in Waseda Universty. 
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The Impersonal Verb Listen in Chaucer's Works: 

Implications of Its Textual Distributiono 

AYUMI MIURA 

1. Introduction 

Following van der Gaaf's pioneering monograph of about a century ago, 

a considerable number of studies have been dedicated to the impersonal 

constructions in Old and Middle English.2)  Among all the authors and 

works in medieval English, Chaucer's use of impersonal constructions has 

been of particular scholarly interest)  This is probably because his works 

abound in examples of impersonal constructions and because personal 

constructions are also attested.4)  Due to the coexistence of these two 

different constructions, it is generally assumed that Chaucer's English 

shows a transition from impersonal to personal constructions. However, 

not all the verbs that can be used in impersonal constructions exemplify 

such a "transition." Among the verbs that can hardly be regarded as 

undergoing transition, this paper is concerned with listen "to be pleasing." 

The use of listen as an impersonal verb goes back to the Old English 

period, while its first occurrence in personal constructions does not appear 

until the thirteenth century.")  According to van der Gaaf's extensive 

investigation (1904: 70-73), listen began to be used in personal construc-

tions in all dialects by the beginning of the fourteenth century, and after 

the middle of the fifteenth century its use in impersonal constructions 

declined. Chaucer's English of the late fourteenth century has examples of 

both impersonal and personal constructions with listen. 

There are more than 60 impersonal verbs in Chaucer's works,°)  of which 

listen is by far the most frequently chosen verb for impersonal construc-

tions with objective personal pronouns. There are only 19 verbs with ten  

or more instances of such impersonal constructions in Chaucer,')  and 

listen, with more than 300 instances, far outnumbers the other verbs alone. 

This extremely high frequency may well characterize it as the most 

important representative of Chaucer's impersonal verbs. On the other 

hand, a simple comparison with its synonym liken points to the peculiar 

use of listen in Chaucer's works, especially in the verse texts. Chaucer uses 

listen far more frequently than liken in impersonal constructions,8)  but the 

disparity in frequency is restricted to the distribution in the verse texts. In 

the verse texts, Chaucer employs listen 290 times in impersonal construc-

tions involving objective personal pronouns, while he chooses liken 66 

times, more than four times less frequently than listen. By contrast, in the 

prose texts, the two verbs are selected almost equally, with 15 instances for 

listen and 18 instances for liken. 

As far as I know, distinguishing examples between the verse and prose 

texts like this has never been attempted in the previous studies of Chaucer's 

impersonal constructions. These have tended to treat all the examples 

equally, irrespective of whether they are attested in the verse or prose 

texts. The problem with such a treatment is clear from the fact that verse 

texts have a much higher frequency of impersonal constructions than 

prose texts in Chaucer,9)  which suggests that Chaucer favored the use of 

the older constructions in the verse texts rather than in the prose texts. It 

should be stressed that distinguishing examples according to the texts is 

indispensable for a proper understanding of Chaucer's usage. This paper 

reconsiders the use of listen in Chaucer's works from the viewpoint of 

textual distribution.'")  

2. Classification 

The constructions in which Chaucer uses listen can be classified into the 

following four types depending on whether the construction is impersonal 

or personal: 

Type I: with an objective personal pronoun [303 instances] 

Ex. But if yow list, my tale shul ye heere. (CT V (F) 728) 

Type II: with a formal subject it [4 instances] 
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Ex. My gold is youres, whan that it yow leste, (CT VII (B2) 284) 

Type III: with a noun or an indeclinable pronoun [50 instances] 

Ex. For certein, whan that Fortune list to flee, 

Ther may no man the cours of hire withholde. 

(CT VII (B2) 1995-96) 

Ex. After his fadres deth he bar hym so 

That there nas non that liste ben his fo, (LGW 1406-07) 

Type IV: with a nominative personal pronoun [8 instances] 

Ex. And if ye lyst of me to make 

Youre prisoner, I wol it take (RomB 1967-68) 

Of these four types, Type I and Type II correspond to impersonal 

constructions in the general definition. Type I, without a nominative 

subject and with an objective personal pronoun in the preverbal position, 

is no longer allowed in Present-day English. Type II is a construction in 

which the dummy subject it precedes the verb. The introduction of a 

dummy it is generally agreed to have been motivated by the demand for a 

subject in the preverbal position after the rigidification of the SVO word 

order and to have had an important role in the demise of our Type I 

constructions.")  Type III are constructions in which listen occurs with a 

noun or an indeclinable pronoun. The distinctive feature of Type III 

constructions is their structural ambiguity in that they can be interpreted 

either as impersonal or personal constructions. There are no formal clues 

as to whether the noun Fortune in the first example should be understood 

as in the nominative (i.e. she) or objective case (i.e. hire), since the nominal 

case distinctions between the two cases are lost in Chaucer's English.")  

Nor can we tell whether the relative pronoun that in the second example is 

in the nominative or objective case, since it is an indeclinable pronoun.")  

Finally, Type IV is a construction in which an objective personal pronoun 

in Type I is replaced by a nominative personal pronoun. It is no longer 

recognized as impersonal but as a personal construction. 

It is clear from the numerical data for the four types that Type I is the 

basic use for listen in Chaucer. On the other hand, although the examples 

are rather scarce, listen is also attested in the newer constructions, i.e. 

Type II and Type IV constructions. This seems to imply that while Type 

I constructions are overwhelmingly productive, listen in Chaucer's En-

glish shows the transition to the newer constructions, just as is generally 

claimed regarding Chaucer's impersonal constructions. However, a closer 

look at the relevant examples casts doubt both on the productivity of Type 

I constructions with listen and on the progress of "transition" in Chaucer's 

English. In order to illustrate this point I shall examine each of the four 

types in detail. 

3. Discussion of each type 

3.1. Type I 

While listen is by far the most frequent in Type I constructions of all the 

four types in Chaucer, there is some large disparity in distribution be-

tween the verse and prose texts. Of the total 303 instances, 288 are attested 

in the verse texts while only 15 are found in the prose texts. Table 1 gives 

the number of examples of Type I constructions with listen in Chaucer's 

verse and prose texts. The texts are arranged in the order in which they 

appear in the Riverside Chaucer from left to right. CT (V) stands for the 

verse part of the Canterbury Tales, while CT (P) stands for the prose part, 

i.e. the Tale of Melibee and the Parson's Tale. The texts with no examples 

are removed from the table in order to economize space. They are all verse 

texts that appear under "Short Poems" in the Riverside Chaucer. 

Table 1 Examples of Type I constructions with listen in Chaucer 
<Verse texts> 

<Prose texts> 

In order to facilitate comparison among these texts of different length, 

Figure 1 depicts normalized frequencies of the examples per 1000 words 

for each text.141  In this figure too, the texts are arranged in the order in 
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which they appear in the Riverside Chaucer from left to right. The short 

poems of much less than 1000 words, i.e. the Complaint of Venus, To 

Rosemounde, Womanly Noblesse, and Fortune are excluded from the figure. 

Figure 1 Normalized frequencies of examples of Type I constructions with listen 

in Chaucer (per 1000 words) 

Figure 1 shows that the prose texts have much lower frequencies of 

Type I constructions with listen than the verse texts. The frequencies in 

the prose part of the Canterbury Tales and Boece are lower than in any of 

the verse texts in the figure, and the frequency in the Treatise on the 

Astrolabe, the highest among the prose texts, only slightly exceeds the 

frequency in the Romaunt of the Rose, which is the lowest among the verse 

texts in the figure. The use of Type I constructions with listen obviously 

inclines toward verse texts, which indicates that these constructions were 

primarily regarded as poetic forms in Chaucer's English. 

The results in Figure 1 also point to the disparity in frequency among 

the verse texts. Anelida and Arcite has the highest frequency, but this is no 

doubt because it is a much shorter work than the others. Its word total is 

only 2772, so that although it has only five examples (see Table 1), its 

normalized frequency is necessarily higher than that of the other much  

longer works. We need not attach much importance to the fact that it has 

the highest frequency. 

Following Anelida and Arcite, Troilus and Criseyde, the Legend of Good 

Women, the Parliament of Fowls, and the verse part of the Canterbury 

Tales have more or less close frequencies. Among these four works, we 

may note Troilus, the Legend, and the Canterbury Tales. These texts have 

a relatively large number of examples of Type I constructions with listen, 

but many of its uses may be ascribed to formal factors rather than 

semantic ones. 

The three works employ listen in various kinds of sentence structures, 

among which the following six should be noted: 

( 1 ) ( a ) Ye may be war of men, if that yow liste. [: wiste] 
(LGW 2387) 

( b ) "But natheles, by that God I the swere, 
That, as hym list, may al this world governe -
(Tr 3.372-73) 

( c ) And sey to me, youre nece, what yow liste." [: triste, kiste] 
(Tr 2.249) 

( d ) As clerkes, whan hem list, konne wel endite, 
(CT IV (E) 933) 

( e ) And seyde, "Kneleth now, while that yow leste; [: reste] 
(Tr 3.965) 

( f ) Thou sholdest seye, "Wyf, go wher thee liste; [: chiste] 
(CT III (D) 318) 

These underlined constructions are raised as "stereotyped impersonal 

clauses" in Masui (1964: 180). Naming them "rime-clauses" for their 

frequent appearance at the end of a line as in (a), (c), (e), and (f), Masui 

further notes as follows: 

"These hackneyed clauses seem to convey a polite manner of speak-
ing on the one hand, whereas on the other they seem often to bear a 
weakened sense like 'please' or 'as one chooses' with a parenthetic 
function. They are sometimes placed merely for the poet to save 
himself trouble with riming. . . . 
It is very interesting to note that various types of such rime-clauses 
are especially found in Troilus and Criseyde. The reason may be that 
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乃 Total Rorn Ros Worn入んb PF LG耳7 BD Anel HF CT(V) 

1 38 16 3 18 
1 60 2 1 14 10 2 30 

I 26 2 7 4 1 2 9 

1 21 1 7 12 

3 3 

7 13 2 4 

1 161 7 1 1 17 51 4 2 1 76 

Bo Total Ast CT(P) 

I 2 1 

1 

0 

2 2 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 3 5 

since the level of the language there used is courtly, these clauses are 
added to the courtly conversation as an expression of politeness 
besides the necessity of rime as a stop-gap serving for the complicated 
rime scheme of the poem." 

Masui clearly acknowledges metrical convenience in the use of these 

expressions. Table 2 summarizes the number of examples of these "stereo-

typed impersonal clauses" with listen in Chaucer's verse and prose texts. 

The "(a)'、一‘'(f)" in the leftmost column respectively correspond to the 

clauses illustrated above as (aト（ f) under (1). The texts with no examples of 

any of these clauses, all of which are verse texts, are removed from the 

table. 

Table 2 Examples of "stereotyped impersonal clauses" with listen in Chaucer 

くVerse 比xtS> 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Total 

くProse texts> 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Total 

Of the six clauses, the if-clause in (a) and as-clause in (b) are among the 

most common structures of Type I constructions with listen in乃oilus and 

Crisりde, the Legend of Good Women, and the verse part of the Canterbuツ 

Tales. The examples of (a) and (b) together occupy approximately one-

third of all the examples of Type I constructions with listen in 乃りilus and 

the Canterbury Tales and even half of those in the Legend. The other four 

clauses in (cト（Dare less frequent than these two clauses, but they are 

relatively common in Troilus and the Canterbury Tales: the instances of 

(cト（1) together amount to about one-fifth of all the instances of Type I 

constructions with listen in these works. The verse texts other than 

乃り1んs, the L昭end, and the CanterbuりTales and由e prose texts also have 

examples of (aト（ f), but there are only one or two examples of either of the 

six clauses, and the repeated use in these three works is not matched in any 

other works. It seems reasonably safe to attribute the relatively high 

fre四encies of Type I constructions with listen in山e three works to the 

frequent use of Masui's "stereotyped impersonal clauses," particularly (a) 

and (b). Chaucer apparently made active use of these clauses as convenient 

tools for composing his three longest poems. 

The frequent use of these "stereotyped" clauses allows us to conjecture 

regarding the state of T即e I constructions with listen in Chaucer's 

English. The total number of these clauses in the verse and prose texts is 

166 (verse: 161 instances; prose: 5 instances), more than half of all the 

examples of Type I constructions with論ten in Chaucer's works. Chaucer 

uses 庸ten in Type I constructions far more frequently than the other 

impersonal verbs, but it is questionable whether Type I constructions 

with listen were still syntactically in active use in Chaucer's English. It is 

reasonable to speculate that at least haff of Type I cOnstructions with listen 

in Chaucer's English belonged to more or less older, formulaic expres-
slons. 

3.2. Type II 

Type II constructions with listen are far less frequent than Type I 

constructions in Chaucer. There are only four instances as follows (the 

logical subject of listen is in italics): 

(2) (a) My gold is youres, whan that it yow leste, 
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And nat oonly my gold, but my chaffare. 

(CT VII (B2) 284-85) 
( b ) Whan that ye wente, of which yet boote non 

Have I non had, but evere wors bigon 
Fro day to day am I, and so mot dwelle, 
While it yow list, of wele and wo my welle. (Tr 5.1327-30) 

( c ) She hath it kyst ful ofte for his sake, 
And seyde, "0 swete cloth, whil Juppiter it leste, 

Tak now my soule, unbynd me of this unreste! 
(LGW 1337-39) 

( d ) Al was the tymber of no strengthe, 
Yet hit is founded to endure 
While that hit lyst to Aventure, 

That is the moder of tydynges, 
As the see of welles and of sprynges; (HF 1980-84) 

It is important to note that all of these four instances are attested in the 

verse texts. The complete lack of Type II constructions in the prose texts 

suggests that the use of it with listen is required by purely metrical factors. 

In (2a) and (2b), the deletion of it would not damage the syntax of the 

clause, but would leave the line shorter by one syllable than the normal 

ten-syllable line, and the iambic rhythm would not run regularly.")  In 

(2c), which is attested in the Legend of Good Women, the line with listen is 

made up of twelve syllables, while the usual number of syllables in a line 

in this work is ten. As in (2a) and (2b), the use of it in this instance is not 

required by syntactic factors, for the construction without it, Juppiter leste, 

is syntactically quite adequate. Nevertheless, this hypothetical reading is 

metrically problematic in that the two accented syllables, i.e. -er of Juppiter 

and the stem vowel of leste, collide with each other.")  The use of it in (2c) 

was in all likelihood necessitated in order to avoid this problem. In (2d), 

Aventure, which is the logical subject of listen, is preceded by the preposi-

tion to. When we consider Chaucer's general tendency in the use of listen, 

the more usual syntactic structure would be Aventure lyst, a Type III 

construction without it or to. However, this not only makes the line too 

short but also fails to rhyme Aventure with endure in the previous line. 

The formal subject and the preposition may have been introduced in order 
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to solve these two metrical problems. 

To sum up, in all the four instances of Type II constructions with listen, 

the presence of it can be metrically justified. It is safe to conclude that on 

the rare occasions when Chaucer used it with listen, he did so out of 

metrical requirements. It seems clear that the syntactic need for employ- 

ing a formal subject with listen was hardly felt in Chaucer's English.17)  

Finally, we may note the following two instances: 

( 3 ) ( a ) And what she thoughte somwhat shal I write, 
As to myn auctour listeth for t'endite. (Tr 2.699-700) 

( b ) Thorugh yow have I seyd fully in my song 
Th'effect and joie of Troilus servise, 
Al be that ther was som disese among, 
As to myn auctour listeth to devise. (Tr 3.1814-17) 

In these instances, the logical subject of listen is expressed in the preposi-

tional phrase as in (2d), and the verb lacks a syntactic subject. We may 

regard the underlined construction as a variant of Type II, since, as in the 

following examples with another impersonal verb bifallen, Chaucer some-
times uses it and sometimes not depending on meter: 

( 4 ) ( a ) And so bifel it on a Saterday, 
This carpenter was goon til Osenay; (CT I (A) 3399-400) 

( b ) And so bifel, whan Phebus was absent, 
His wyf anon hath for hir lemman sent. 
(CT IX (H) 203-04) 

3.3. Type III 

Examples of Type III constructions with listen are divided into those 

with nouns and those with indeclinable pronouns, 25 instances each, and 

all but one of these examples are attested in the verse texts. This implies 

that just like Type I and Type II constructions, Type III constructions 

with listen almost exclusively belong to poetic expressions in Chaucer's 

English. 

As I have mentioned earlier in this paper, most of Type III construc-

tions are structurally ambiguous between impersonal and personal con-

structions. However, there are three examples of unambiguous personal 
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constructions as follows, the last of which is the only instance of Type III 

constructions in the prose texts: 

( 5 ) ( a ) Suffiseth me thou make in this manere: 
That thou reherce of al hir lyf the grete, 
After thise olde auctours lysten for to trete. (LGW 573-75) 

( b ) Thow lady bryght, the doughter to Dyone, 
Thy blynde and wynged sone ek, daun Cupide, 
Yee sustren nyne ek, that by Elicone 
In hil Pernaso listen for t'abide, (Tr 3.1807-10) 

( c ) For soothly, he that precheth to hem that listen nat heeren 
his wordes, his sermon hem anoieth. (CT VII (B2) 1044) 

In these three examples, listen has the plural ending -en agreeing with the 

plural noun in (5a) and the plural antecedent in (5b) and (5c). These 
examples show that, although only sporadically, listen could be used in 

personal constructions when it occurred with a noun or an indeclinable 

pronoun. 

3.4. Type IV 
Finally, we shall examine the instances of Type IV constructions with 

listen in Chaucer. There are only eight examples as quoted below, and all 
but (6h) are attested in the verse texts. Since the use of listen in Chaucer 

chiefly centers in the verse texts in each of the four types of constructions, 
it can safely be stated that Chaucer regarded this verb primarily as a poetic 
vocabulary item, irrespective of the types of constructions in which it may 

have occurred: 

( 6 ) ( a ) I have my sone snybbed, and yet shal, 
For he to vertu listeth nat entende; (CT V (F) 688-89) 

( b ) But though that I now telle it the ne leste, 
Be thow naught wroth; I hide it for the beste." 
(Tr 1.580-81) 

( c ) And if that he noght may, par aventure, 
Or ellis list no swich dispence endure, (CT VII (B2) 15-16) 

( d ) Delyte nat in wo thi wo to seche, 
As don thise foles that hire sorwes eche 
With sorwe, whan thei  han mysaventure, 
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And listen naught to seche hem other cure. (Tr 1.704-07) 
( e ) He say his lady somtyme, and also 

She with hym spak, whan that she  dorst or leste; 
(Tr 3.451-52) 

( f ) And if ye lyst of me to make 
Youre prisoner, I wol it take 
Of herte and will, fully at gree. (RomB 1967-69) 

( g ) What worship is it agayn hym take, 
Or on youre man a werre make, 
Sith he so lowly, every wise, 
Is redy, as ye lust devise? (RomB 3529-32) 

( h ) First wite thou certeinly, hou that haven stondeth, that 
thou list to werke for; (AstSup 2.46.1-2) 

One might assume from these examples that the transition to personal 
constructions was in progress with listen. However, a careful examination 
of these instances shows that Type IV constructions with listen in Chaucer 
could only occur in some restricted environments. 

In (6a) and (6b), some words intervene between the nominative pro-
noun and the verb. The distance between the two is particularly long in 
(6b). In contrast to these instances, the pronoun and the verb are almost 
exclusively placed next to each other in Type I constructions with listen in 
Chaucer. Of the 303 instances of Type I constructions with listen, there 
are only six cases where the pronoun and the verb are separated from each 
other: 

( 7 ) ( a ) Ne me  ne list thilke opinions to telle 
Of hem, though that they writen wher they dwelle. 
(CT I (A) 2813-14) 

( b ) Dwelleth with us, whil yow  good list, in Troie. (Tr 1.119) 
( c ) In joie and suerte Pandarus hem two 

Abedde brought, whan that hem  bothe leste, 
(Tr 3.1678-79) 

( d ) And after this, whan that hem  bothe leste, 
They spedde hem fro the soper unto reste. (Tr 5.517-18) 

( e ) Ne me ne list this sely womman chyde 
Forther than the storye wol devyse. (Tr 5.1093-94) 

( f ) My wil I cOnforme to your ordynaunce, 
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As you  best list, my peynes for to redresse. (WomNob 16-17) 

In all of these instances, only a single word intervenes between the 

pronoun and the verb. The inserted words, emphasized in italics, are 

either adverbs modifying listen (ne in (7a) and (7e), good in (7b), and best in 

(70) or pronouns modifying the objective pronoun (bothe in (7c) and (7d)), 

which are not very likely to be put in any other position. On the other 

hand, the inserted words in (6a) and (6b) are the constituents of the phrase 

governed by listen, which syntactically do not have to be placed in this 

specific position.")  In short, the distance between the pronoun and the 

verb in (6a) and (6b) is unparalleled in Type I constructions with listen in 

Chaucer, and this might have prevented the use of the objective pronouns, 

him and me respectively. We should therefore not regard (6a) and (6b) as 

resulting from the transition from Type I to Type IV constructions. 

In (6c)—(6e), listen is coordinated with verbs that were never used as 

impersonal in the history of English, i.e. mowen in (6c), haven in (6d), and 

durren in (6e), italicized in each quotation. The use of listen in Type IV 

constructions in these three instances results from the structural necessity 

that listen takes over the nominative subject of its coordinated verb. These 

three instances therefore should not be regarded as examples of the active 

use of Type IV constructions. 

In contrast to (6a)—(6e), listen immediately follows the nominative pro-

noun in (6f)—(6h). If we replace the nominative pronoun in these examples 

with an objective pronoun, the resulting constructions would be Type I 

constructions where listen governs an infinitive. Such patterns are quite 

common with listen in Chaucer's works. For this reason, (6f)—(6h) might 

appear as typical Type IV constructions with listen, which were most 

easily produced simply by substituting the case of the pronoun in Type I 

constructions. However, these three instances are all from the portion of 

works that are not generally attributed to Chaucer. (60 and (6g) both come 

from Fragment B of the Romaunt of the Rose, which is, according to 

Benson (1987: 686), "definitely not Chaucer's." (6h) is from "Supple-

mentary Propositions" to the Treatise on the Astrolabe. According to 

Eisner (2002: 43-46), past editors since Skeat have cast doubt on the 
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authenticity of the Supplementary Propositions, and among those six  
propositions Proposition 46, from which (6h) comes, is generally regarded 

as not by Chaucer. 

To sum up regarding the distribution of Type IV constructions with 

listen in Chaucer, the examples that seem to have developed by preserving 

the basic word order in Type I constructions and simply replacing the 

case of the pronoun are restricted to the portion of works whose author-

ship is suspect, whereas the works that are generally ascribed to Chaucer 

only have examples that cannot be regarded as having originated from the 

simple case alternation. The transition to personal constructions is much 

less in progress with listen than suggested by the numerical data. 

4. Concluding remarks 

So far we have investigated the use of the impersonal verb listen in 

Chaucer from the viewpoint of textual distribution. Our analysis of the 

examples has revealed that newer constructions with the formal subject it 

or the nominative pronoun are considerably limited in use and that the 

transition from impersonal to personal is hardly attested. This inevitably 

leads to the conclusion that when listen occurs with a personal pronoun, 

Type I constructions are almost exclusively fixed as the single choice in 

Chaucer's English. 

On the other hand, it is hard to claim that Type I constructions with 

listen were still syntactically flourishing in Chaucer's English. More than 

half of the examples are a series of formulaic expressions, and although 

structurally the same as Type I constructions with other verbs, their 

repeated use strikes us as somewhat hackneyed. In this respect, listen is 

idiosyncratic among Chaucer's impersonal verbs. In discussing Chaucer's 

use of impersonal verbs, it should be emphasized that verbs with varying 

degrees of development coexisted in his writing. 

NOTES 

1) The present article is a revised version of the paper read at the 21st Congress of the 

Japan Society for Medieval English Studies at the University of Tsukuba, on December 4, 

2005. I am greatly indebted to Dr. Jun Terasawa for his valuable comments throughout the 

preparation of this paper. I am also grateful to the following friends and professors for their 
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advice, encouragement, and criticism prior to the congress: Ms. Miyako Ryu, Ms. Kiriko 

Sato, Professor Keiko Ikegami, Professor Kazuyoshi Yamanouchi, Professor Kiyoaki Kikuchi, 

Professor Harumi Tanabe, and Professor Hideo Nishimura. Lastly, but not least, I would 

like to thank Dr. Hywel Evans for proofreading the manuscript. 

2) In the generally accepted definition, an impersonal construction refers to a construc-

tion which lacks a nominative subject or employs a formal subject it, and in which the verb 

is consistently in the third person singular form. An impersonal verb is a verb that has the 

potential to occur in an impersonal construction. In other words, an impersonal verb can 

appear in other types of constructions, for instance in a personal construction with a 

nominative subject. 

3) As far as I know, the most exhaustive study of Chaucer's impersonal constructions so 

far is Higuchi (1990). 

4) According to van der Gaaf (1904: 142), with a few exceptions all the impersonal verbs 

began to be used in personal constructions in the first half of the fourteenth century. 

5) See OED s.v. list v.'. 

6) These are (in alphabetical order): athinken, availen, ben best, ben bet/bettre, ben boden, 
ben fair, ben good, ben impossible, ben lef, ben lever, ben levest, ben loth, ben lothest, ben nede, ben 
possible, ben shapen, ben taught, ben tid, ben told, ben wel, ben no, ben wors, bifallen, bihoven, 
bitiden, deinen, deliten, displesen, drawee, dreden, dremen, fallen, gamen, geinen, greven, 
happen, haven lever, lakken, last en, liken, listen, longen, meten, misfallen, mishappen, misliken, 
missitten, mosten, neden, oughten, recchen, reinen, remembren, repenten, reuen, semen, shamen, 
shiners, sitten, smerten, snewen, suffisen, thinken, thirsten, thurven, tiden, tikelen, and wanten. 

7) These are (in alphabetical order): ben lef (10 times), ben lever (27 times), ben loth (15 

times), ben wo (21 times), bihoven (15 times), happen (10 times), lakken (17 times), liken (84 

times), listen (305 times), meten (16 times), neden (34 times), oughten (41 times), recchen (12 

times), remembren (14 times), semen (42 times), smerten (11 times), suffisen (10 times), thinken 

(178 times), and thurven (13 times). The figures in parenthesis are all based on my master's 

thesis (Miura 2004). 

8) Van der Gaaf (1904: 70) points out that a decided preference for listen over liken is 

generally observed in Middle English. 

9) This is pointed out in my master's thesis (Miura 2004). 

10) The text to be used in the present paper is Benson's Riverside Chaucer. References and 

short titles are in general those used in Benson's Glossarial Concordance. 

11) See Kim (1999) for further argument. 

12) In Old English listen governed an accusative case. See van der Gaaf (1904: 8). 

13) There are four other kinds of indeclinable pronouns that occur with listen in Chaucer's 

works: whoso, who, the personal pronoun it, and composite pronouns like himselven. Van der 

Gaaf (1904: 31) notes that before a verb whoso was generally left uninflected in Middle 

English. In order to be consistent with the inclusion of whoso, I have treated who, which 

occurs only once with listen in Chaucer (RomB 5028), as the indeclinable pronoun for 

convenience' sake. The use of the personal pronoun it with listen is attested only once as 

follows, where it refers to Myn herte in the first line but its case is ambiguous between the 

nominative and the objective: 

Myn herte is youres, and myn right nought, 

As it bihoveth, in dede and thought,  
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Redy in all to worche youre will, 

Whether so tunic to good or ill, 

So sore it lustith you to plese, 

No man therof may you disseise. (RomB 2071-76) 

As for the composite pronouns, Nakao (1972: 300) points out that they occur in the subject 

position as frequently as in the object position in Middle English. He further argues the 

possibility that they contributed to some extent to the transition from impersonal to 

personal constructions. 

14) The total words for each text are obtained from Cannon (1998: 118-19) except for the 

Romaunt of the Rose. Cannon only gives the total words in Fragment A of the work. The 

total words in the Romaunt including Fragment B and Fragment C are taken from Nakao 

and Matsuo (1992: 192). 

15) As for (2b), an alternative would be using a pleonastic that instead of it, as in (1e) 

above. 

16) It should be noted that unlike in Present-day English, Jupiter in Chaucer's poems 

receives stress not only on the first syllable but also on the third syllable. This is confirmed 

by the fact that it rhymes by -er twice (in HF 591 with botiller and in HF 609 with fer). 
17) The cause for the scarcity of examples of Type II constructions with listen may partly 

be attributed to its synonym liken. Unlike listen, liken is favored in Type II constructions 

almost as much as in Type I constructions in Chaucer. This leads us to assume that when 

Chaucer wanted to use it, the verb to be selected was not listen but liken. 
18) Ohno (1995: 53) cites Norman Blake's opinion about the separation of he and listeth in 

(6a) from the metrical and psychological point of view: "In his suggestion, Norman Blake 

says, "By putting something in between, it allows both [he and listeth] to be stressed. I think 

this is important for the SqT example since 'he' refers back to 'my sone' in the previous line 

and allows the 'he' to carry stress." The franklin, the speaker, is complaining of his son by 

emphasizing his prodigality." As for (6b), Chaucer probably placed leste at the end of a line 

so that it should rhyme with beste in the following line. The rhyme between these two words 

is very common in Chaucer: CT I (A) 749-50, 787-88, 1847-48, 2207-08, III (D) 1985-86, 

IV (E) 489-90, 716 and 718, 986-87, 1517-18, V (F) 885-86, Tr 1.1028-29, 2.1448-49, 

3.452-53, 671-72, 846-47, 1047-48, 1329-30, 4.169 and 171, 5.839-40, LGW 614-15. 

19) Of the three fragments of the Romaunt of the Rose, only Fragment A (II. 1-1705) is 

generally accepted by scholars as Chaucer's work. For a detailed account of the problem of 

authorship of this work, see Dahlberg (1999: 3-24). 
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From Parataxis to Hypotaxis 

FLTYO 0 SAWA 

1. Introduction 

In this paper, I claim that syntactic embedding emerged rather late in 

the history of English. It does not mean that there was no way of having 

another proposition embedded in a clause in early English. There have 

always been variant devices of expressing a complicate idea in languages. 

What I want to claim is that syntactic embedding presupposes a relevant 

functional category, and hence, without a relevant functional category in a 

given language, the language tries to exploit a different device for express-

ing the complex idea. 

One of the widely exploited ways of complementation in earlier lan-

guages is nominalization, i.e., nominalized verbal forms such as infinitives, 

or more precisely, the precursors of Present-day infinitives. This will be 

dealt with in chapter 4. I claim that there was a diachronic shift from 

nominalization, or more precisely from nominals which are based on 

verbal forms, to syntactic embedding in the ways of complementation. 

The key factor behind this is the presence/absence of a relevant functional 

category. Another way of complementation in a language without a func-

tional category is loose adjunction of a finite clause, which is traditionally 

called, as juxtaposition. This will be discussed in chapter 5. 

The background assumptions are that the choice of functional catego-

ries such as D, T, I, and C is subject to parametric variation and that 

generally functional categories are introduced at a later stage in a given 

language. This is discussed in chapter 2 in more detail. 

Syntactic embedding, which presupposes the presence of a functional 

category, is made possible after the relevant functional category emerges 
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in a given language. I take up English and show that the development of 
infinitival constructions in the history of English reflects the situation 
mentioned above. 

The above argument that a functional category may be absent and there 
may be no embedding in a given language is indeed not implausible at all: 
Kiparsky (1995) argues that the syntactic innovations such as the rise of V-
to-C movement result from the rise of embedded finite clauses in Ger-
manic languages. Abraham (1993), although he does not refer to English, 
also argues that hypotaxis was but poorly developed in Old High German 
as well as in earlier stages of other Indo-European languages, and the 
emerging lexical category of COMP brought about a radical change in the 
categorial status of the clause, i.e. from IP to CP. Although my hypothesis 
is not always coextensive with their stories, the possibility of the absence 
of a functional system and its subsequent emergence is well supported in 
their discussion. 

2. Background assumptions: emergence theory 
As touched upon above, I assume that the mechanism of functional 

category maturation (Radford 1990, Tsimpli 1996), which was originally 
proposed for first language acquisition, is also working phylogenetically, 
i.e. in the diachronic domain. Languages typically start as lexical-the-
matic, without any functional categories (i.e. DP, TP/IP, and CP), and the 
emergence of a new functional category is the characteristic mark of a 
transition from one stage to the next. This implies that earlier languages 
have fewer functional categories than their later counterparts. Hence, 
earlier languages may use devices which do not involve functional catego-
ries. See Radford (1990), Tsimpli (1996) and Osawa (2003a) for the notion 
of category maturation/emergence. 

The importance of functional categories has long been recognized, and 
language variation is to a large extent determined by them. Especially in 
the Minimalist Program framework (cf. Chomsky 1995), where morpho-
logical features are at its heart, differences between languages are attrib-
uted to differences between the features of lexical items in those languages, 
and specially between the features of lexical items belonging to the func- 

tional categories. I propose that the functional category emergence hy-
pothesis developed in this paper can account for both the diachronic and 
synchronic differences between languages. 

3. Grammaticalization as functional category emergence 
My claim that functional categories emerge over time in languages is 

partly consistent with the notion of grammaticalization (cf. Hopper and 
Traugott 1993, 2003 among others), but, my idea of functional category 
emergence is not entirely reduced to their notion of grammaticalization. In 
familiar terms, grammaticalization is described as the process by which 
lexical items tend to become grammatical function words over time, and 
this tendency has been observed cross-linguistically. This process is hy-
pothesized to be a unidirectional phenomenon from the diachronic per-
spective, and the process of grammaticalization is argued to be semanti-
cally driven with semantic bleaching playing a primary role. This is not 
always true, however, if we look at German haben 'have'. This verb haben 

has not yet developed into an auxiliary in spite of the semantic bleaching. 
That is, semantic change does not always trigger grammaticalization. Like 
this, their notion of grammaticalization cannot deal with the counter-
examples or problems raised by many theorists such as lexicalization' or 
`de-grammaticalization'. Under their notion of grammaticalization, the 
opposite direction of `lexicalization' or `morphologization' such as the 
development of the inflectional future tense formation in Romance lan-
guages cannot be accounted for. 

In my terms, grammaticalization should be viewed as the emergence of 
functional categories heading their own projection in the clause structure. 
This notion of grammaticalization can give solution to the problems or 
possible counter-examples, since in my framework true counter-examples 
should be the cases in which some task, which was done syntactically 
before, has come to be taken care of morphologically, or in some languages 
some items started as purely grammatical functional categories without 
any intrinsic meaning and came to acquire concrete meaning gradually, 
and ended up as substantive categories. Although there has always been 
the possibility of counter-examples, as far as I know, no such systematic 
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changes have been attested. 
As a typical example of grammaticalization the grammaticalization of 

lexical main verbs as modal auxiliaries (do/will/shall . .) in the history of 

English has often been referred to. Behind this is the emergence of an I-
node, under which modal auxiliaries are supposed to be base-generated in 
Present-day English (hence, PDE). My notion of grammaticalization can 

provide a better account to the historical fact. 

4. The emergence of Infinitival clauses 
4.1. Introduction 

My main claim in this chapter is that PDE infinitival clauses are a newly 
introduced construction due to the emergent functional category TENSE/ 
INFL (hence, T/I) in the history of English. The precursors of infinitives 
in Old English (hereafter OE) are nominalized verbal forms, and hence the 
emergence of infinitival clauses is a typical instantiation of a diachronic 
shift from nominalization to syntactic embedding in the ways of comple-
mentation. I assume that infinitival constructions having a clausal struc-
ture were made possible via the introduction of a functional category, in 
this case, into the earlier nominal structure. I assume that PDE infinitives 
are non-finite clauses, the projection of a non-finite T/I containing the 
features [-Agr, -Tense], although infinitival IPs may be classified into 
different types. More controversial analyses involving the infinitival clauses 

in PDE, for example, the assertion that the complement of believe type 

verbs is a CP (cf. Kayne 1981) or the idea of an expanded CP are not 

discussed here. 
I will examine whether this hypothesis that a non-finite T/I was absent 

in. OE and T/I emerged subsequently, matches the historical facts ob-

served in English. 

4.2. Nominalization 
As discussed in Osawa (2001, 2002, 20039, one of the widely exploited 

ways of complementation in earlier languages, was nominalization, i.e., 
nominalized verbal forms such as infinitives, or more precisely, the pre-
cursors of Present-day infinitives. Lehmann (1974: 163ff) says, on the  

basis of examples of Vedic and Hittite, that infinitive constructions were 
used to indicate a variety of complements in Proto-Indo-European. They 
were deployed as (nominal) arguments of the predicate verb and then, the 
whole structure with those derived nominals was not an instantiation of 
syntactic embedding defined later. 

This is not so transparent in OE. However, it is widely accepted that the 
OE precursors of PDE infinitives are nominals derived from verbs. 

Besides these nominalized forms, the loose subordination was to some 
extent exploited as one way of expressing complementation in OE, as is 
examined in chapter 5. 

4.3. The nominal origin of infinitives 
As discussed above, PDE infinitives are non-finite clauses, the projec-

tion of a non-finite T/I, containing the features [-Agr, -Tense]. However, 
it is well known that their ancestors were derived nominals and did not 
have a clausal status. Although their nominal nature is not so transparent 
in the available OE texts, their developmental path from the nominal 
origin to the current clausal status is clear due to a few pieces of evidence: 
the residual case inflections, i.e. —an (nominative/accusative) and —enne 
(dative), the presence of gender (neuter), and their occurrence as argu-
ments of a verb, etc. These nominal forms were used as arguments of a 
verb: 

( 1 ) Romane blunnen ricsian 	on Breotene 
Romans ceased having power in Britain (Bede 44.2) 
"the Romans stopped having dominion in Britain" 

As is well known, in the OE equivalent of 'I can write', 'can' was not a 
modal but a lexical main verb meaning 'know' and 'write' (OE writan) was 
its object argument. 

When, this derived nominal was used after a preposition to, the dative 
form of writan, i.e. writenne was used. Their nominal status is also shown 
by the fact that there were no passive and perfective constructions avail-
able until Middle English (hence, ME). 

Later, this derived nominal phrase acquired the clausal status, that is, 
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infinitival clauses were made possible. Against my claim, there is a counter-

argument: 

. . . although "infinitives must have started as ordinary nominalizations 
from verbal stems at some stage, their nominal property in OE is 
overestimated, since these nominalized forms developed into full 
verbs at a stage prior to recorded OR (Los 1999). 

However, what is relevant to my claim is the developmental pathway of 

PDE infinitives from nominals. Even though their verbal features were 

already attested and their nominal nature may be weak in the available OE 

texts, it does not affect the main claim here. Dative, Genitive and Instru-

mental case forms are said to have been present in West Germanic. I 

would like to point out that only one verb hatan provides evidence for the 

presence of an older stage of synthetic passives in English. Besides, in this 

case, the absence of certain structures in OE and their subsequent emer-

gence, which will be discussed in the next section, cannot be fully ac-

counted for without referring to the change from nominal to verbal. 

4.4. The absence of related constructions 

The above facts strongly suggest that the precursors of PDE infinitivals 

are derived nominals and there were no T/I in the earlier stage of OE. It 

means that the syntactic phenomena related to T/I are predicted to be 

absent in OE either and this is indeed the case with OE. There are a few 

pieces of evidence for the non-presence of infinitival clauses. 

In PDE, Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) constructions such as I 

believe John to be kind is well-formed and this is an instantiation of T/I, an 

infinitival clause. In this ECM construction, the NP following a matrix 

verb believe is not thematically related to the matrix verb, but is part of a 

lower clause and is chosen entirely by the lower embedded clause. This 

means the presence of an embedded clause. These ECM constructions 

were absent in OE except in direct translation from Latin texts. 

Furthermore, infinitives with a lexical subject like It is bad for you to yell 

at your mother like this were also unattested in OE. Clearly, you is the 

subject of the embedded clause and for is a complementizer. Finally, the 

absence of subject-raising constructions like John is certain to win in OE is 

well known to historical linguists. A matrix subject John is a derived one 

and this NP obligatorily moves from the subject position of the lower 

clause into the higher position for case. These facts follow easily if we 

assume the absence of T/I in OE, while if we assume the presence of T/I 
these facts are difficult to account for. (see Osawa: 2003b for further 

details). 

My hypothesis that there was no T/I in OE and its subsequent emer-

gence can explain not only why the relevant constructions were absent but 

also why the new constructions rose in the ME period. This emergent T/ 

I made new infinitival clauses possible. It is not accidental that the ME 

period saw an enormous increase in the number of infinitival construc-

tions, since it is in the ME period that functional categories emerged in the 

history of English (see Gelderen 1993, Osawa 2000b). 

5. CP complements 

5.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, I claim that a CP complement emerged in the history of 

English. This suggests that there was no C system and therefore no 

embedding employing C in OE. This analysis provides a new view on the 

issue of "Parataxis Hypothesis", i.e., the hypothesis that hypotaxis devel-

oped from parataxis, which, although it has been questioned by many 

researchers, may have some validity on the basis of the discussion in this 

paper. 

5.2. From parataxis to hypotaxis 

The above claim implies that there was a shift from a juxtaposition to 

syntactic embedding in the history of English. This is consistent with the 

traditional view that hypotaxis developed from parataxis. In Jespersen's 

analysis (1927: 2.3), both I think he is dead and I think that he is dead 

evolved out of original parataxis of two independent sentences. The word 

that in the second sentence was originally the demonstrative pronoun, and 

is argued to have been a constituent of the matrix clause. Harris and 

Campbell (1995: chapter 10) criticize this "Parataxis Hypothesis", saying 
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that this is unlikely to be the origin of all subordinate clauses. If we claim 

that there was no embedding, then we must answer the question of how 

complementation was performed in OE or in earlier languages without a C 

projection, and how to analyze the presence of apparent subordinate 

clauses in the OE texts. I will address these questions in the next section. 

5.3. Subordination in Old English 

5.3.1. Subordination and embedding 

First we must clarify the distinction between subordination and embed-

ding, since these terms have often been used in an ambiguous way by 

linguists. Embedding is not identical with subordination. First, syntactic 

embedding obligatorily presupposes the presence of a functional category, 

while subordination does not. As argued above, in the case of infinitivals 

T/I is involved there. Second, in syntactic embedding another clause 

occupies the argument or modifying positions of main clauses, while 

subordinate clauses are not always internal constituents of main clauses. 

Subordination may exist in OE, but they are not internal constituents of 

main clauses, that is, they did not occupy the argument or modifying 

positions of main clauses. 

5.3.2. No CP in Old English 

The OE subordinate clauses may be adjoined at the right or left 

peripheral positions. Briefly, there was loose subordination, but no syntac-

tic subordination of the kind referred to as embedding in OE. This is 

consistent with the traditional view that earliest English had no hypotaxis 

and parataxis was the main device for combining clauses, although it may 

be difficult to attest the purely paratactic stage in the available texts. The 

attested OE saw the introduction of subordination, but, it still favored the 

juxtaposition of clauses called asyndetic parataxis with no formal sign of 

their relationship, and syndetic constructions where conjunctions such as 

and "and" and ac "but" were often used. 

( 2 ) flod blode weol 	folc 	to sxgon hatan heolfre 
flood blood surged people to beheld hot 	gore 
"The water surged with blood, people beheld it, with hot gore." 

(Beowulf, 1422-1423) 
( 3 ) ba hie ba hamweard wendon mit 

then they then homewards went 	with 
bwre here-hybe, ba 	metton hie.... 
their booty 	then met 	they 

(Sweet, 1953: 77) 
"Then they went homewards with their booty, then they met . . . . 
= When they went homewards with their booty, they met . . ." 

( 4 ) 7 	he his feorh generede 
and he his life saved 
7 	he wxs oft 	gewundod 
and he was often wounded 

(AS. Chron. (The Laud MS.) 49, 27-8 (755)) 
. . . and he saved his life and he was often wounded" 

(2) is an example of asyndetic parataxis, where there is no signal to show 

the logical relationship between the two events described. Sometimes 

logical relationships are implied by a variety of adverbs such as Pa 'then', 

ficer 'there', although the surface sentence structure is a juxtaposition of 

two clauses as in (3). The sentence (4) is an example of syndetic construc-

tions. 

Kiparsky (1995: 141) argues that the category C itself is optional in OE 

main clauses, where no principle of grammar requires its presence. The 

evidence of this optionality comes from the optionality of V-to-C move-

ment in OE main clauses. Assuming the OV order for OE, the finite verb 

in main clauses is expected to move to the vacant C(omplementizer)-head 

position since in main clauses the C-head position is empty, while in 

embedded clauses the position is filled by a lexical complementizer. This 

is well attested in Modern Germanic languages. If we accept the analysis 

proposed by Kiparsky (1995), the basic clause structure with CP is given 

in (5) (Kiparsky 1995: 140): 
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Topicalization is assumed to be adjunction to a maximal projection. A wh-
element is supposed to be moved into [Spec, CP] position. 

Now look at the following sentence (Kiparsky 1995: 143): 

( 6 ) He ba 	his here on to todx1de 
he then his army in two divided 
"He then divided his army in two." 	 (Orosius 116.16) 

If the clause is a projection of a C, a finite verb is assumed to move to the 
empty C-head, that is, verb-second phenomenon should occur. However, 
as shown in (6), a finite verb remains in a clause final position. Like this, 
there are main clauses in which finite verbs remain in sentence final 
positions in OE. This clearly suggests the absence of a C projection. 
However, there are a few pieces of evidence for the presence of a C 
projection in OE main clauses at the same time. The availability of a CP-
adjoined position for Topics as distinct from Spec-C position for wh/focus 
elements is demonstrable in OE. The evidence for C is also shown in the 
presence of verb-second main clauses in the OE texts. Then, Kiparsky 
concludes that declarative main clauses may or may not be CPs in OE. I 
will turn to this issue in the next section. Kiparsky's conclusion suggests 
that the selection of functional categories is subject to parametric varia-
tion, against the Structure Uniformity Hypothesis that all clauses in all 
languages have the same set of functional categories (cf. Thrainsson 1996: 

255). 
The most relevant discussion is whether there is embedding and CP in 

OE or not. The evidence that finite subordinate clauses were adjoined and  

they are not internal constituents of main clauses is shown in the main 
clause properties of those clauses such as topicalizaion and verb-second 
phenomena. 

( 7 ) Ic secge 13t behefe is eom ge 	cingce 
I say 	that useful I am both kings 
& ealdormannum 
and chiefs 	 (IElfric's Colloquy. 150) 
"I say that useful I am to the kings and the chiefs." 

(This examples is cited from Kiparsky (1995: 145).) 

In (7) in the subordinate clause behefe is topicalized to the initial position 
after bat. Assuming that topicalization is adjunction to maximal projec-
tions, topicalization is assumed in main clauses. This suggests that the 
subordinate clause in (7) is something like a main clause despite the 
presence of ficet. 

Fischer et. al. (2000: 108-109) show that in alleged embedded clauses, 
where movement of the finite verb is much more restricted, the finite 
verbs actually moved from sentence final positions as shown in the follow-
ing examples: 

( 8 ) bat hi 	mihton swa beadlice Godes geleafan 
that they could so boldly God's faith 
bodian 
preach 	 (IECHom I. 16.232.23) 
"that they could preach God's faith so boldly" 

( 9 ) bit he mehte his feorh generian 
that he could his life 	save 
"so that he could save his life" 	 (Orosius 2.5 48.18) 

The complementizer which is situated in C is supposed to block V-
movement in the case of embedded clauses since the landing site of 
movement is already occupied. Therefore, if in the alleged embedded 
clauses the finite verb still moved, then it suggests that there is no C, and 
hence blocking did not work. 

5.4. My hypothesis 

Now we have observed that there was no embedding in OE, or at least, 
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no strong supporting evidence for the presence of embedding employing 
C. Turning to PDE, the presence of embedding and C are unquestionable 
in embedded finite clauses except so-called Exceptional Case Marking 
constructions. As touched upon in the previous section, Kiparsky (1995: 
141-144) argues that declarative main clauses may or may not be CPs 
while there is no embedding in OE. Concerning PDE, this optionality is 
prohibited unless a C projection is required for reasons such as fronting of 
wh-phrases or focused elements. However, attested facts clearly suggest 

the contradictory properties of OE main clauses. 
I propose that there was no C projection in OE generally. Assuming the 

mechanism of functional category maturation (Radford 1990, Tsimpli 
1996), I argue that languages typically start as lexical-thematic, i.e. with-
out functional categories, and the emergence of a new functional category 
causes the transition from one stage to the next both ontogenetically and 

phylogenetically (cf. Osawa 2000b  ). On this hypothesis, it is more plau-

sible to propose that, rather than to admit the optionality of a C projection 
in OE main clauses, there was no C projection in OE and the subsequent 
emergence of C brought about the relevant syntactic innovations. Osawa 
(2000a) has already shown that a D-system has emerged in the history of 
English. In Osawa (2001), the emergence of T/I has been addressed. In 
this view the apparent variations of CP and TP/IP in the main clauses 
synchronically observed in OE may reflect the intermediate transitional 
stage from A to B. The surface word order variations attested in OE may 

be explained as an instantiation of scrambling. 

6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, I have taken up the emergence of embedding and 

discussed the "Parataxis Hypothesis" in a theoretical framework. Drawing 
on previous works, I have argued that the choice of functional categories is 
subject to parametric variation against the Structure Uniformity Hypoth-
esis that all the functional categories are around in all the languages. I have 

extended this idea to diachronic development, that is, functional categories 
are supposed to emerge at certain stages of diachronic development, based 
on the emergence theory. Specifically, I have shown that infinitival comple- 
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ments and CP complement emerged in the history of English. 
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An Analysis of the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dic-
tionary of Current English, Seventh Edition, 

with Special Reference to the CD-ROM 

YURI KOMURO 	 SATORU UCHIDA 

YUKO SHITARA-MATSUO AKIHI KO KAWAMURA 

YASUTAKE I SHII 	 TAKASHI KANAZASHI 

I. Introduction 
This paper is a critical analysis of the Oxford Advanced Learner's 

Dictionary of Current English, seventh edition (2005) (hereafter abbrevi-
ated as OALD7) with a primary focus on its CD-ROM. The dictionary is 
available either with or without a CD-ROM named the Oxford Advanced 
Learner's Compass (hereafter OALD7 -CD). Among its innovations, OALD7 
is the first in its 60-year tradition to mark important words with key 
symbols in larger type, and the defining vocabulary (hereafter DV) of 
about 3,000 words used in the sixth edition is now called the keywords of 
the Oxford 3000. OALD7 also features 2,000 new words and has built-in 
audio-recordings designed to assist users unable to read phonetic tran-
scriptions. Altogether, OALD7-CD contains the whole of the seventh 
edition, the Oxford Learner's Wordfinder Dictionary and the Oxford Guide 
to British and American Culture, as well as information on 20,000 word 
origins, with search and audio facilities. Despite these advances, OALD 
has generally been left a little behind its rivals in the availability of its CD-
ROM version. The fifth edition (hereafter OALD5), published in 1995, 
first became available in CD-ROM format with some additional features 
in 1997 as the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary CD-ROM Edition, 
and the sixth edition published in 2000 was also made available on CD-
ROM the following year as the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary 
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CD-ROM New Edition (hereafter OALD6-CD). However, only "a se-
verely cutdown version" of this CD-ROM was bundled with the print 
dictionary (Jackson 2002: 141). The seventh edition is thus the first 
complete edition of the OALD with a CD-ROM comparable to those of 
its competitors, such as the Macmillan English Dictionary (2002) (hereafter 
MED), the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, fourth edition 
(2003) (hereafter LDOCE4), the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary 
(2003), and the Cobuild Advanced Learner's English Dictionary, fourth 
edition (2003) (hereafter COBUILD4). 

Our analysis will cover three main aspects: lexicographical observations, 
inspection of functions and searchability of the CD-ROM, and user study. 
As for the paper version, the main A-to-Z text has been increasing over 
the last revisions. The fourth edition has 1,392 pages, the fifth edition, 
1,508 pages, and the present edition, 1,780 pages'). In the first place, we 
are interested to find out how the space increased by about 18% is used in 
OALD7. Our preliminary survey, a sampling of every 300 pages (300— 
301 , 600-601, 900-901, 1200-1201, 1500-1501), identified few major 
changes between the previous and present editions, apart from newly 
introduced headwords. We will look at the OALD7 in terms of the 
wordlist, pronunciation, definitions, examples, and usage notes, with ref-
erence to the previous edition, OALD6, and/or to its competitors, where 
appropriate. Indeed, our main areas of interest are: 

( 1 ) What kinds of words have been newly added?; 
( 2 ) How are the recordings and transcriptions are actually arranged?; 
( 3 ) How is the Oxford 3000 different from the previous DV? 

In the second part of our analysis, we will investigate and assess the search 
functions of the OALD7-CD and their searchability to see whether it 
takes full advantage of CD-ROM medium. Finally, we will conclude our 
critique by evaluating the user-friendliness of both the paper and elec-
tronic versions of OALD7. Here, we will report on empirical research into 
Japanese learners' navigational skills as well as their conventional dictio-
nary look-up skills with the OALD7. 

2. Headwords 
This section examines the headwords in OALD7. The results of our 

preliminary survey on the sample pages (300-301 (comfortably to 

commentate), 600-601 (foldaway to fool), 900-901 (live2  to loan 
translation), 1200-1201 (prithee to probity) and 1500-1501 (status bar 
to steaming)) suggest that OALD7 has more headwords than OALD6. 
In fact, according to the blurb, it is claimed that 2000 new words have 
been added to the present edition. In the following subsections we will 
consider their coverages and treatments mainly by comparing the two 
editions. We will begin by considering the coverage of headwords, and 
then move on to the presentations of headwords, idioms and phrasal 
verbs. While OALD6-CD occasionally contains words not listed in the 
paper version (e.g. birdseed and citizen's arrest), as far as the sample 
pages are concerned, there are no differences between OALD7 and OALD7-
CD. Accordingly, for the sake of convenience, the following discussions 
will be basically based on the printed editions. 

2.1. Sampling 
For the comparison between OALD6 and OALD7, all the headwords 

on the following 34 pages of OALD7 are compared with the correspond-
ing headwords in OALD6: 100-101 (badass to baguette), 200-201 (burner 
to bury), 300-301 (comfortably to commentate), 400-401 (defeat to 
defog), 500-501 (employee to encounter), 600-601 (foldaway to fool), 
700-701 (halogen to hand), 800-801 (injured party to inrush), 900-
901 (live2  to loan translation), 1,000-1,001 (moviegoer to mudslide), 
1,100-1,101 (parallel turn to park), 1,200-1,201 (prithee to probity), 
1,300-1,301 (returnable to revert), 1,400-1,401 (shepherd to Shinto), 
1,500-1,501 (status bar to steaming), 1,600-1,601 (threw to throw) 
and 1,700-1,701(vested interest to video card). Other pages will also be 
examined whenever necessary. 

2.2. Coverage of headwords 
A survey was made on the sample pages to compare the coverage of the 

headwords in OALD6 with that of OALD7. The results are shown below 
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at Table 2.1; all the headwords which only appear in OALD7 are marked 

as [+7, —6] and those appearing only in OALD6 as [-7, +6]. 

The estimated number of total headwords, according to the figures 

below, will be 40,228 (22.6 (the average number of headwords per 

page) x 1780 (the total number of the text from A-to-Z). Run-ons are not 

included). 

Table 2.1 A comparison of the coverages of the headwords between OALD6 and 
OALD7 

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate run-ons. 

2.2.1. Newly added items 
The blurb in the back cover claims to have 2000 new words such as 

bird flu, life coach, and offshoring. However, Table 2.1 would suggest 

that OALD7 has introduced more than 7000 new items, a figure which 

can be obtained from the multiplication 4 (the average additions per page) 

by 1780 (the total number of pages). Precisely, the estimated number of 

the newly entered items is 7120. The following are some random examples 

of the added items from the sample pages: 

badass, burnous, bursa, bursitis, bursty, comfort station, corn-
frey, command language, commensal, defensive medicine, 
defibrillation, defining vocabulary, folk etymology, food sci-
ence, food web, halloo, halwa, hammerhead, inkjet printer, in 
medias res, inquorate, loading, loan translation, mozzie, MP3, 
MP3 player, MPEG, Mr. Clean, MRSA, mucker, Paralympics, 

parastatal, parataxis, parishad, prithee, revanchism, reverb, 
Sherlock, sherwani, shifter, shiitake, shim, shindy, shiner, 
status bar, statutory holiday, steak tartare, stealth tax, 
steaming, thrift shop, throughway, vichyssoise, victualler, vide 
and video card 

A plausible explanation for the estrangement between the claim of the 

blurb and the survey on the sample pages seems to be that 'new words' 

used in the blurb refer only to the words which are newly entered in the 

English lexicon. On the other hand, the figure obtained from the survey 

shows the number of 'new headwords' in OALD7 including 'new words.' 

This means that approximately 5000 items are newly introduced in OLAD7 
in addition to the 'new words.' Although it is difficult to distinguish these 

two categories, an examination of the occurrences of each new item in the 

BNC (the second edition of the British National Corpus) may be helpful 

to determine the difference between them. Twenty new words in OALD7 
were randomly taken out from the sample pages and examined in the 

BNC with the date restriction being before 1993. The three words (bird 
flu, life coach and offshoring) that are shown in the back cover as new 

words are also investigated for the purpose of comparison. The results are 

shown below: 

Table 2.2 The occurrences of the words of the blurb in the BNC 

words 	occurrences 

bird flu 	 1 

life coach 
	

0 

offshoring 	 0 

Table 2.3 The occurrences of the newly introduced items in the BNC 
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burnous 
	

1 
	

command language 
	

18 

shiitake 
	

2 
	

inkjet printer(s) 
	

10 (12) 

mozzie(s) 
	

1 (3) 
	

comfrey(s) 
	

25 (1) 

statutory holiday(s) 
	

3 (2) 
	

video card(s) 
	

22 (4) 

emulsifier(s) 
	

0 (6) 
	

reverb(s) 
	

145 (5) 

Notes: (1) Numbers in parentheses indicate occurrences of plural forms; (2) The 

words are arranged in order of total occurrences. 

Although it is hard to draw a precise line, it can be said at least that [+7, 

—6] items contain some frequently used words in the text before 1993, 

which implies OALD7 has introduced not only many new words but also 

many others that are not new as English words. 

Regarding the words newly introduced in the seventh edition but 'not 

new' as English words, they can be roughly categorized into (1) the 

academic words such as affricate, implicature and labiodental, (2) 

cultural words such as All Souls' Day, American cheese and banoffi 

pie, (3) some advanced words such as antipyretic, disaffiliate and 

extraterritorial and (4) words of major varieties of English other than 

British English (see Section 2.2.2.). 

As long as 'new words' are concerned, a classification is offered on the 

website: 'lifestyle' such as Botox, futurology and speed dating, 'fashion' 

such as aloha shirt, fashionista and octopus trousers, 'computing' 

such as blog, emoticon and radio button, 'home entertainment' such as 

dramedy, video diary and widescreen, 'telecoms' such as landline, 

roaming and SMS, 'the arts' such as airport fiction, tribute band and 

trip hop, 'science' such as catastrophe theory, googol and terraform, 

and finally, 'sport' such as free climbing, fakie and golden goal. 

One point to be noted here is that the list of the new words includes not 

only newly added entries but also some words which are also listed in 

OALD6. The examples of such words are chatline, fascia and worm 

with sense extension, docusoap with hyphen deletion (see Section 2.3.1.) 

and greening, which was a run-on entry in OALD6 and has been just 

raised to a headword in OALD7, which, nevertheless, is an empty entry.  

2.2.2. Varieties 

It is not to be overlooked here that the majority of the new headwords 

are given labels specifying a region where a particular headword is mainly 

used: NAmE for comfort station; AustralE and NZE for loading; CanE 

for statutory holiday (see Section 4.4.2.). While Akasu et al. (2001) point 

out that it is one of the most remarkable features of OALD6 to treat 

American English far more extensively than the former edition, OALD7 

seems to give more balanced treatment to other varieties of English. This 

might also be an attempt to help the user ready for a wider range of 

reading (see Section 4.1.). 

2.2.3. Deleted items 

So far as the 34 pages are concerned, no items have been removed from 

OALD6. However, there are occasionally items that appear in OALD6 
but not in OALD7: ambulance man, DfEE, DSS and ecu are examples. 
As for ambulance man, it has been changed to ambulance worker, 

which is regarded as politically correct. In the case of DfEE and DSS, they 

have been deleted probably due to the fact that their referents, Depart-

ment for Education and Employment, and Department of Social Security 

in the UK, were replaced with Department for Education and Skills, and 

Department for Work and Pensions in 1991 respectively))  The same goes 
for ecu (European Currency Unit), and euro.2)  Judging from this, the 

Oxford lexicographers have good reasons to delete the [-7, +6] entries and 

may have tried to reflect the status quo of English. However, the user 

could come across such deleted items in other texts, e.g. in books, maga-

zines, newspapers, etc. It could be better to maintain such entries with 

notations and to have cross references as OALD6 does for ecu: 

the abbreviation for European Currency Unit, a unit of money of the 
European Union. In 1999 it was replaced by the euro. 

Lack of space might have caused the deletion in the printed edition, but 

the CD-ROM could have contained such entries since space is not prob-

lematic in the digital medium. 
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Table 2.5 The presentations of the compounds in other learner's dictionaries 2.3. The presentation of headwords 

2.3.1. Compounds 

Another examination was carried out in the pages from A to E focusing 

on the presentation of compounds, revealing that the presentations of 

compounds in terms of the use of hyphens and spaces have been occasion-

ally changed. There are mainly four types: (1) hyphen deletion such as 

ante-room to anteroom, (2) replacement of hyphen with space such as 

bell-push to bell push, (3) space deletion such as air bag to airbag and 

(4) replacement of space with hyphen such as bog standard to bog-

standard. Some random examples are shown below: 

Type OALD7 LDOCE3 LDOCE4 

7 

COB UILD3 COB UILD4 

(1) 7 7(6) 7(6) anteroom 

backup 7 7 7(6) 7(6) 

blowout 7 6(7) 6(7) 7(6) 

cockeyed 6 6 7(6) 7(6) 

docusoap 7 x 7 7 

email 6 7(6) 6(7) 6(7) 

(2) bell push x x x x 

bin liner 7 7 7 7 

clothes hanger 7 7 x x 
Table 2.4 The presentation of compounds in OALD6 and OALD7 cross reference 6 6 6 6 

OALD6 OALD7 Type OALD6 OALD7 Type 

(3) 

dolly bird 7 7 x x 
(1) ante-room air bag airbag airbag (3) 7 7 7(6) 7(6) anteroom 

back-up backup air speed airspeed airspeed 7 7 7(6) 7(6) 

blow-out blowout back country backcountry backcountry 6 6 6(7) 6(7) 

cock-eyed cockeyed bake shop bakeshop bakeshop x x x x 
barroom docu-soap docusoap bar room barroom 7 x 7(H) 7(H) 

e-mail email corn cob corncob corncob 7 7 6(7) 6(7) 

date line dateline (2) bell-push bell push dateline 7 7 x x 
downtime bin-liner bin liner down time downtime 7 7 7 7 

bog standard bog-standard clothes-hanger clothes hanger (4) (4) bog-standard 6 7 7 7 

cross-reference cross reference do it yourself do-it-yourself do-it-yourself 7 7 7 7 

dolly-bird dolly bird empire building empire-building empire-building 7 x x x 
Note: As for email, the alternative form e-mail is also presented in parentheses 

in the seventh edition, and vice versa in the sixth edition. 
Notes: (1) 6 and 7 indicate that the presentation of the headword is the same as 
that of OALD6 and OALD7 respectively; (2) Numbers in parentheses indicate 

that the alternative form is presented within the entry; (3) H designates that the 

word is presented with a hyphen. 
A glance at the table will tell us that OALD7, in general, tends to avoid 

hyphens and spaces, or to replace the former with the latter. For the 

purpose of comparison, these words are also compared between LDOCE3 

(1995) and LDOCE4 (2003), and COBUILD3 (2001) and COB UILD4 

(2003) to see if there are any changes in other dictionaries as to the 

presentation of the compounds. The following results were obtained: 

The examination revealed that there are few changes as to the presenta-

tions of compounds in the revisions from LDOCE3 to LDOCE4, and 

from COBUILD3 to COB UILD4. There is a possibility that OALD7 

pays more attention to the presentation of compounds than its competi-

tors. Although we cannot be sure whether these changes made at this 
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revision are relevant, we can only assume that they may be the result of 
more extensive use of corpus data. It is, however, regrettable that the 

alternative forms are not maintained within the entries of OALD7 except 

email. 
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Table 2.6 Idioms in OALD6 and OALD7 

Page headwords [+7, —6] 

1 

[-7, +6] 

1 

Page headwords [+7, —6] 

0 

[-7, +6] 

0 100-101 25 1000-1001 37 
200-201 16 0 0 1100-1101 54 0 0 
300-301 31 1 0 1200-1201 43 0 0 

2.3.2. American and British spellings 
The worldwide dominance of American English appears to affect the 

presentation of the headwords in OALD7. Some words are raised to 

headword status in the American spelling/wording, while British ones are 
shown in parentheses or become empty entries cross-referred to their 
American counterparts. The following are some random examples: bar-

gaining chip (BrE also bargaining counter), dialog box (BrE also 

dialogue box) and electrical storm (BrE also electric storm). It is fair 

to say that the Oxford lexicographers pay attention to the balance between 
British English and American English (see Section 2.2.2.). 

400-401 36 0 0 1300-1301 42 0 0 
500-501 1 1 54 1400-1401 0 35 0 
600-601 41 0 2 1500-1501 27 0 0 
700-701 21 1 0 1600-1601 21 0 0 
800-801 60 0 0 1700-1701 55 0 0 
900-901 36 0 0 18.6 0.18 0.06 per page 

Note: The examinations are based on the headwords common to both editions. 

Table 2.7 Phrasal verbs in OALD6 and OALD7 

Page headwords [+7, —6] [-7, +6] 	Page headwords [+7, —6] [-7, +6] 
100-101 25 0 0 1000-1001 37 0 0 

2.3.3. Word breaks 
Word breaks were once discarded in the fifth edition and came back in 

OALD6. As Akasu et al. (2001) point out, the division of the word was 

inconsistent through the editions: take economically for example, it was 

eco•nom•ic•ally in the fourth edition, econ•omi•cally in the fifth edi-

tion, and eco•nom•ic•al•ly in OALD6 and OALD7. As long as the 

sample pages are concerned, there are no changes made in OALD7's and 

OALD6's treatment of word breaks. Unfortunately, OALD7 does not 

explain its policy on word breaks nor does OALD7-CD. 

200-201 16 0 0 1100-1101 

1200-1201 

54 0 0 

300-301 31 0 0 43 0 0 
400-401 36 0 0 1300-1301 42 0 0 
500-501 54 0 0 1400-1401 35 0 0 
600-601 41 0 0 1500-1501 27 0 0 
700-701 21 1 0 1600-1601 21 0 0 
800-801 0 60 0 1700-1701 55 0 0 
900-901 36 0 0 18.6 0 0.03 per page 

Note: The examinations are based on the headwords common to both editions. 

2.4. Idioms and phrasal verbs 
Idioms and phrasal verbs marked with IDM  and PHR-V  were also 

counted to compare their coverages in OALD6 and OALD7. The results 

are as follows: 

It is clear from the tables that there is no fundamental change as far as 
idioms and phrasal verbs are concerned. It should be noted that [-7, +6] in 
the Table 2.6 does not necessarily mean that they have been deleted: some 
common idioms are raised to the headword status. On the sample pages, 
we found two such examples: badly off and the empty nest. This can be 
seen as an editorial effort to help the user to find frequently used idioms 
more easily, but this decision might confuse the user on whether to look 
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them up as separate words or as a single phrase in the dictionary. It will be 

some time before we call this attempt a success or a failure. 
(S. Uchida) 

3. Pronunciation 
3.1. Overview 

Michael Ashby has been the phonetics editor for the OALD since the 

fifth edition was published in 1995. During the same period, he also acted 
as the phonetics consultant for related Oxford ELT dictionaries, which do 

not include the Oxford Dictionary of Pronunciation for Current English 

(ODP). 
The pronunciation provided in the OALD may be considered to be 

slightly more prescriptive than that presented in the Longman Pronuncia-

tion Dictionary, Second Edition (LPD2), with words that are known to 

have more than one way of pronunciation. There are few differences 

between the OALD6, the paper version of the OALD7 and the written 

information provided in the OALD7-CD, and the phonetic transcripts in 

the OALD7-CD are the same as those provided in the paper version of the 

OALD7 except for the instances of the label NAmE. It appears that the 

pronunciation of each of the headwords in the OALD7 that were not in 

the OALD6 is transcribed under the same set of principles for the entire 
dictionary. The recordings provided in the OALD7-CD are a valuable 
source of information; however, the sound icons, particularly the icons for 

NAmE recordings, are sometimes positioned in such places that they 

could mislead the users. 

3.2. Explanation for the pronunciation provided in the paper ver- 
sion and the Help section provided in the CD 

`Pronunciation and phonetic symbols' is a two-page article in the refer- 
ence section of the printed version of the dictionary, and it differs from 
that of the previous edition in only two aspects. At the beginning of the 

article, the label NAmE is introduced in place of AmE that was provided 

in the OALD6. It is unclear why the name was changed as the article 

states that the label NAmE stands for American pronunciation and not 

North American pronunciation. The other change is with regard to the 
choice of example sentences that demonstrate the difference between weak 
and strong forms. 

The tables of consonants and vowels, including the phonetic symbols 
and example words, presented in the article are identical in OALD7 and 6. 
However, the on-line Help section in the CD version does not include a 
list of the phonetic symbols provided in the dictionary. As a result of this, 
the written information in the phonetic area between / / might be 
beyond the understanding of the CD user who does not use the paper 
version and does not know the phonetic symbols well. 

The Help page provided in the OALD7-CD addresses pronunciation 
issues on only two occasions. First, it discusses the process of copying 
phonetic symbols and pasting them onto a word processing application 
file. However, this process does not seem to work in reality. Nevertheless, 
it can be made useful with the help of a table that converts its end products 
A, D, I, J, N, 0, Q, S, T, U, V, Z, %, & and 3 into /a/, /6/, /IA /a/, /DA /3/, 

/n/, /f /, /0/, /u/, /A/, /3/, /,/, // and /a/, respectively. Second, the word 
phonetics appears in the list of the searchable 'Subject Areas'. It is not 
possible to use phonetic symbols in the search function, which is a feature 
available on the LDOCE4-CD. If this search function is provided in 
future editions of the CD, it will be greatly appreciated by the users. 

Akasu et al. (2001: 8) observed that the OALD6 provided the British 
pronunciation and the American pronunciation with different vowel sym-
bols where necessary, transcribing the vowels in go and hot as /au; AmE 
ou/ and /n; AmE m/, respectively. This practice is beneficial and is 
continued in the OALD7. Since the OALD7-CD provides each word 
with both British and American recordings, the NAmE pronunciation has 
become even more accessible to the user. The vowels in question are 
shown as /4 au; NAmE ou/ and /4)) o; NAmE to  a:/  in the CD version. 
See Section 3.5.1. for the vowels in gone and dog that are represented in 
the OALD7-CD as /' n; NAmE 3:; a:/  and /40 o; NAmE 3:/, 

respectively. The scope of the label NAmE is sometimes unclear, for 
instance, the word schism /40 'skizam; NAmE 40; 	'sizam; NAnzEl, 
where /EV isizam/ is a British combination of a recording and a script. 
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Since words like vase f4)) va:z; NAmE 	veis; veiz/ do not finish the 

phonetic area with /. . .; NAmEl, the presence of the label at the end in the 

case of schism functions as a label that makes the preceding transcript 

British. 

3.3. Recorded sounds and their presentation 
One of the advantages of CD dictionaries is the availability of recorded 

sounds, i.e. you can hear a recording by clicking on the sound icon. 
According to Ashby (personal communication 2005), the recorded pro-

nunciation that is provided in the OALD was first introduced in the 1997 

CD-ROM version of the OALD5 in Britain. He supervised the original 

recording and all the speakers, who were "either phonetically-trained 
actors or professional voice performers". The typographical errors in the 
phonemic transcription found in the process of recording were rectified in 

the OALD6. However, the recordings did not influence his decisions with 
regard to the written entries of pronunciation: "The recordings were made 
to match the script — never the other way round" (Ashby personal com-

munication 2005). 
In addition to the original recordings, which usually remain as the first 

recorded variants of the headwords on the OALD7 -CD, all the words in 

the OALD7 -CD have now been recorded by NAmE speakers and many 

have additional British recordings as well. Moreover, there exist new 

headwords that were not included in the OALD6. These new recordings 

were not supervised by Ashby, and it is in the case of these words that 
there are mistakes in the positioning of the sound icons or discrepancies 
between the scripts and the recordings. Some of these are discussed below. 
For the sake of clarity, it might be desirable to undertake NAmE record-

ings in a more controlled manner and have phonetically-trained speakers 

record the words. 
While some words in the previous CD versions of the OALD did not 

have AmE recordings, the OALD7-CD has at least one NAmE recording 

for each headword in the main body of the dictionary, although it appears 
that the latter provides additional recording(s) more readily in British 
English than in American English. At present, the first instance of the 
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label NAmE in the phonetic area is always followed by a sound icon. As a 
result, if a word has only one NAmE recording and two or more NAmE 
variants in phonetic transcription, it is not always clear to the users which 
script should be associated with the sound icon. For instance, with regard 
to the word absorb /4) ab'saIb; 4)) -'z3:b; NAmE 	-'sxrb; -1 z3n-13/, the 
NAmE sound is actually /ab'zxrb/; therefore, it would be more helpful if 
the NAmE sound icon is placed next to the last transcript. With regard to 
the word cloths /4 kink; NAmE 4)) kla:Oz/, below the headword cloth 
where both the recordings end with /04, the notation should probably be 
/40) kinOs; NAmE 	klo:Os; klo:84. Similarly, in the case of the word 
direction /49 dairekfn; NAmE 4>; 4) di-; NAmE; dai-; NAmE/, for 
which the only available American recording is heard as /claiirekin/, the 
NAmE sound icon should probably be placed after the last instance of the 
label NAmE. The presentation of the NAmE recordings and the variants 
of cloth-words (Wells 1982: 136-37) can also be confusing; it is generally 
very unclear as to which written variant is the transcription of the re-
corded form. For a detailed discussion, see Section 3.5.1. 

We may safely argue that the advantages of having recorded readings of 
the headwords on the CD-ROM are that (1) they can help the users who 
cannot read the phonetic symbols and (2) they can help in understanding 
the phonetic scripts sufficiently well for more accurate imitation. In order 
to ensure of the latter, the positioning of some sound icons should be 
improved. This is because occasionally, there are discrepancies between 
the recorded forms and the scripts that are closest to them. Each sound 
icon should introduce the sound in agreement with the script that is placed 
immediately after it, as the users would naturally associate the two. In case 
the common British and the common NAmE variants are placed far away 
from each other in order to save space, it is acceptable if the first NAmE 
written variant does not have a sound icon. 

3.4. British variants 
In case there is more than one pronunciation of a word, dictionaries 

generally list the most recommended variant first and then they may 
choose to list other forms subsequently. With regard to the words in the 
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British opinion poll that was conducted for the first edition of Longman 

Pronunciation Dictionary (LPD1), Akasu et al. (2001: 10) pointed out that 

the OALD6 reflected the reality of British pronunciation. In the case of 

the LPD2, Wells conducted another British opinion poll through post and 

e-mails and the Internet. This survey involved a larger panel of people and 

its results are summarized in Wells (1999). We looked up all the 99 words 

surveyed by Wells in the OALD7-CD in order to determine the popular- 

ity of the first variant in the OALD7's phonetic area. We found that 

for each of the following 25 words, the OALD7's first-choice variant is not 

the same as the most popular British form that was identified in the 

survey: absorb, with its first variant having /s/, Asia (Minor) /f /, associ-

ate (verb) /f/, association /f /, circumstance (circumstances, in the 

survey) /a/, controversy 	delirious /ir/, direction Jar/, elec- 

tronic Alek/, ephemeral /4, equinox fix / , halt /3:/, justifiable /' 	/, 

kilometre /'----/, lure /lua(r)/ without /j /, luxurious /g3/, necessary 

/sar/, perpetual /if ual/, quagmire /x/, really 	, regulatory 

scallop /D/, situation /if u/, vacation /4, voluntarily /' 	/. Among 

these, seven first choices, i.e. absorb Is/, circumstance /a/, delirious 

/HI, direction far/, necessary /sar/, vacation /a/, and voluntarily 

	/ were clearly the more traditional forms than the ones supported by 

a majority of the people on the panel. With regard to some of these words, 

the British recordings differ from the scripts and thus agree with the 

survey results: e.g. association is popularly pronounced with /s/. Another 

example is the pronunciation of the word really /40 	NAmE 40; BrE 

also lo 'riali; NAmEl . In this case, the first British recording appears to 

have ha/. On the other hand, the second British recording sounds as if it 

has an /i:a/ , while the American recording sounds as if it was being read 

with /la/. Further, the first scripts of the following three words agree with 

the survey results; however, their recordings do not. Caribbean, a new 

headword in the OALD7 whose first script has the popular stress pattern 

/,--1 	/, is recorded as having the stress pattern /-1 ---/ in the first (British) 

recording, which is not as popular. Similarly, length, whose first script 

ends with the most popular ending /0/, is pronounced with /13k0/, which 

is not as popular. In addition, the first British script for longitude has 

/13g/; however, the recording that accompanies it is pronounced with /nd3/, 

which is less popular and the more traditional pronunciation. Although 

this disagreement with regard to 25 out of the 99 words may not be a 

serious one, the OALD7 strikes us as being slightly more conservative 

than the current usage. 

3.5. North American pronunciation 

3.5.1. American low back vowels 

As discussed in Section 3.3., the positioning of American sound icons 

can often be unclear, i.e. when two or more American variants are 

transcribed and merely one American recording is provided. This occurs 

in the case of many of the cloth-words, words whose stressed vowel 

"belongs phonetically with /of [OALD's INAmE 41 of the word thought 

in General American but with /n/ of lot in RP" (Wells 1982: 136). In the 

OALD7-CD, the vowel in the word cloth is represented as /4) n; NAmE 

o:/, whereas the words thought and lot are transcribed as /40 o:: NAmE 

40/ and /4 o; NAmE 4)) al/, respectively. The dictionary also treats the 

words gone and orange as cloth-words and represents the vowel as /4 o; 

NAmE 4  3:; al/. Further, the words smog, wash and on are also treated 

as possible cloth-words having /40 n; NAmE a:; 3:/. With regard to the 

pronunciation of the cloth-words, the written information in the OALD7-

CD is the same as that provided in the OALD6 and 7. Further, the 

American recordings of these words have already been provided in the 

previous CD edition of this dictionary. To the best of our knowledge, each 

of these words has only one American recording. 

In Masuda et al. (2005: 202), one of the things suggested by the table 

titled 'How the "cloth-words" are transcribed in MWCD9, 10, 11, AHCD4, 

LPD2, and EPD16', where AHCD4 is the fourth edition of American 

Heritage College Dictionary, is that the MWCD11 recognizes clear cases of 

cloth-words, with the vowel transcribed as \ O \ or \o, a\, much more readily 

than the LPD2, not to mention the English Pronouncing Dictionary, six-

teenth edition (EPD16). The OALD is similar to the MWCD in terms of 

its willingness to recognize the clear cases of cloth-words. Among the 61 

words (one word less than the number of sample words in the above- 
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mentioned table, since the word Ross is not a headword in OALD6 or 7), 

(a) the following 24 words are transcribed as having /D; NAmE o:/: 

because, coffin, cough, loft, soft, cost, Boston (in the reference page 

R85 of OALD7, sound unavailable), cross, frost, loss, lost, moss, broth, 

cloth, froth, moth, boss, bog, dog, strong, long, song, thong and 

wrong; (b) the following 27 words are transcribed as having /D; NAmE DI; 

a:/: cauliflower, gone, off, often, coffee, offer, office, gloss, scoff, 

log, fog, frog, hog, horrid, laurel, origin, warrant, warrior, warren, 

quarrel, quarry, orange, foreign, quarantine, throng, gong and prong; 

(c) the following seven words have /D; NAmE al; oxf: doff, smog, tog, 

tongs, tomorrow, sorrow and sorry-, and (d) the following three words 

are transcribed as ordinary lot-words with /D; NAmE a:/: clog, jog and 

wog. It is noteworthy that although the previous CD version did not have 

AmE recordings for all the headwords, it had recordings for the three lot-
words. According to the table mentioned above, the total number of words 
in each of the above-mentioned four groups, i.e. (a), (b), (c) and (d) (with 

the adjustment for the word Ross) is 24, 20, 17 and 0, respectively for the 

MWCD11 and 0, 44, 16 and 1, respectively for the LPD2. On the other 

hand, as mentioned above, the total number of words in each group for the 

OALD is 24, 27, 7 and 3. All the words belonging to group (a) in the 

OALD are transcribed by the MWCD11 with \o\ except for dog (\o, a\), 

boss (\a, (A) and bog (\a, (A). All the words belonging to group (b) in the 

OALD are transcribed with \o, a\ except for off, often and throng (\o\) 

and office, gloss, scoff, orange and gong (\a, o\). All the ten words in 

groups (c) and (d) are transcribed with \a, (.3\ in the MWCD11. However, 

it is unclear which dictionary — OALD or MWCD — provides the pro- 

nunciation that is closer to the real usage. 
Listening to the recorded American pronunciations of the cloth-words 

provided in the OALD7-CD can be extremely interesting. It is possible 

that the clear and not so clear cases of cloth-words might have been read 

by speakers whose vowels in thought and lot have merged, possibly 

rendering the difference in the notation irrelevant. However, it is impos-
sible for the dictionary users to decipher this merger by merely listening to 
the recordings. If we wish to accurately transcribe them phonetically or 
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phonemically, it is probably necessary to compare the recordings of 
different words with low vowels read by each speaker. Nevertheless, many 
American recordings of the words with a NAmE script with /o:/ have the 
vowel quality almost as open as — or in some cases, clearly more open 
than — the British reading of /D/ in the same words; however, they still 
sound as if they are rounded with slightly less lip-rounding than the 
British sound. Thus, the qualities of the British and American vowels with 
regard to the words boss /4 D; NAmE 4 and strong MO n; NAmE 
4 are nearly the same, whereas the American vowel in the word orange 

D; NAmE 	ox; a:/  actually sounds higher than the British vowel, 
which agrees with the original quality of the symbols [D] and [3]. More-
over, The American vowels in strong /44 D; NAmE 4, sorry /4> D; 

NAmE 4 az; ax/ and jog /4 13; NAmE az/ actually sound extremely 
similar. This suggests that at least in the case of jog, the American 
transcript should probably be /NAmE ax; ox/ or 1 NAmE 40 az; al/. By 
listening to the recordings of the words sorrow /4>> D; NAmE ax; and 
cauliflower /4)) D; NAmE 	31; a:/, we can safely conclude that the 
American vowels in both the words correspond to the second scripts. In 
summary, in order to use the American sounds of cloth-words as a guide 
for understanding the phonetic transcription, it is important that the users 
have some background information on this complex reality. 

The pronunciation of the word water is transcribed by the OALD7 - 
CD as /4 lwalta(r); NAmE 40; NAmE also 4) 'wart-; NAmEl . However, 
this is a rare case where the dictionary might be seen as acknowledging the 
merger of the vowel phonemes of thought and lot. Incidentally, the two 
American recordings are associated with the wrong scripts; thus, either the 
recordings or the transcripts should be repositioned accordingly. Other 
words with the vowel of thought have no American variants transcribed 
with the vowel of lot. The previous CD edition did not have AmE 
recordings for water and many other words with RP /4. 

3.5.2. Yod-dropping 

The words tune, due and new are transcribed similarly in the OALD6 
and 7, i.e. as /tjum; NAmE turn], /djux; NAmE dux/ and injux; NAmE 
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nu:/, respectively. The two editions show that the yod-dropping also 
occurs in post-nuclear positions such as in the words altitude, negritude, 

gratitude, latitude, magnitude and solitude. With regard to the Ameri-
can recordings of the last four words as well as the words new and news, 

a slight trace of yod is heard, although it is not as clear as that in the British 
recordings. This reminds us of the fact that the real pronunciation is not as 
clear as in the dictionaries. 

3.5.3. The post-nuclear full vowels 

The treatment of the pronunciation of the suffixes -ary, -ery, -ory and 
-mony with regard to American pronunciation remains the same in the 
OALD7 and 6. For instance, all the penultimate syllables in dictionary, 

stationary, dormitory and ceremony have strong vowels in NAmE, 
whereas their vowels are weak in RP. Although there may be some scope 
for a debate on the phonemic statuses of the vowels before fr/ in -ary, -ery 
and -ory, the American recordings of this group of words have stronger 
stress as compared with the British readings. 

3.5.4. Other words with British and American contrasts 

With regard to the groups of words listed by Akasu et al. (2001: 9), 
British-American contrasts are evident, with the same information in 
OALD6 and 7, in the scripts for asphalt, controversy, herb, ice 

cream, laboratory, leisure, lever, lieutenant, magazine, missile, 

privacy, route, schedule, squirrel, suggest, tomato, vase, curry, 

hurry, orange and version, while British-American contrasts for ballet 

and words beginning with anti- and semi- are yet to be transcribed. 
Among the words with British-American contrasts, there exist certain 
cases in which the recording does not agree with the script — the Ameri-
can reading of the word docile /40 Idausail; NAmE Idcusl/ is actually 
rdalsail/. In this case, the second syllable is slightly more weakened than 
that in the British reading. In the case of the word route /40 rust; NAmE 
44; NAmE also 4)) raut; NAmEl, where the last label is redundant, both 
the NAmE speakers read the word as /taut/. In the case of the word vase 

/44 va:z; NAmE r vets; veizi, the NAmE sound icon should be associated  

with the second NAmE form. In the American recordings, unlike the 
scripts, the vowels in the second syllables of anti-, antibiotic, 

anticlockwise, anti-Semitic, semi- and semicircular are long i /aq. 
In the case of the American recording for ballet, the primary stress is on 
the last syllable and the pronunciation is not recognized in writing. The 
American recording for the word schismatic flo 	 NAmE 10; 
41) siz'mtik; NAmE/ is actually isiz'mwtiki; therefore, the sound icon 
should be placed accordingly. There is no such incongruity with regard to 
the word schism /4 Iskizam; NAmE 10; 4)) 'sizam; NAmE!. Further, the 
OALD6 and 7 do not recognize the structural change of the marry-
merry merger. 

3.6. Weak forms and contracted forms 

The previous CD version of the OALD was rather interesting in that it 
recorded the pronunciation of many function words in their weak forms, 
not in citation forms. The weak forms are usually the most commonly 
heard forms and they are typically with a weak or monophthongized 
(smoothed) vowel. In the following discussion, we examine the words with 
weak form(s) and contracted forms presented in Collins and Mees (2003: 
17-18). 

If a word has both weak and strong forms, the OALD7-CD lists the 
weak form as the first variant in the phonetic entry and the information 
provided regarding the pronunciation of function words with weak forms 
appears to be the same as in the paper editions of the OALD7 and 6. 
However, at least one American recording for each of these function 
words is now available in the OALD7-CD and some of the words have 
additional British recordings in strong and weak forms as well. 

Just as in the case of other groups of words, the positioning of the 
speaker icon in NAmE is sometimes inaccurate; consequently, the user 
tends to associate the sounds with wrong phonetic notations. With regard 
to the words a, an, the, and, as, than, at, for, to, are, had, can, could, 

shall, should and must, the only or the first American recording is for 
the strong form; however, its icon is placed in the area that is reserved for 
the weak forms. Similarly, the American reading of the word our, for 
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which the icon is placed in the weak form area, appears to actually be the 

non-smoothed strong form. Since the monophthongization of this word is 

a feature of British pronunciation, the icon for the American recording 

should be in the strong form area. 

With regard to the word has, the recording next to the label 'strong 

form' is in fact the third possible weak form. The American reading of the 

short form 'd for would is incorrectly recorded as /di:/. The American 

recording for the word wasn't /40 'woznt; NAmE 40; NAmE also Iwiant; 

NAmE/ is actually the restressed form TwAznt/. Therefore, if the NAmE 

speaker does not make another recording of /1w3:znt/ (if not /1  wa:znt/, the 

natural American counterpart of twoznt/) to be incorporated into 

/40 1wDznt; NAmE 'woxznt; NAmE also 40 IwAznt/, the pronunciation 

entry should probably be changed to /40 Iwoznt; NAmE 40 lwAznt/. 

3.7. Stress 
Possibly because there was a lenient approach towards the new record-

ing made available for OALD7, some of the polysyllabic words have 

double-stressed readings. For instance, the American recordings for the 

words magazine /40 ,mxga'zi:n; NAmE 40 tmmgazim/ and weekend 

/49 ,wi:k'end; NAmE 4)) 'wi:kend/ actually display double-stressed 

readings by probably the same speaker, not committing himself to the 

exact location of the primary stress. With regard to the word contribute 

/4o kan'tribjurt; NAmE 40; BrE also 40 tkontribju:t; NAmEl , the Ameri-

can recording of the word is vague and probably closer to Na:ntribjurt/ -

the American counterpart of the second British script /'kontribju:t/, while 

the British recording demonstrates the two stress patterns clearly. In the 

American script for the word antioxidant, the primary stress is on the 

third syllable as in the British script. However, the American speaker 

reads the word in a misleading manner by pronouncing the first syllable 

with the secondary stress at a pitch that is higher than that used for the 

third syllable with the primary stress. Further, it is to the disadvantage of 

the user that most of the expressions with space/hyphen breaks such as ice 

cream and drag-and-drop do not have recorded sounds. Since some of 

these expressions have British-American contrasts and they can be confus- 
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ing to the users, their future recordings would be greatly appreciated. 

What we observed in the American recording of the word antioxidant 

applies to some British readings; the British readings that were recently 

recorded for the OALD7-CD fail to meet the standard set by the pronun-

ciation editor Michael Ashby when the original recordings were made. 

With regard to a new headword PDA /40 ,pixcli:lei; NAmE 40/ in this 

edition, Ashby states that "the [RP] speaker uses a high pitch on the 

secondary stress. It would be better for learners if a low pitch were used. 

Otherwise, I think there's a danger that some might mishear the accent 

pattern" (personal communication 2005). Similarly, other new headwords 

such as fashionista /40 	 NAmE 4o/,  tankini /40 tijiki:ni; 

NAmE 40/ and pashmina /40 pwrrnima; NAmE 40/ are read in such a 

manner that the peaks of pitch occur prior to the peaks of stress. None of 

the American recordings of these four headwords mentioned above have 

such a misleading pattern. 

3.8. Pronunciation of the new headwords 

The following are some of the new headwords provided in the OALD7 -
not provided in OALD6 — that were found during the preparation for 

Section 2.3.1.: A-list, bhangra, bird flu, bloatware, blog, Bollywood, 

brutalism, Cantopop, cybersquatting, drag-and-drop, fascia, 

fashionista, googol, greening, offshoring, pashmina, tankini and 
WAP. A comparison of the British and American readings of bhangra 
/40 'ham gra; NAmE 40/ reveals that the British sound is true to the script, 

whereas the American sound is actually /lbwijgra/, which results in the 

word being a member of the group of ask-words. When we listen to the 

American reading of the word blog /4o blog; NAmE 40 bla:g/, the vowel 

sounds like [ad; on the other hand, the phonetic information with regard 

to the word log is /40 log; NAmE 40 la:g; la:g/, where the American 

recording appears to have [ad. Although different speakers read the cloth-

words differently, the word blog might as well have both the vowels 

transcribed just as they are in the case of the word log. The word googol 
/40 'gu:gol; NAmE 40 -ga:I/ is clearly a cloth-word both in script and 

recording. Further, although fascia /40 'fella; NAmE 40/ is a BrE word 
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and not a NAmE one, the NAmE recording appears to have three syllables 
['fell ia]. Moreover, although WAP is transcribed as /10 wxp; NAmE 4.))/, 
the actual American recording is hdAbljudpi:/. Finally, the word offshoring 
has no recordings, while the word cybersquatting does. Despite these 
minor instances noted here it appears that the new headwords in the 
OALD7 are transcribed just as the rest of the words in the dictionary. 

(Y. Shitara-Matsuo) 

4. Definition 
Definitions from OALD6 and those from OALD7 are examined in this 

section. Our preliminary survey has revealed that there are few major 
changes made between the two editions, and this is also the case with their 
definitions. Accordingly, only those cases will be discussed where changes 
made seem worth mentioning. 

Before discussing issues of definitions in OALD7 it may be worth 
pointing out that OALD7 has deleted from OALD6 an explanatory 
section titled 'Understanding Definitions'. Considering the fact that many 
learners come across some difficulty in understanding definitions in a 
monolingual dictionary, it is regrettable that OALD7 has deleted the 
section. 

We will begin with some consideration of Oxford 3000, and then move 
on to sense description and short cuts, the coverage of sense and the labels. 
As OALD7 and OALD7 -CD are basically the same dictionary in different 
formats, the following discussions are mainly based on OALD7 unless 
otherwise stated. Most of the examples we are citing are from the sample 
pages, and, whenever necessary, those from other pages are also given. 

4.1. Oxford 3000 
4.1.1. Outline 

OALD introduced DV for the first time in 1995, when OALD5 ap-
peared. OALD6 followed the convention, and claimed to have reduced the 
number of words in OALD5's DV by five hundred. OALD7 also employs 
a DV or its equivalent Oxford 3000, which is not designed for the purpose 
of defining alone. It is offered as a collection of important words foreign  

learners should learn. So far as definitions are concerned, this will be 
counted as one of the major changes made in this revision. 

It has been often pointed out that DVs do not only consist of words easy 
for foreign learners to comprehend (Herbst 1986: 103). In fact, the 
majority of the items in a DV are chosen mainly according to their 
frequency (LDOCE1 viii-ix, MED 1677), and, in any language, words 
frequently used are very often polysemous and productive in a sense that 
they can quite freely combine with each other to form idioms. As a result, 
less common senses of DV items and idioms consisting of them are used as 
part of DV, which cannot be legitimated (Minamide 1995). To make 
matters worse, the idea of DV is sometimes closely connected with 
dictionary makers' commercialism, so that they tend to make their DV 
look smaller and well designed even by concealing exceptional uses of their 
DV (Kawamura 2000: 133). As long as dictionaries are basically commer-
cial products, they are not to blame. The problem is that they sometimes 
seek to avoid the exceptions by including in their DVs such items useful 
for defining other words rather than those easy to understand (Ayto 1984: 
53-4), which naturally makes rather arbitrary their criteria for selecting 
the DV items. 

Considering the problems with DVs, Oxford 3000 appears completely 
different from traditional DVs. It is offered as useful vocabulary to learn, 
selected according to the following three criteria: (1) frequency in the 
BNC and the Oxford Corpus Collection; (2) whether each item is used in 
a variety of contexts, not restricted to a particular genre; and (3) their 
familiarity among native speakers (R99). It is also to be mentioned that 
items useful for defining other words are likely to help foreign learners to 
express their ideas more effectively, as the Oxford lexicographers also 
explain (ibid.). If a foreign learner learns such words from the definitions, 
it can help them to improve their encoding skills (cf. Iwasaki 2002: 138-
42). Moreover, it seems that the Oxford lexicographers have taken a more 
flexible attitude towards Oxford 3000. They use eighty three words of 
`Language Study Terms' (R99 and 113) together with Oxford 3000 as part 
of their DV. While too prescriptive an application of DVs can result in a 
very awkward definition, this new approach might help them avoid such 
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problematic definitions. There is also evidence to suggest that OALD7 has 

come to apply its DV to bracketed explanations in the definitions, though 

OALD6 does not (see 4.2; also Akasu et al. 2001: 15). In the following 

subsections we will examine items in Oxford 3000 and how it actually 

works in dictionary definitions. 

4.1.2. Size of Oxford 3000 

A comparison was made between OALD6's DV and Oxford 3000 

concerning all the items beginning with the letters A, D, G, M, P or T. 

The results are shown below: 

Table 4.1 The number of items in OALD6's DV and Oxford 3000 

Notes: (1) [+6, —7] and [-6, +7] signify those items which appear only in OALD6's 
DV and those only in Oxford 3000, respectively; (2) Numbers in parentheses 
indicate the total number of DV items listed under the letter concerned; (3) 
Sometimes the arrangement of the items in Oxford 3000 are misleading; for 
example, it indents Miss (title) and puts it under miss (verb). Although it seems 
that they are counted as one word, they should be dealt with as two distinct items. 
When showing the numbers of items, therefore, we count each indented item 
except abbreviations (e.g. Apr. for April). 

Although both OALD6 and OALD7 claim to have the same number of 

words in their DVs: 3000, it is clear from the table that Oxford 3000 has 

introduced quite a few new items. Interestingly, there is also a wide gap 

between the total numbers of items in [+6, —7] and [-6, +7], a difference of 

232. There is a possibility that Oxford 3000 is far larger than OALD6's 
DV despite the number it claims. 
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Let us then examine more closely [+6, —7] and [-6, +7] items under the 

letter A: 

[+6, —7] 

abbreviation, adjective, administrative, adverb, advertising, air force, 
American football, amusement, ancestor, arch, architecture and ash 

[-6, +7] 

abandon, abandoned, abroad, absence, absent, absolute, absolutely, abuse, 
accent, access, accompany, acknowledge, acquire, actress, ad, additional, 
adequate, adequately, adopt, agency, agent, aid, alarm, alarming, alarmed, 
all right, ally, allied, alongside, alter, alternative, alternatively, alto-
gether, a.m., amaze, amazing, amazed, ambition, ambulance, an, analy-
sis, annoyed, annual, annually, anti-, anticipate, anyway, apologize, 
apparent, apparently, appeal, application, appoint, appointment, appre-
ciate, approach, approximate, April, arise, arms, arrival, aside, aside 
from, assist, assistance, associate, assume, assure, attached, attempted, 
attorney, August, awful, awfully and awkwardly 

A glance will give us the impression that [-6, +7] items are as a whole 

common words, not containing terms rather technical like adjective or 
adverb in [+6, —7]. This is at least partly because Oxford 3000 is not only 

DV but is expected to act as a list of important vocabulary for foreign 

learners. This may be why air force and American football have been 

excluded. Culture-specific words like these are naturally not given priority 

for that purpose. Furthermore, dictionary definitions are basically univer-

sal, so any word specific to a particular culture should not be part of DV. 

Apart from items under the letter A, however, it is to be noted that some 

basic words like numbers and ordinal numbers (e.g. ten, third, twelve and 
twenty) have been also excluded, though two for instance is actually used 
in the definition of bilingual. 

It is also interesting to find as many as three linguistic terms among only 

twelve [+6, —7] items: abbreviation, adjective and adverb. Still, this does not 
mean that they are not included in OALD7's DV because they are 

included in 'Language Study Terms', which are also used as part of the 

DV (R99). OALD7 uses a far larger DV than OALD6 does. Considering 

the fact that the linguistic terms will be worth learning if a learner receives 



formal instruction in English, a question may naturally emerge: why have 
the Oxford lexicographers split their DV into Oxford 3000 and 'Language 
Study Terms'? It is also questionable why they insist that Oxford 3000 
only contains 3000 items, even by employing a rather tricky way of 
arrangement (see Note (3) for Table 4.1). It may be fair to say that 

OALD7 cannot escape from the commercialism; the smaller DV they 
claim to employ, the easier their definitions look, which will affect the sales 

of their dictionary (see Section 4.1.1.). 

4.1.3. How Oxford 3000 is used in definitions 
While definitions from OALD6 and those from OALD7 are usually 

identical, the introduction of Oxford 3000 sometimes affects their word-

ings. Take cushion and parish clerk, for example: 

cushion verb 1 
OALD6: to soften the effect of a fall or hit 
OALD7: to make the effect of a fall or hit less severe 

parish clerk 
OALD6: an official who does administrative work for a church in a 

particular area 
OALD7: an official who organizes the affairs of a church in a par-

ticular area 

As a result of excluding soften and administrative from Oxford 3000, they 
are rephrased accordingly. These changes will sometimes affect the read-
ability of definitions, but we may assume that they have been made almost 
automatically with the replacement of OALD6's DV with Oxford 3000, 

not reflecting the change in the lexicographers' defining policies. 
More importantly, OALD7 restricts senses of a DV item as well. 

OALD7 identifies the sense in use if it uses the item in a less common 
sense: 

plane verb 1 
OALD6: to make a piece of wood smoother or flatter with a plane 
OALD7: to make a piece of wood smoother or flatter with a PLANE n. 

(4) 

While OALD6 use plane in ordinary type, OALD7 puts it in small capitals 
and provides the user with its part of speech and the sense number in the 
work. In this case, the user does not have to look through the entry of the 
noun, so this will be a positive step forward. The same goes for words 
such as assistant ship, brand (verb sense 2), spinner (sense 1), will (verb 
sense 3), wing nut and punchbowl below: 

punchbowl 
OALD6: a bowl in which punch (= the drink) is served 
OALD7: a bowl used for serving PUNCH n. (4) 

As punch is not included in OALD6's DV, it is in ordinary type, but is 
glossed. On the other hand, OALD7 again cross-refers the user to its entry 
with the sense number, though the noun is included in Oxford 3000. 
OALD7's attempt at controlling senses of a DV item should be welcome, 
but, in this particular case, it is not clear whether this cross-reference 
works better than OALD6's gloss. Even if punch has its own entry close to 
the definition of punchbowl, the user does not have to bother to look for 
the definition with OALD6's gloss. 

It should be also mentioned that OALD7's use of its DV and non-DV 
items is sometimes inconsistent; in the definitions of chunking and trill 
(verb sense 3), chunk and trill are used in roman type, though they are not 
part of Oxford 3000. There appears to be some room for improvement in 
OALD7's use of its DV. 

4.2. Sense description and short cuts 
From our preliminary research we did not find any difference between 

sense arrangements and short cuts in OALD6 and OALD7, and so 
comparisons were made between the entries of the following five basic 
verbs: come, go, get, make and take. Still, there are only two minor 
changes in sense 39 of take: 

OALD6 
IN FOOTBALL  39 (of a person playing football, etc.) to kick or throw the 
ball from a fixed or agreed position 
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FOOTBALL in the short cut in OALD6 is replaced with SPORTS in OALD7, 

and a person playing football, etc. is also replaced with a player in a sports 

game. So long as this sense is not always restricted to football, these 

replacements may be welcome. 
Apart from take, similar changes were made at this revision; for 

instance, in the entries for back (noun sense 8), defend (verb sense 3), 

goal (noun sense 1), in football, hockey, etc. is changed to in sports. On the 

other hand, when a particular sense of a headword is restricted to a 
particular sport game, say, football, they are still specified (e.g. corner 

(noun sense 8) and kick (verb sense 4)). Let us look at the entries for 

corner in OALD6 and OALD7: 

OALD6 
(in sports such as football and hockey) 

OALD7 
(in sports such as football (soccER) and HOCKEY) 

It is important to note here that OALD7 puts a gloss (soccER) to football 

perhaps because with the worldwide dominance of American English; it 
can be sometimes confused with American football. Moreover, it should 

not be overlooked that OALD7 prints soccer and hockey in small capitals. 

As they are not part of Oxford 3000, this might suggest that the Oxford 
lexicographers have come to apply their DV to such bracketed explana-
tions in definitions as well. These changes made with short cuts and 

bracketed explanations in OALD7 could be counted as improvements, 

however small. 

4.3. Coverage of sense 
On the sample pages there are 178 headwords common to both editions 

but there is only one difference concerning their coverage of senses; the 

sense below is not included in OALD6: 

Considering the worldwide development in computer technology in 
recent times, we then looked up the following thirty items in OALD6 and 
OALD7 for their senses as used mainly in the field of computing: 

Table 4.2 Computing words in OALD6 and OALD7 
Headwords OALD6 OALD7 headwords OALD6 OALD7 

address (2) 
	

x 	 macro 

ADSL 
	

0 
	

memory (5) 

application (5) 	 menu (2) 

attachment (6) 	 mouse (2) 

bookmark (2) 
	

MP3 
	

0 
Broadband 
	

0 
	

open v. (14) 

Browser (1) 	 packet (5) 

buffer n. (3) 	 paste v. (3) 

chat v. (2) 	 patch n. (9) 

cookie (3) 	 scan v. (5) 

corrupt v. (3) 	 server (1) 

crash n. (4) 	 site n. (3) 

domain (3) 	 spam (2) 

export v. (3) 	 visit v. (2) 
	

x 
import v. (2) 	 worm n. (4) 

Notes: (1) 0 = words not contained in the edition specified. X = those words 
which are contained in the edition specified, but that particular sense is not 
covered ✓ = words whose computing sense is contained; (2) The numbers in 
parentheses indicate the sense number in OALD7. 

It is clear from the table that even if a headword is contained in both 
OALD6 and OALD7, the latter covers a wider range of computing senses. 
The following sense of domain, for instance, is only covered in OALD7: 

3 (computing) a set of websites on the Internet which end with the 
same group of letters, for example `.com', `.org' 

OALD7 
► IN SPORTS 39 (of a player in a sports game) to kick or throw the ball 
from a fixed or agreed position 
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liven  
OALD7: ► INTERNET 9 (of an electronic link) functioning correctly, 

so that it is connected to another document or page on the 
Internet 
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Although OALD6 and OALD7 are quite similar in their coverages of the 
senses on the sample pages, the latter covers a wider range of senses at 
least concerning the field of computing. Apart from computing, we cannot 
find any remarkable changes between the two editions. 

4.4. Labels 
There are several changes in the lists of labels in OALD6 and OALD7; 

for instance, NorthE and A have changed to NEngE and taboo respec-
tively. While these changes are only concerned with their notations, there 
are the following new labels: CanE (Canadian English), EAfrE (East 
African English), IndE (Indian English), NAmE (North American En-
glish), NEngE (English from Northern England), SAfrE (South African 
English), SEAsianE (South-East Asian English), US (English from the 
United States), WAfrE (West African English), WelshE (Welsh English)))  
On the other hand, AmE, rare, spoken and written seem to have been 
deleted in OALD7. 

Concerning the arrangements of labels (inside the front covers) in 
OALD6 and OALD7, OALD6 lists labels and their abbreviations in 
alphabetical order; however, they are reorganized in OALD7, with re-
gional labels separated from others, which makes it easier for the user to 
comprehend their relationships. 

It is also to be mentioned that OALD7-CD lists labels more thoroughly 
than OALD7. While OALD7 only lists labels referring to varieties of 
English (e.g. BrE, NZE, ScotE) and register (e.g. approving, formal, 
informal), OALD7-CD lists those concerning etymology (e.g. Japanese, 
Latin, Spanish) and subject areas (e.g. computing, economics, music) as 
wel1.2  Even considering the space limitation in the paper version, OALD7 
should have listed them more exhaustively insofar as it also uses them in 
its text. 

In the following subsections, we will consider in turn deleted labels, 
newly introduced labels and problems with OALD7's use of labels. As 
there are few changes made between OALD6 and OALD7 concerning 
their uses of labels as well, we will mainly discuss those cases where 
changes were made.  

4.4.1. Deleted labels 
4.4.1.1. AmE changed into NAmE, US and CanE 

The following four labels have been deleted in OALD7: AmE, rare, 

spoken and written. In this revision, AmE seems to have been split into 

NAmE and US. On the sample pages, there are 14 AmE labels in 
OALD6; one of them (food stamp) has been changed to US and the rest 

have been changed to NAmE. Words mainly used in the United States are 
marked as US and those mainly used in Canada as CanE, one of the newly 
introduced labels in OALD7 (cf. the list of abbreviations inside the front 
cover). When a word or sense is used in both varieties, they are marked as 
NAmE. This may imply that the Oxford lexicographers have come to pay 
more attention to the varieties of English (see 4.4.2.). 

4.4.1.2. Spoken and written 
Spoken and written, which were new to the sixth edition, seem to have 

been removed in this revision. Because we did not find enough examples 
on the sample pages, we looked for examples manually under the letter A, 
and picked up the first twenty word senses, words, or fixed phrases for 
each label: abandon, abandoned, abandonment, abiding, ablaze, 
abound, above-mentioned, accost, ache, acid, acidly, additionally, 
adept, advent, adherent, adjoin, adroit, affection, afresh and agape 
for written; and absolutely, I'm afraid, again, aggro, what's . . . in aid 
of?, and all, allow me, it'll be all right on the night, or anything, I 
appreciate it, out of the ark, don't ask, don't ask me, I ask you, if 
you ask me, can I have your attention please, awful (adjective 1 and 
2), backward and can't be bad for spoken. 

As for written, nine out of twenty (abandoned, ablaze, abound, 
above-mentioned, acid, acidly, additionally, adept and advent) 
have been deleted, and the rest of them (abandon, abandonment, 
abiding, accost, ache, adherent, adjoin, adroit, affection, afresh 
and agape) have been replaced with formal. With regard to spoken, 

thirteen (absolutely, I'm afraid, again, aggro, what's . . . in aid of?, 
allow me, I appreciate it, it'll be all right on the night, don't ask, 
don't ask me, I ask you, if you ask me, and can I have your 



attention please) have been removed, and the rest (and all, or any-

thing, out of the ark, awful (adjective 1 and 2), backward and can't be 

bad) have been changed to informal.3)  

Although written and spoken are often replaced with formal and informal 

respectively, they are not just subclasses of formal or informal as can be 

seen from the following examples in OALD64): 

love 
lots of love (from) (written, informal) used at the end of a letter to a 
friend or to sb you love, followed by your name 

son 
4 (my son) (spoken, formal) used by a priest to address a boy or man 

We may say from the above examples that formal and informal cannot 

always be substitutes for what is covered by spoken or written. Deletions of 

them have therefore reduced the amount of information in OALD7. 

It may be also worth mentioning that spoken is often attached to 

idiomatic expressions in OALD6 Since there are quite a few idioms not 

restricted to spoken English, their omissions may have also reduced the 

necessary information for a foreign learner. 

4.4.1.3. Rare 

OALD7 does not contain rare in its list of labels, and has deleted the 

label from the majority of headwords where OALD6 uses it (e.g. abu-

sively, asperity, colloquy)5). Although rare words may not be very 

important for foreign learners, their failure to use the label has also 

reduced the amount of information in OALD7. 

4.4.2. Newly introduced labels 

OALD7 has introduced the following nine labels: CanE, EAfrE, IndE, 

NAmE, SAfrE, SEAsianE, US, WAfrE and WelshE. What should be 

noted here is that all of them are those specifying a particular variety of 

English or dialect, and, in most cases, they are attached to words or senses 

OALD7 has introduced in this revision. The following headwords and 

senses are only contained in OALD7: 

abba 
(IndE) (especially as a form of address) a father 

mandazi 
(pl . mandazi) (EAfrE) a small cake made of fried DOUGH 

block noun 
6[C] (AustralE) an area of land for building a house on 

college 
3[C, U] (CanE) a place where you can study for higher or more 
specialist qualifications after you finish high school 

These facts, together with the fact that OALD7 has split AmE into two in 

order to distinguish varieties in North America, would suggest that OALD7 

has come to pay more attention to varieties of English. 

4.4.3. Problems with OALD7's use of labels 

4.4.3.1. Dialect 

Both OALD6 and OALD7 explain their uses of dialect as follows: 

dialect describes expressions that are mainly used in particular 
regions of the British Isles, not including Ireland, Scotland or Wales 

One may well wonder why they do not mention dialects on the other side 

of the Atlantic. More importantly, dialect and BrE are sometimes used at 

the same time, which is contradictory to the above explanation. Although 

beck is listed as an example of a headword with dialect (inside the front 

covers), it is also assigned BrE. The same goes for SoctE at bonny: 

bonny (also bonnie) adj. 
(dialect, especially ScotE) very pretty; attractive 

As long as they explicitly explain their criteria for their use of the label, 

they should be consistent to avoid the user's confusion. 

4.4.3.2. Computing 

It should not be overlooked that computing is assigned rather inconsis-

tently: 
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buffer noun 
3 (computing) an area in a computer's memory where data can be 
stored for a short time 

operating system noun 
a set of programs that controls the way a computer works and runs 
other programs 

The label is attached to buffer but not to operating system. Even if the 
definition of operating system can successfully carry the kinds of infor-
mation which the label could provide, OALD7's inconsistency might 
reduce the value of the label. 

4.4.3.3. Etymological labels 
As OALD6 does, OALD7 employs labels referring to a particular 

language from which a word or sense in English lexicon derives from, 
such as French, Japanese, Latin and Spanish, preceded by from, but one 
may well wonder why the following definitions are not labeled as such: 

flamenco 
1 [U, C] a fast exciting Spanish dance that is usually danced to music 
played on a GUITAR 

2 [U] the GUITAR music that is played for this dance')  

origami 
[U] the Japanese art of folding paper into attractive shapes 

The same goes for karate, shogun, sushi, and Zen, to name but a few. 
Although there are also several cases where OALD7 has improved its 
application of the labels (e.g. judo and kimono), OALD7 should have 
used the labels in such a way as not to confuse the user (see Section 
4.4.3.2.). 	 (S. Uchida & A. Kawamura) 

5. Examples 

During the last three revisions, the total number of illustrative examples 
seems to have been in decline. The numbers claimed on the back cover 
changed from 9,000 (OALD5) to 8,500 (OALD7). The detailed analysis of 
OALD6 by Akasu et al. (2001) reports that the number of phrase ex- 

amples was cut down in order to create space for more sentence examples, 
but that there was little overall decline in the number of examples alto-
gether. However, in OALD7, where the illustrative examples seem to have 
undergone no substantial revision, both the phase and sentence examples 
had to be sacrificed, presumably for the addition of headwords. Although 
the entry for commemorate in OALD6 has three sentence examples: A 

series of movies will be shown to commemorate the 30th anniversary of his 

death; Many of the people and places in the book have been commemorated in 

the names of streets; and A plaque commemorates the battle., in OALD7 the 
second example has been deleted. Similarly, while in OALD6 the entry 
for commemorative has two phrase examples: commemorative stamps! 

medals, in OALD7 the second collocation has been deleted. Arguably, 
these deleted examples could have been retained in OALD7-CD as this 
would not have required so much memory. Most of the examples are the 
same, if not deleted or shortened, as the ones in the previous edition, but 
more collocations are typographically distinguished in the new edition. A 
case in point is the collocations for the adjective commanding (of sense 2): 
a commanding figure fpresenceltonelvoice. These are not typographically 
distinguished in OALD6, but they are all printed in bold, though tone has 
been deleted, in OALD7. 

With the OALD7-CD, users can use a separate window called 'Ex-
ample sentences' (see Figure 7.1) to refer not only to the examples 
provided under the entry being looked up, but also to all the other 
examples in the dictionary that contain the word being looked up. How-
ever, this feature does not work with run-ons, and users have to use 
`Advanced Search' in order to see whether there are some (more) ex-
amples (see Section 7.3.). The advantage of 'Example Sentences' is that 
users may have a clearer idea of the usage of the headword by going 
through more examples, but this only works when the word being looked 
up appears somewhere else in the dictionary text. Moreover, the examples 
shown in 'Example Sentences' are not sorted according to word senses, so 
that it becomes quite time-consuming to go through them and find the 
ones that are relevant. Another weakness here is that there are too many 
examples to illustrate the same word sense(s), but too few to illustrate 
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other senses. 

In our user research, 'Example Sentences' does not rank as one of the 

most highly evaluated features. The majority of the participants see the 

usefulness of having more examples, but at the same time quite a few of 

them regard it as time-consuming (see Section 8.10.). 

There are also some other minor shortcomings. As the operation to 

collect examples seems to be merely automatic, homonyms are not distin-

guished. By looking up bid' ("to offer to pay a particular price for sth, 

especially at an AUCTION"), the first example you get in 'Example Sen-

tences' is I bid you adieu., which actually illustrates bid' ("to say 'good 

morning', etc. to sb"). Glosses to supplement illustrative examples do not 

get distinguished, either. 'Example Sentences' for the adjective likely 

begins with an active volcano (= likely to erupt), which is an example of the 

adjective active, and then lists 'I'm sure he'll help.' Don't bank on it (= it is 

not likely to happen).', which is an example of the verb bank. 

In a printed dictionary, severe restrictions on space may force lexicogra-

phers to cut down the number of examples, if, for instance, they want to 

add more headwords. In a CD-ROM dictionary, such restrictions should 

be less of a problem; rather than showing the example sentences that 

include the headword being consulted from the whole text of the dictio-

nary in a separate window, it would therefore be of greater help to have 

more examples in the main window. The noun insignificance in the 

derivative section of insignificant is illustrated by one example: Her own 

problems paled into insignificance beside this terrible news. By using 'Ad-

vanced Search', users can find one more example to illustrate the colloca-

tion fade into insignificance: All other issues fade into insignificance compared 

with the struggle for survival. With a little more careful design, this could 

simply have been incorporated into the main entry. 	(Y. Komuro) 

6. Notes on Usage 

OALD6 provides various types of usage notes to strengthen its encod-

ing function as a learner's dictionary: 'Which Word?', 'Vocabulary Build-

ing', 'Grammar Point', 'British/American', and 'More About', all of 

which are retained in the seventh edition with some changes to the entries. 
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Also, 'Which Word?' notes in OALD6 are re-grouped into 'Which Word?' 

and 'Synonyms', which is a newly introduced category in OALD7 . OALD7- 

CD shows these notes in the main text in the same way as in the paper 

edition. OALD6 and OALD7 also provide etymological information at 

some entries, and it features largely in the OALD7-CD as 'Word Origin'. 

We will begin with an analysis of 'Which Word?' and 'Synonyms' and 

move on to discuss 'Vocabulary Building'. As for the others, they will be 

examined only quantitatively since few changes are observed in quality. In 

the following sections, all the examples will be taken from OALD7-CD 

(The presentation is slightly different from that of the paper edition). 

6.1. 'Which Word?' and 'Synonyms' 

OALD6 provides 138 'Which Word?' notes and explains that the 

purpose is to "show the differences between pairs of words that are often 

confused or groups of words with similar meanings" (1528). In OALD7, 

confusing pairs of words and synonymous words are now treated under 

different headings: 'Which Word?' and 'Synonyms' (R93-R94). As a 

result, 25 'Which Word?' notes have been changed into 'Synonyms' with 

some modification. There are also some deleted notes such as 'allow/let! 

permit' at allow, 'British/English/Briton/Brit' at British and 'customer/ 

client' at customer. OALD7 has a total of 71 'Which Word?' notes and 

213 'Synonyms' notes. 

Apparently, both notes are designed to help users to produce correct 

English, and typically, 'Which Word?' seems to be designed to help users 

to choose the right word among words they are likely to misuse by 

providing more detailed stylistic and semantic information, while 'Syn-

onyms' seems to be designed to help users to choose the most appropriate 

word among synonymous words and use it correctly by providing patterns 

and collocations. Let us look at an example of 'Which Word?' at borrow: 

kigure 6.1 Which Word?: borrow/lend 
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Figure 6.2 Synonyms: afraid 

The note explains the difference between borrow and lend, which are not 

similar in meaning, but are often confused by learners. 

Regarding 'Synonyms', there are mainly two kinds of formats. One is to 

begin with a sentence like "these words all describe/mean –", describe 

each word, and then offer patterns and collocations. In the paper edition, 

the heading 'Pattern and Collocation' is given to mark a series of fre-

quently used collocations of the words, which OALD7-CD should have 
maintained. 

Figure 6.2 above is the 'Synonyms' note of the first type given at 

afraid, comparing afraid with five synonymous adjectives: frightened,  

scared, alarmed, paranoid, and apprehensive. Each of them is cross-referred 

to the note at its own entry. Although the definitions of scared, paranoid 
and apprehensive at their own entries do not give any style label, they are 

stylistically marked as "rather informal" in the note. This kind of distinc-

tive feature may be of help to learners to make the best choice. 

The second format is to start with collocations and then give the 

descriptions of the words. The following serves as an example: 

Figure 6.3 Synonyms: continuous/continual 

This type of 'Synonyms' is also found at become, classic, condition 
and naked. 

It should also be noted that there have been changes in where the notes 

are placed. For example, in OALD6 comprise has a 'Which Word?' note 
dealing with comprise, compose, consist of, constitute, make up, and include, 
but in OALD7, the note has been changed into a 'Synonyms' and moved 
to consist. This may have resulted from the consideration of frequency, 

as is stated in the explanation of 'Synonyms': "(t)he words in each group 

are given order of frequency (sic) — from the most common to the least 

common" (R94). This is a minor change, but can be considered as a 

positive step forward in terms of user-friendliness. 



6.2. 'Vocabulary Building' 

Whereas OALD6 has 26 'Vocabulary Building' notes, OALD7 contains 

221). The decrease in number can be explained by the fact that the 

`Vocabulary Building' notes at job, look, see and work are changed into 

`Synonyms' in the process of revision from OALD6 to OALD7. The aim 

of 'Vocabulary Building' is explained as follows: "(t)hese notes help you to 

choose more interesting and varied words to use and so increase your 

vocabulary" (R93). It can be said that 'Vocabulary Building' is a device 

designed to help users to produce better English, while 'Which Word?' 

and 'Synonyms' are meant to help them to produce correct English. Let 

us have a look at the note given at good: 

Figure 6.4 Vocabulary Building: good and very good 

Here typical collocations are provided in order to encourage users to use a 

more appropriate word to describe their idea. Unfortunately, no semantic 

descriptions are given to words in bold, which are understood to be better 

alternatives to the adjective good, probably due to space restrictions. This 

problem can be solved on the CD-ROM as they can be hyperlinked to 

their own entries; however, some technical problem seems to prevent it in 

some cases (see Section 7.2.). 

6.3. 'Grammar Point' 
While the above-mentioned notes provide fuller information about the 

lexical and semantic aspect of words, 'Grammar Point' notes explain 

grammatical differences between British and American English (e.g. 'likely' 

and 'staff') or help learners to produce grammatically correct sentences 

(e.g. 'can/could/be able to/manage'). As long as 'Grammar Point' notes are 

concerned, few changes are observed between the sixth and the seventh 

editions. In addition to 30 notes in OALD6, the following three are newly 
introduced: 'hard/hardly' at hardly, 'many/a lot of/lots of at many and 
'much/a lot of/lots of ' at much. 

At avenge, for instance, a 'Grammar Point' note is given to prevent 

learners from confusing the verb avenge and the noun revenge: 

Figure 6.5 Grammar Point: avenge/revenge 

A similar example is a set of affect and effect, which is treated at 'Which 
Word?' at affect. 

One thing to be pointed out here is that although the printed and the 

electronic versions share the same contents, the title of the note of the 

electronic edition is different from that of the printed edition: the heading 
is Grammar in OALD7-CD. However small these differences may be, this 

will not be welcomed in terms of user-friendliness because the different 

titles might give an impression that the contents of the notes are different. 

6.4. 'British/American' 

British/American "explains differences between British and American 

usage" (R94). The notes not only explain grammatical differences between 

the two variants but also provide cultural information. At the entry for 

underground, for example, a note is given to explain the vocabulary differ-

ence: 
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Figure 6.6 British/American: underground/subway/metro/tube 

As for 'British/American' notes, there is a minor change made in OALD7: 

the note 'purse/handbag/wallet' is deleted. Instead, OALD7 explains the 

differences between purse, wallet and handbag with pictorial illustrations. 

This is a welcome change because the user can visually and instantly 

understand the differences between the items. 

6.5. 'More About' 

`More About' notes give the user more information about an aspect of 

life or language in Britain and America (R94). The contents vary from 

encyclopaedic information (e.g. 'roads' at road) to pragmatic information 

(e.g. 'of course' at course, and 'greetings' at greeting). 'More About' 

notes have increased from 7 in OALD6 to 13 in OALD7. No items have 

been deleted and new notes are found at British, exams, lawyers, 

Scottish, student and want in the present edition. 

Figure 6.7 More About: greetings 

6.6. 'Word Origin' 

Although etymological information is usually absent in a learner's 

dictionary, OALD6 and OALD7 contain some 'Word Origin' notes, for 

example, at thumb and Thursday. OALD7-CD features 'Word Origin' 

in a separate window (see Section 7.1.) and provides as many as 20,000 

notes. According to the Oxford University Press Website2), the notes were 

"taken from the world-famous Oxford Dictionary of English". 

Our user study (see Section 8.10.) shows that very few learners, regard-

less of their proficiency levels, seem to see the pedagogical relevance of the 

inclusion of such etymological information in a learner's dictionary. 

(S. Uchida & Y. Komuro) 

7. Functions and Searchability 

This section deals with the functions and searchability of the CD-ROM 

edition (OALD7-CD) compared to the printed one (OALD7). We will see 

the differences between the printed and the CD-ROM editions of the 

dictionary and the advantages and disadvantages of OALD7-CD. 

7.1. Contents of OALD7-CD and its interface 

The application window (see Figure 7.1) mainly consists of four menu 

buttons at the top, the search area on the left, the entry window in the 

center, additional information windows on the right, and the four colored 

bars for special features in the bottom left-hand corner. 

The four large menu buttons at the top allow us to choose between the 

following three reference works and a special reference tool (the Oxford 

Genie): 

• Dictionary: almost the same reference work as the printed edition of 

OALD7 

• Wordfinder (Oxford Learner's Wordfinder Dictionary): a dictionary of 

synonyms and related words 

• Cultural Guide (Oxford Guide to British and American Culture, New 

Edition): an encyclopedic dictionary 

• Oxford Genie: the pop-up version of OALD7 

We are not concerned here with the contents of the Wordfinder and the 
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Figure 7A OALD7-CI) 

Cultural Guide but only with the Dictionary itself, except when we 

discuss the linking functionality between the contents. The Oxford Genie 

will not be dealt with either. 

Among the four special features, we will look at the advanced search and 

`Know-how' functions below; see the discussion in Section 4.1. for the 

Oxford 3000; we do not discuss the exercise function. 

Entries in the entry window are displayed continuously in the alpha-

betical order with the active entry in a thin blue frame. 

Additional windows on the right-hand side vary according to the refer-

ence work selected: 'Word Origin', 'Example Sentences', and Wordfinder' 

for OALD7; 'Dictionary' and 'Example Sentences' for the Wordfinder; 

`Dictionary' for the Cultural Guide. 

7.2. Basic search 

Typing a word or phrase in the blue box underneath the words "SEARCH 

FOR" and pressing the "Enter" key yields a list of headwords, idioms,  

phrasal verbs, and collocational phrases (called 'Structures') which include 

the search key. By selecting an item from the headwords in the result, its 

definition is shown in the entry window; clicking on an item from other 

categories makes the entry window jump to the selected material. This 

searchability in the CD-ROM edition is much higher than that in the 

printed one where only search by entry items is possible. The following 

are major characteristics of this function. 

• All the entry items including the search key as a component word are 

listed under the heading of 'Headwords'. If "book" is searched for, for 

instance, the list contains not only book but also address book, book 

club, coffee-table book, and so on, some of which are impossible to 

find in the printed edition where all the entry items are alphabetically 

arranged. This list also includes such indexes as "cookery book, at 

cookbook" and "comic book, at comic"; the entry of cookbook has "BrE 

also cookery book", and the entry of comic has "NAmE also comic 

book" in its second sense. When we click on the latter index, the entry 

window jumps to the sense in question. 

• The search result also contains idioms and phrasal verbs including the 

search key as their component parts. The 'Structures' section in the 

result lists all the collocations in boldface italics in examples and some 

collocations in boldface blue put before the definition other than idioms 

and phrasal verbs (such as "half the time, fun, trouble, etc." for the 

second sense of half).')  

• When two or more letters are typed in the search box, one-word head-

words beginning with those letters appear in the index list that will drop 

down with the nearest matching entry highlighted.2)  (This function is 

called "automatic suggestion" henceforth.) 

• When the search key does not match any item, the spell check function 

works to list the candidates. Searching with inflected forms yields the 

correct result for the lemma. Hyphenated headwords can be searched 

either with the complete form or with compositional parts with hyphens 

altered by spaces.31  Headwords with accented or umlauted characters can 

be searched either by typing the correct spelling or by altering accented 

or umlauted characters with simple alphabetic characters; searching with 



"tete-a-tete", for example, yields the result of tete-à-tete.4)  Headwords 
with ligatures (cri de cur and trompe Pima), however, cannot be 
searched with "oe" instead of the ligature "ce". 

• Multi-word compounds can be searched for by entering at least one 
component word.5)  However, they do not show up in the automatic 
suggestion list, which is inconvenient for users. Entering more than one 
word also yields the result consisting of the same four sections as in the 
case of searching for a word. 

• Searching for an item which is available not in OALD7 but in the 
Cultural Guide, such as New York and London, switches the applica- 
tion to the Cultural Guide mode. The automatic suggestion, however, 
does not work for the headwords included only in the Cultural Guide. 

Some other potentially useful functions for searching and jumping avail-
able within the entries are as follows. 
• Double-clicking on any word within an entry will execute a search in the 

small "look-up window"6)  (see Figure 7.2). Although this is essentially 
very useful, there are some problematic features. One example is that 

Figure 7.2 Look-up window 

when one double-clicks on an item such as "exciting" in "an exciting/ 
entertaining/absorbing movie" in the 'Vocabulary Building' note un-
der good, "exciting/entertaining/absorbing" as a whole is selected and 
searched for in vain.')  Another example is that the users cannot know 
whether pictorial illustrations are available or not for the entry in ques-
tion before clicking the "Go to entry" button in the look-up window. 
This shortcoming is more serious when the text in an entry refers to a 
note in another entry; for example, the second sense of disinterested 
has "E> note at INTERESTED" with a cross-reference to interested. Click-
ing on it leads to the entry in the look-up window, where the information 
on the note is not displayed. Those users who use this cross-referencing 
function would clearly want to see the note, but they have to press the 
"Go to entry" button to access the note 'Which Word'. 

• Some entries have a link saying "For more information see the Cultural 
Guide", and by clicking it, one can jump to the entry in the Cultural 
Guide. 

• The additional windows for the dictionary proper consist of three parts. 

1. Word Origin: Etymological information for some 20,000 head-
words is available (back cover; see also Section 6.6.). This informa-
tion can also be searched via the advanced search function (see 
Section 7.3. below). This window can be expanded in a separate 
window. 

2. Example Sentences: This window contains examples in other en-
tries and multi-word headwords (such as big toe) in OALD7. 
Clicking on an example displays the entry containing the example 
in the look-up window, but without jumping to the example in 
question, which is unfortunate for users. This window can be 
expanded in a separate window, too. See also Section 5 for more 
discussion on examples. 

3. Wordfinder: The small Wordfinder window shows the entry where 
the search word occurs first in the Wordfinder. Searching for 
"stormy" in OALD7, for example, produces an additional 
Wordfinder window list including the entry of rain because we 
have rain, storm, and wind as the candidates for "stormy" in the 
Wordfinder. When the magnifying glass icon at the top of the small 
window is clicked, all the candidates are listed, and clicking one of 
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them shows the item in the same window. Since the desired item is 
not necessarily displayed all the time, the default display in this 
window should be the list of candidates, not the first candidate. 
Double-clicking on a normal word in this window shows its entry 
in OALD7 in the look-up window, and clicking on a cross-refer-
enced word (in dark red small capitals) changes the application to 
the Wordfinder mode with the word searched for. Expanding this 
window also switches the application to the Wordfinder mode with 
the item in question searched for. 

The on-line help accompanying the program gives little detailed expla-
nation for ways of searching such as those described above except for 
simple ones. Our user research shows that many users have difficulty in 
using most of the basic search functions available (see Sections 8.9. and 
8.10.). 

7.3. Advanced search 
The following are major characteristics of the advanced search function. 

• The window consists of three parts; the search box at the top left-hand 
corner, the results box below that, and the main entry window on the 
right (see Figure 7.3). 

• The advanced search function enables the users to perform searches for 
a search key in the definitions, examples, notes, and word origins, as well 
as those possible in the basic search function (searches against head-
words, idioms, phrasal verbs, and other collocational phrases called 
`Structures'). Spaces connecting more than one word are equivalent to 
"AND" described below. 

• Wildcard (* and ?) searches can be performed8), with the limitation that 
wildcards alone cannot be accepted as a word. More than one wildcard 
can be used, which is more useful than the CD-ROM edition of LDOCE4 
(LDOCE4-CD henceforth), one of the competitors of OALD7, where 
only one wildcard can be used. 

• Boolean searches using AND and OR are possible. The usability of 
"NOT" available in LDOCE4-CD would enhance the searchability 
when one wants to narrow down the search results. 

• Searching with labels is possible by specifying the search key as in 
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Figure 7.3 Advanced search 

"label:word".9)  The labels available are those falling under the categories 
of 'Part of Speech', 'Languages' (regional varieties and original languages 
of loanwords), 'Register', 'Subject Areas', and 'Dictionary Structure' 
(phrases). Searching for a label alone, which is possible in LDOCE4-
CD, cannot be performed; when we want to know all the words and 
usages in Irish English, for example, we have to do 26 searches from 
"irishe:a*" to "irishe:z*", which is effectively impossible. Specifying the 
part of speech of a word yields the result of all the entries containing the 
word used as the specified part of speech. However, the search result is 
not always correct.")  

• Language labels are particularly problematic. When the search key is 
"bre:lock", for example, the result lists the following items: 

1. Headwords: lock, lock-in, lock-up, lock-up (run-on entry of the 
first lock-up), all of which have the label "BrE" somewhere in their 
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entry and include the component word "lock" in their headwords 
2. Idioms: all the idioms under lock and those idioms containing 

"lock" under other entries where the label "BrE" is present 
3. Phrasal Verbs, Structures, Definitions, Examples, and Word Ori-

gins: items retrieved on the same criterion as that for the idioms 

Since the scope of a language label specified is the whole entry which has 
the word specified, we cannot conduct a search such as "searching for 
those senses, not headwords, whose definition has a particular word and 
which are at the same time labeled as British". Therefore, this search 
function is effective only when we want to search for all the words whose 
origin is a specific language ("word_origin:japanese" lists in the section 
"Definitions"")  all the words whose origin is Japanese, for example), or 
when we want to look up a specific word or pattern with British (or 
Australian, etc.) usage(s), which is quite unthinkable. The on-line help 
says that "to find all of the phrasal verbs from American English 
containing the word down in the dictionary use the search name: down 
AND phrasal verb:down" (italics added), which is incorrect. Following 
this direction only yields those items which (1) have the regional label 
"NAmE" in the entry, (2) have more than one phrasal verb whether or 
not they are labeled "NAmE", and (3) include the word "down" in the 
entry such as in the headwords, idioms, phrasal verbs, and examples. 
The result box obtained through the above search contains strange 
items; clean in the section 'Notes', and dumbing down in the section 
`Headwords' are two typical examples. The former is listed here because 
it has the label "NAmE" in its entry, and has phrasal verbs containing 
"down" in the notes section of 'Synonyms'. The latter is a run-on noun 
of dumb which has a description "3 (informal, especially NAmE) 
stupid" in its third sense, and has "dumb down" as a phrasal verb. The 
section 'Headwords' lists not only headwords proper, but also run-on 
entries (such as the above) and alternative items given under a sense 
(such as "close down, at close'" the entry of which has a description "4 
(also close down, close sth <-4 down)" but does not include the label 
"NArnE" there). These are just a few examples which are especially 
strange for the above search key. Our conclusion for this function is, 
therefore, that it is virtually exclusive for searching for etymological 
information. 

• For the labels 'Register' and 'Subject Areas', the same kind of inappro-
priate functionality renders the search function almost useless. As for the 
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former, when we want to know some alternative and synonymous ex-
pressions in a particular register, this function is of no value because we 
cannot do a search with a register label alone such as "approving", but 
have to specify a word as well as the register; it is the word in question 
that one would like to know. As for the latter, users would probably want 
to know all the words used in the field of music, for instance. The 
program, however, demands them to specify a word or pattern in 
addition to the label "music". 

• It seems to be impossible to do a search with "labell:word1 AND 
label2:word2" where two different words are specified; the search key 
"definition:handle AND headword:throw", for example, does not match 
sense 14 of throw, which has a description "14 [vn] to move a switch, 
handle, etc. to operate sth". 

• The advanced search takes much time, and the window cannot be 
resized, which lower the usability of the program. 

• Since the number of labels is large and some of the regional labels are 
shortened (such as "CanE" for Canadian English and "US" for United 
States of American English), the program should have offered label 
choices to select. 

7.4. Cultural Guide 
The search function for the Cultural Guide is basically the same as the 

basic search function available in the Dictionary, but with a few differ-
ences; the result box has 'Headwords' and 'Vocabulary' as the categories, 
and the spell check function does not work in this mode. The only 
additional window available in the Cultural Guide is the Dictionary 
window. Although there is no cross-reference to the Dictionary, we can 
jump to the full entry in OALD7 by expanding the Dictionary window 
(when it is available). By clicking on the magnifying glass icon at the top of 
the Dictionary window, all the candidates are listed, and clicking one of 
them will show the item in the same window. 

7.5. Wordfinder 
The search function for the Wordfinder is also essentially the same as 
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the basic search function available in the Dictionary with a few differ-
ences; the result box has 'Headwords', 'Themes', and 'Words to Use' as 
the categories, the automatic suggestion does not work, nor does the spell 
check function.. The Dictionary and Example Sentences windows are 
available as the additional windows in this mode. How the Dictionary 
window works is the same as that in the Cultural Guide (see Section 7.4.). 
The Example Sentences window contains examples and multi-word head-
words in OALD7. Clicking on an example retrieves the entry containing 
the example from OALD7 and displays it in the look-up window, but 
without jumping to the example in question. 

7.6. Know-how 
This is one of the "four special features" placed at the left bottom part 

of the main window (see Figure 7.4). 
After typing some (fragment of) text into the box and pausing or clicking 
on the search button, the program automatically lists the examples from 
OALD7 which are judged to be close to the text put into the box. The 
words in the examples that match the words in the text input are shown in 
red. The program looks at the several "important" words (except for 

Figure 7.4 Know-how 

prepositions and some very frequent words, according to the on-line help) 
at the final portion of the text. It uses an original database of words often 
confused by learners, ignores the differences among various inflectional 
forms of the words, and searches for the examples containing those 
important words. This program just lists the examples that seem to be 
close to the text the user has input. Since it is almost impossible that users 
can find the exact sentence they want, whether they can make the most of 
this function depends on their proficiency; only advanced users seem to be 
able to obtain valuable information through this function. There is no 
cross-reference to OALD7, which is unsatisfactory. 

7.7. Overall evaluation of the functions and searchability of 
OALD7-CD 

As for the interface of the program, the following two functions are 
useful; the main window where entries are displayed can be narrowed or 
widened by dragging the dotted lines between the sections, and the 
application window offers the two arrow icons for going back and pro-
ceeding again. 

On the other hand, the program has many shortcomings. 
• The search history is not available. 
• The program works too slowly to prompt us to use it habitually, which is 

one of the most serious problems. 
• The small look-up window cannot be resized. 
• It is not possible to search for a word, phrase, or string with wildcards 

within an entry. This is serious when the entry is large and the amount of 
text is vast. 

• It is not possible to open more than one entry or sense of an entry at one 
time in order to compare two or more items. 

• Searches cannot be canceled during its operation even if it takes a long 
time. 

• While derivatives or related words are put close to each other in the 
printed edition where headwords are alphabetically arranged, users of 
the CD-ROM edition have to scroll up and down the entry window in 
order to see the items around the item in question (see also the discussion 
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of the results of Question (10) in Section 8.9.). 
• Search keys are not highlighted. 
• Searching for a particular pronunciation cannot be performed. 
• The users have to read the on-line help to know how to conduct 

complicated searches. The on-line help, however, gives explanations far 
from comprehensive. More detailed and full explanations (like the Guided 
Tour facility available in LDOCE4-CD) should have been offered, and 
moreover, since even the basic search functions are not put to sufficient 
use (see Sections 8.9. and 8.10.), a more intuitive interface should be 
offered. 

• The program always displays the entry A when it is run. Some other 
CD-ROM dictionaries display different items every time it is run, which 
may be of some interest to the users. 

• Tooltips (small windows (typically in light yellow) that pop up beside the 
mouse cursor to describe the functions of the items or other kinds of 
information on them) should have been offered to let the users know 
what the buttons do or to show an entry which any word cross-refers. 

Other EFL dictionaries on CD-ROM, such as LDOCE4-CD and the 
CD-ROM edition of MED, do not have many of these problems, al- 
though no CD-ROM dictionary is free of all these deficits. With so many 
shortcomings, OALD7-CD is far from satisfactory, although it has the 
potential to be a useful student's companion since it has quality in terms of 
the contents. 	 (Y. Ishii) 

8. User Research 
8.1. Background of the user research 

In order to obtain a clear picture of the actual use of OALD7-CD, 
OALD7-P (the printed edition of OALD7), and other monolingual En-
glish dictionaries for learners, we found it helpful to conduct user research 
on students at universities in Japan. We devised a questionnaire and four 
tasks. 

Despite the growth of experimental tests concerning hand-held elec-
tronic dictionaries in Japan (cf. Osaki et al. 2003, Koyama & Takeuchi 
2003, Koyama & Takeuchi 2004a, Koyama & Takeuchi 2004b, Koyama & 
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Takeuchi 2005) and the fact that CD-ROM editions are included in many 
major monolingual English dictionaries for learners, user research on CD.. 
ROM editions is still extremely rare. Thus, our research consists of tasks 
that not only investigate the use of the printed edition but also allow the 
participants to actually use the CD-ROM edition and judge its usability 
and the ease with which information can be accessed in it. For the purpose 
of partial replication of the previous studies, see Dohi et al. (2002: 61) and 
Ichikawa et al. (2005: 89-90). 

8.2. Questionnaire 
A questionnaire is a useful way of collecting data from a large sample, 

and this is why we began our user research with a questionnaire survey, 
similar to the three related studies (Kanazashi 2001, Dohi et al. 2002, 
Ichikawa et al. 2005). Five features of this questionnaire are virtually the 
same as those of the questionnaires used in the previous three studies, but 
some new features related to the CD-ROM edition have been added 
(Questions (4), (5), and (6)). The questionnaire was prepared in Japanese; 
here, it is translated into English in Appendix 1. The results of this 
questionnaire survey are reported and discussed in Section 8.8. 

8.3. Task 1: searchability of information in OALD7-CD 
While a questionnaire survey is useful for collecting data from a large 

number of participants in a relatively short period of time, it is merely an 
indirect method in the sense that the researcher can indirectly observe the 
participants' dictionary use, which should be supplemented by more 
direct methods. Thus, we devised four sets of tasks in order to obtain a 
clearer picture of how the participants actually use OALD7-CD and 
OALD7-P. In Task 1, the participants were asked to look up less common 
meaning of polysemous words, find phrasal verbs and idioms, and find 
separate compounds, using either of the editions specified by the re-
searcher. The sentences containing the target words are reproduced in 
Appendix 2, and the results will be shown in the form of protocol lines in 
Section 8.9. 



8.4. Task 2: usability of the various functions of OALD7-CD 
Next, we asked the participants whether they found the following nine 

functions of OALD7-CD useful: 

( 1 ) If you enter some words into the search box in `Know-how,' you 
can see examples that include some of the words entered. 

( 2 ) You can hear the recorded sounds of all the headwords in both 
their British and American pronunciations. 

( 3 ) If you click on some pictorial illustrations, you can also see 
illustrations of other related terms in the enlarged illustration 
box. 

( 4 ) The 'Example Sentences' box lists all the example phrases and 
sentences in the dictionary that contain the headword. 

( 5 ) Another dictionary known as Wordfinder, which shows numer-
ous related terms to some headwords of high frequency, is in-
cluded in OALD7-CD. 

( 6 ) Still another dictionary known as Cultural Guide, which contains 
encyclopedic terms, is included in OALD7-CD. 

(7) The wildcard (*) search is one of the features of 'Advanced 
Search' and the wildcard can be used at any position of a searched 
word. 

( 8 ) In addition to normal search by headwords, it is also possible to 
search by examples or idioms, which is another feature of the 
`Advanced Search' option. 

( 9 ) If you double-click on any word, you can directly access to the 
entry for that word. 

The participants reported the usability of these functions by choosing 
from the following: <A: It is useful and I will use it. B: It is useful but 
difficult to operate. C: It is useful but time-consuming. D: It is not useful 

and I will not use it. E: other comments>. They were also asked about the 
usability of the following three additional features: 

(10) Etymological information is found in the 'Word Origin' box. 
(11) Some words are highlighted in colors. 
(12) Pictorial illustrations are colored. 

We asked the participants to "vote" for a maximum of three features that 
they evaluate most highly among all the 12 features mentioned above. The 

results of Task 2 will be analyzed and discussed in Section 8.10. 

8.5. Task 3: difference in the frequency of search between the 
two editions 

In order to compare the difference in the frequency of search between 
OALD7-P and OALD7-CD, the researcher asked the participants to read 
a 250-word essay and look up unknown words in the edition specified by 
the researcher. If a participant used OALD7-CD for the first half of the 
essay, he or she used OALD7-P for the second half, and vice versa. The 
results of Task 3 will be shown in Section 8.12. 

8.6. Task 4: comparing definitions in OALD7, OALD6, LDOCE4, 
and COBUILD4 

The participants were finally presented with a comparison task, in 
which they read the target sentence, compared the definitions of the same 
word in two different dictionaries including OALD7, OALD6, LDOCE4, 
COBUILD4 (Collins COBUILD Advanced Learner's English Dictionary, 
new edition) and an invented definition, judged which definition seemed 
helpful in understanding the word in the target sentence, and provided 
reasons for their judgment. The participants in Group N (see Section 8.7.) 
were also asked to translate the target sentences into Japanese. 

This task served as a placement test and helped us judge the partici-
pants who had the ability to use OALD7-CD and OALD-P more effec-
tively than the others; in other words, it helped us distinguish those who 
provided reliable answers, based on the number of target sentences that 
they had understood correctly. In the discussion of the results of Task 2 in 
Section 8.10. and Task 4 in Section 8.13., the answers provided by those 
who demonstrated an understanding of the definition and/or the target 
sentence are treated separately from the answers by those who could not. 
The target sentences and definitions in the dictionaries specified are also 
reported in Section 8.13. 

8.7. Participants 
A total of 352 people — 13 postgraduate students, 337 undergraduate 
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4 (almost every day) 1 18 	 19 

3 (2 or 3 times a week) 4 121 	I 	125 

2 (once a week) 2 71 	I 	72 
1 (less frequently) 1 83 	I 	84 
0 (never) 1 33 	I 	34 
means 2.3 2.0 	I 	2.0 

0 (never) 0 153 153 
means 1.8 0.8 0.9 

Table 8.2 The use of a Japanese-English dictionary 

frequency Group M (n = 9) Group N (n = 326) total (n = 335) 

Table 8.3 The use of a monolingual English dictionary 

frequency Group M (n = 9) Group N (n = 325) total (n = 334) 
4 (almost every day) 

3 (2 or 3 times a week) 

1 2 3 

2 23 25 
2 (once a week) 0 52 51 
1 (less frequently) 6 95 101 
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students, and 2 others — participated in this questionnaire survey. They 
were randomly divided into two groups, namely Group A and Group B, 
and were presented with different questions in Task 4. Alternatively, they 
were also divided into two groups in another way, Group M and Group 
N. 9 participants who major(ed) in English were classified into Group M, 
and all the others (343) were classified into Group N. The vast majority of 
the participants were Japanese, with the exception of 7 Chinese and 2 
Koreans. This is an opportunity sampling. 

8.8. Results of the questionnaire survey 
The questionnaire was answered by 340 participants. The first question 

in the questionnaire — "How long have you studied English?" — was 
answered by 336 participants. The mean and mode of the answers to this 
question are 8.3 years and "6 and a half years," respectively. Most of those 
in Group N were first-year university students who had studied English 
for 6.5 or 7.5 years; the mean value for this group is 7.9 years. Most 
participants in Group M were postgraduate students and adults, one of 
whom had studied English for 50.5 years; this fact raised the group 
average to 19.6 years, and the group average would be 15.8 years without 
her. 

Next, the participants named the English dictionary that they used most 
frequently. Of the 333 who answered the question "Is it an electronic or a 
printed dictionary?" 271 (81.4%) answered "electronic dictionaries," in-
cluding those on the Web and those available on mobile phones.° The 
general tendency observed among each group is that the younger they are, 
the more inclined they are to prefer electronic dictionaries. 

The results of the other items of the questionnaire are shown in Tables 
8.1-8.8. For the next six items, the participants chose their answers from 
<almost every day, twice or three times a week, once a week, less fre-
quently, never>, which were replaced by the graded frequencies 4, 3, 2, 1, 
and 0, respectively to calculate the means of their frequency of use.2)  
From these tables, we gather that there is a wide gap between the 
participants' use of English-Japanese dictionaries and monolingual En-
glish dictionaries, and an even wider gap between their use of hand-held 
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Table 8.1 The use of an English-Japanese dictionary 

frequency 	Group M (n = 9) Group N (n = 328)1 total (n = 337) 

4 (almost every day) 

3 (2 or 3 times a week) 

2 (once a week) 

1 (less frequently) 

0 (never) 

means 

115 

7 42 49 
1 175 176 

1 67 68 

0 38 38 

0 6 6 

3.7 2.6 2.7 
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Table 8.4 The use of a hand-held electronic dictionary The last two items of the questionnaire concern the occasions and 

purposes of the participants' dictionary use, and the results are presented 

in Tables 8.7 and 8.8. They had to choose from <very often, often, 

sometimes, not usually, never>, which were replaced by the graded 

frequencies 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0, respectively.3)  

The results shown in Tables 8.7 and 8.8 are virtually the same as the data 

collected by Dohi et al. (2002: 69-73) and Ichikawa et al. (2005: 99-104). 

We will cross-refer to these results in the analysis and the discussion of the 

results of the following tasks. 

total (n = 337) Group M (n = 9) Group N (n = 328) frequency 

95 4 (almost every day) 7 88 

142 143 3 (2 or 3 times a week) 1 

35 35 2 (once a week) 0 

53 54 1 (less frequently) 1 

0 10 10 0 (never) 

2.7 2.8 3.6 means 

Table 8.5 The use of a personal computer 
Table 8.7 Occasions on which participants used a dictionary (n = 337) 

total (n = 337) Group N (n = 328) Group M (n = 9) frequency 
reading 

English 

translating 

E-J 

writing 

English 

translating 

J-E 
broadening 

vocabulary 152 160 4 (almost every day) 8 frequency 
97 98 3 (2 or 3 times a week) 1 G.M G.N G.M G.N G.M G.N G.M G.N G.M G.N 

2 (once a week) 0 36 36 4 (very often) 4 113 4 2 164 82 2 87 0 18 

1 (less frequently) 0 35 35 3 (often) 1 115 4 113 4 102 2 84 1 31 

8 8 0 (never) 0 2 (sometimes) 4 57 1 3 43 91 4 82 1 98 

3.1 3.1 3.9 1 (not usually) means 0 36 0 5 0 45 1 60 6 120 

0 (never) 0 7 0 0 3 8 0 15 1 61 

means (each) 3.0 2.9 2.9 3.3 3.3 2.6 2.6 2.5 1.2 1.5 
Table 8.6 The use of a CD-ROM dictionary means (both) 2.9 33 26 25 15 

total (n = 337) Group M (n = 9) Group N (n = 328) frequency 

1 2 4 (almost every day) 1 

Table 8.8 Purposes for which participants used a dictionary (n = 337) 3 (2 or 3 times a week) 0 6 6 

2 (once a week) 1 4 cultural information 3 collocations 
frequency 

46 Group M 1 (less frequently) 1 45 Group N Group M Group N 

4 (very often) 0 273 279 5 0 (never) 6 2 18 

3 (often) 4 0.8 0.2 0.2 14 4 69 means 

2 (sometimes) 3 52 3 122 

1 (not usually) 1 160 0 81 

0 (never) 1 97 0 38 electronic dictionaries and CD-ROM dictionaries. However, we have 

found something that might help us fill in the second gap: the participants' 

frequent use of a personal computer. 

means (each group) 2.1 1.0 2.9 1.8 

means (both groups) 10 1.9 
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In the protocol lines, in which each uppercase letter represents a period 

of 0.1 minutes (6 seconds), the time spent by each subject thinking 

(looking only at the question sheet) after the researcher finishes reading 

the question aloud is designated as "T," operating the computer with a 

keyboard and a mouse searching for the entry as "C," turning the pages of 

the printed edition as "P," searching for relevant information as "S," 

reading a relevant section of the entry as "R," and reading an obviously 

irrelevant section as "I." The lowercase letters "f," "a," "w," "m," "q," 

and "r" represent the point or duration of time that the participant finds 

the entry/definition, provides a right answer, provides a wrong answer, 

makes a comment, asks a question, and that the point or duration of time 

that the researcher answers the question or provides a tip, respectively. 

However, the time spent on these activities is not taken into consideration. 

At the end of a string of these letters, the time spent on the entire 

procedure, and the time spent on searching for relevant information 

within an entry and understanding it are noted in this order in parentheses 

after a colon. Thus, 

Table 8.8 (continued) 

part of speech meanings whether a word exists spelling 
frequency 

G.N G.M G.M G.N G.M G.N G.M G.N 

1 208 0 21 8 56 18 3 4 

1 52 91 2 106 2 35 3 4 

0 25 1 116 1 113 107 4 2 

0 4 1 108 0 46 109 5 1 

0 0 31 0 53 0 1 13 2 

3.5 1.9 1.8 3.9 2.4 L7 1.6 means (each) 2.9 

3.5 16 18 25 means (both) 

Table 8.8 (continued) 

synonyms/antonyms pronunciation etymology grammar 
frequency 

G.N G.N G.M G.N G.M G.N G.M G.M 

0 42 1 9 3 22 3 19 4 

108 2 17 3 76 3 4 69 3 

41 2 108 2 108 129 4 2 2 M1 TT PPP (f: score) II RRRR (a): (1.1, 0.6) 
1 1 81 51 2 124 1 2 90 

would be interpreted as follows: The participant designated as M1 thought 

without looking up anything in the dictionary for 0.2 minutes; turned the 

pages for 0.3 minutes before finding the entry for score; searched for 

information in an irrelevant section for 0.2 minutes; read a relevant section 

for 0.4 minutes; and provided a right answer. The overall time spent by 

Ml is 1.1 minutes, of which 0.6 minutes were spent searching within the 

entry. 

We will now begin reporting the results of Task 1, question by ques-

tion. 

0 41 0 19 1 0 0 21 137 

2.9 1.9 2.9 2.3 1.8 0.9 means (each) 2.4 1.9 

19 23 means (both) 1.9 0.9 

8.9. Results of Task 1 

23 participants, including all the 9 participants in Group M and 14 in 

Group N, were interviewed in Task 1. We will provide the results in the 

following two formats: (a) the "protocol lines" that describe the procedure 

followed by the participants while answering the questions, and (b) the 

tables that describe the overall time (how much time it took them to 

answer the questions) and the search time (how much time they spent 

searching for the relevant information in either of the two editions of 

OALD7). 

( 1 ) I didn't bring the score of what we are going to practice in our 
chorus. 

The look-up procedures of the participants who used OALD7-CD are 

described as follows: 

M8 TTC (f: score) R (a): (0.4, 0.1) 
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N1 TTTC (f) R SSSS (a): (0.9, 0.5) 
N3 	TTTCC (f) S (a): (0.6, 0.1) 
N5 	C (f) R (a): (0.2, 0.1) 
N7 	TC (f) RRR (a): (0.5, 0.3) 
N9 	C(f) Sx17 (a): (1.8, 1.7) 
N14 (w: "points") C (f) R (a): (0.2, 0.1) 

The following are the lookup procedures of those who used OALD7-P. 

N2 TTTT PPP (f) SS RR (a): (1.1, 0.4) 
N6 TT (m: score is polysemous) TTT PPPP (f) SSSSS RRR (a): 

(1.7, 0.8) 
N11 T PP (f) R (a): (0.4, 0.1) 

13 other participants understood the target sentence without referring to a 
dictionary. 

The protocol lines mentioned above suggest that finding the musical 
sense of score in either of the two editions proves to be a fairly easy task for 
the participants, since no one provided a wrong answer after referring to 
the dictionary. The mean for the entire procedure is 0.8 minutes, and the 
mean for the time spent within the entry is 0.4 minutes. Only one 
participant spent more than a minute trying to find and understand the 
sense of the word in the entry. Presumably this is either because most 
participants had already suspected that the target sentence involved music, 
or because the sense in question is listed close to the beginning of the entry 
as the third sense of score. 

( 2 ) I always feel scared when the teacher bears down on us in class. 

From now on, we will only list the protocol lines of the participants who 
spent a short period of time and those who spent a long period of time, as 
well as the lines of particular interest. 

All the participants referred to a dictionary. Some of the participants 
who used OALD7-CD spent less than half a minute on the entire proce-
dure. 

M2 TC (f: bear) CC (f: phr v) (a): (0.4, 0.2) 
M5 CC (f: phr v) RR (a): (0.4, 0.2) 

However, there was an unsuccessful search. 

N2 TT CC (f: bear) Sx15 1x7 (to other entries) S II (w: def.2): 
(2.9, 2.5 incomplete) 

After spending 1.5 minutes trying to search for relevant information 
within the entry for bear, the participant N2 accidentally accessed other 
entries, and could not return to the searched word for 0.7 minutes. When 
she did return, she chose a wrong definition. Using OALD7-P, most 
searches were successful (as M7), but one chose a wrong definition (N3), 
and another misunderstood the definition of the phrasal verb (N12). 

M7 P (f: bear) R (a): (0.2, 0.1) 
N3 TTT PPPPPP (f: bear) SSSSSSS IIIIII (w: def.1): (2.2, 1.3 

incomplete) 
N12 TT (w: to scold) PP (f: bear) Sx9 (f: phr v) RR (w: to move 

sth) (a): (1.5, 1.1 with a mistake) 

The participants were able to search for the phrasal verb easily and 
quickly when they realized that there was a list of items to be looked up on 
the left side of the main dictionary. 

Of the 6 participants in Group N who used OALD7-CD to read 
Question (2), 3 searched for the phrasal verb in the column on the left, and 
their average search time for the phrasal verb within the entry is 0.3 
minutes: 

N6 CCC (f: bear) SSSS (f: phr v, column on the left) RR (w: to 
move sth) RR (a): (1.1, 0.8) 

N8 TTT (w: animal) TTTC (f: bear) CC (f: phr v, column on the 
left) RRR (a): (1.2, 0.5) 

N11 TC (f: bear) SC (f: phr v, column on the left) R (a): (0.5, 0.3) 

However, those who did not notice the column read through the entry, 
and spent, on an average, slightly more time on the same procedure: 

N2 (see above) 
N4 TC (f: bear) SS CCCC (f: phr v) RRR (a): (1.1, 0.9) 
N13 (f: bear) SSSS (f: phr v) (a): (0.4, 0.4) 

Since some participants could not provide the correct answer, it is not 



edition referred to Group M (n = 7) Group N (n = 11) 

OALD7-CD (n = 11) 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1.6, 2.2, 2.3 

OALD7-P (n = 7) 0.2, 0.3, 0.3 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 2.4 

edition referred to Group M (n = 6) Group N (n = 9) 

OALD7-CD (n = 9) 0.0, 0.2, 0.7 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1.5, 2.0, 2.2 

OALD7-P (n = 6) 0.1, 0.1, 0.2 0.3, 0.3, 2.2 
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worth calculating the means of the search time for all the participants. 

( 3 ) I suspect that this eighth note should be an A rather than a C. 

7 participants understood this sentence without referring to a dictio-

nary. Of the 11 who used OALD7 -CD, 2 only looked up note and did not 

proceed to the entry for eighth note, 5 who were referred to the entry for 

quaver could not understand its definition, and 1 could not understand 

the definition or illustration of quaver. Only 3 of the 11 participants who 

used OALD7-CD understood the target sentence: 

M7 T C (f: eighth) SS C (f: quaver) C (expand the, illustration) 
SSS (a): (0.9, 0.7) 

M9 TT CC (f: note) IIIIII R I RRR III RRR (a: def.7): (2.1, 
1.7)4)  

N12 TT C (f: note) SS CCC (f: eighth note) S C (f: quaver) Sx8 
(f: illustration) (a): (1.8, 1.5) 

However, for those who are not particularly versed in music, the definition 

and illustration of eighth note or quaver seemed to be rather difficult to 

understand. N6 spent nearly 4 minutes on the search, only to fail: 

N6 PP (f: note, m: what a lot of senses!) Sx14 PPPP (f: eighth 
note) R PP (f: quaver) II Rx12 —> unable to understand, (r: 
picture at music) -3 unable to translate: (3.7, 3.5 incomplete) 

Of the 5 who used OALD7-P, only 1 successfully found the illustration of 

a quaver under the entry for music and gave a right answer. 

N4 TTT PPP (f: eighth) SS (f: eighth note) RR PPPP (f: qua-
ver) S RRR PPP (f: music, illustration) R (a): (2.2, 1.6) 

All the others could not understand the definition of quaver. 

( 4 ) It takes a lot of courage to acknowledge our mistakes. 

All the participants in Group M and 11 in Group N already knew that 

take in this sentence means "to need" (definition 30 in OALD7). For the 3 

who did not know, finding the appropriate sense out of the 42 senses given 

was extremely difficult. 
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N9 (q: courage? acknowledge?) TT C (f: take) Sx6 (def.30 ap-
peared on the screen) Sx9 (def.30 on the screen) Sx12 (def.30 on 
the screen) Sx8 (w: def.29) 

2 other participants spent more than 2 minutes each searching for the 

meaning in OALD7-P, but the answers provided were incorrect. Al-

though a guideword "NEED" is placed before definition 30, it is of little use 

to those who do not know that the word is used in this sense in the target 

sentence. We suspect that such users cannot be regarded as "advanced 

learners," the target users of the dictionary. 

( 5 ) rush hour 

In Questions (5) and (10), the participants were provided with the 

Japanese equivalent of the target compound and asked to imagine that 

they were composing an English sentence that included the compound. 5 

participants did not need to refer to a dictionary to answer Question (5). 11 

used OALD7 -CD, 7 used OALD7-P; all of these participants successfully 

located the compound rush hour. A different format is used for tabulat-

ing and analyzing the results of the searches for these compounds and 

other multi-word items in Questions (5), (6), (8), and (10). First, the time 

spent on the entire search (from the time a participant began using a 

dictionary to the time when he or she located the compound) is noted in 

Table 8.9. 

In order to analyze these results in greater detail, we use yet another 

format. The time spent by the participants after they found rush is noted 

in Table 8.10.5)  

Table 8.9 The entire search time for rush hour 

Table 8.10 The search time after locating rush 



Table 8.11 The whole search time for look share)  
edition referred to Group M (n = 8) Group N (n = 13) 

OALD7-CD (n = 10) 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1.9 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 1.6, 2.2, (2.0 with 2 
mistakes) 

OALD7-P (n= 11) 0.3, 0.7, 0.8, (2.7 
incomplete) 

0.3, 2.3, 2.6, 2.8, (1.8 with 2 mis-
takes), (3.6 with a mistake), (3.4 in-
complete) 

Table 8:12 The search time after locating look or sharp 
edition referred to 

OALD7-CD (n = 9) 
item searched first 

look 
Group M (n = 8) 

1.7 
Group N (n = 12) 

0.8, 1.5 

0.1, 0.3, 0.5 0.4, 2.0, (1.9 with 
2 mistakes) 

sharp 

OALD7-P (n = 11) look 

0.0, 0.5, 0.5, (2.5 
incomplete) 

0.1, 2.0, 2.5, 2.6, 
(1.5 with 2 mis-
takes), (3.3 with a 
mistake), (3.1 in-
complete) 

sharp edition referred to Group M (n = 8) Group N (n = 14) 

OALD7-CD (n = 10) 0.2, 0.2, 1.0, 1.7 0.3, 0.8, 2.1, (1.4, 1.8, 1.8 incom-
plete) 

OALD7-P (n = 12) 0.3. 0.5, 4.0, (3.7 
incomplete) 

2.1, (0.8 with a mistake), (1.3, 1.3, 
1.8, 2.2, 2.2, 5.1 incomplete) 
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We could assist the users of OALD7-CD who took a long time to proceed 
from rush to rush hour simply by informing them about the list of 
"Headwords," or the entry items containing the searched word, on the left 
side of the main dictionary text. 

( 6 ) Hey, look sharp! It's already 11:00. 

2 participants understood the target sentences without referring to a 
dictionary. The time spent on the entire search is noted in Table 8.11. 

The time spent by the participants after they found one of the compo-
nents is noted in Table 8.12. 

One participant who used OALD7-CD typed "look sharp" in the search 
box and found the idiom; however, for those who were unaware of such a 
function in the CD-ROM edition or those who did not know that look 
sharp is an idiom, the task of finding it became extensively time-consum-
ing, particularly in the printed edition. All the 5 participants who made a 
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mistake replied that sharp is used as an adjective, and not as a part of an 
idiom. 

( 7 ) After he recovered from his illness, he was in circulation again. 

All except one participant in Group M used either of the two editions of 
the dictionary. Given below are the quickest search and the longest search 
involving a mistake: 

M3 T CC (f: circulation) (a): (0.3, 0.0) 
N4 T PPPP (f) Rx27 (w: def. 2) RRRRR (a: def. 3): (3.7, 3.2 with a 

mistake) 

These protocol lines show that M3 did not even take 6 seconds within the 
entry to find the appropriate sense (sense 3), but that N4 could not decide 
the sense in which circulation was used in the target sentence and provided 
a wrong answer. With this question, we find a considerable difference 
between Group M and Group N in terms of the rapidity and accuracy of 
understanding the definition. On the other hand, no particular difference 
with regard to searchability is found between the two editions. 

( 8 ) Twenty years ago, my father was fit as a fiddle. 

Only one participant understood this sentence without referring to a 
dictionary. Just as the case with (5) and (6), the entire search time is first 
tabulated in Table 8.13. 
For a more detailed analysis, the table for the search time after locating 
one of the components of the idiom (fit or fiddle) is further divided 
according to the entry that was searched first, which is presented in Table 
8.14. The result of the participant in Group N who typed "fit as a fiddle" 
in the search box is excluded from the table. 

Table 8.13 The entire search time for fit as a fiddle 



OALD7-CD (n = 9) fit 0.1 0.7, 2.0, (1.6 in-
complete) 

OALD7-P (n = 10) fit 0.1, 0.4 (1.7 incomplete) 
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Table 8.14 The search time after locating fit or fiddle 
edition referred to item searched first Group M (n = 7) Group N (n = 13) 

0.1, 0.9, 1.6 (1.3, 1.7 incom-
plete) 

fiddle 

3.7, (3.5 incom-
plete) 

1.7, (0.6 with a 
mistake), (0.7, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.9, 4.8 in-
complete) 

fiddle 

edition referred to Group M (n = 7) Group N (n = 14) 
OALD7-CD (n = 11) 0.1, 0.1, 0.4, 1.2 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.7, 0.8, 2.6, (4.0 in-

complete) 
OALD7-P (n = 10) 0.2, 0.3, 2.6 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.5 

net 0.3 

safety net 0.0 

safe 0.5 2.2 

0.0 safety net 

edition referred to item searched first Group M (n = 7) Group N (n = 14) 
OALD7-CD (n = 11) safety 0.0, 1.1 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 

0.6, 0.7, 2.5, (3.7 
incomplete) 

safe 

OALD7-P (n = 10) safety 0.1 1.2 

The users of either edition tend to look up fiddle presumably because 
they suppose they know the meaning of fit or because they do not consider 
fit as a fiddle to be an idiom. The results, however, show that those who 
first searched for fit outperformed those who looked up fiddle first. To 
cope with this complexity, OALD7-CD should be devised such that it 
draws the users' attention to the left column that lists the idioms contain-
ing fiddle, and OALD7-P should explain the meaning of the idiom under 
the entry for fiddle rather than cross-refer the users to fit. Of the 9 who 
used OALD7-P and searched for fiddle first and then turned the pages to 
fit, 8 did not seem to do so because they saw and understood the cross-
reference "more at FIT adj." 

( 9 ) Fear dogs those who cannot find a place to live. (6 participants 
were presented with another sentence beginning with the words 
"Poverty dogs . . . .") 

Of the 17 (including 7 in Group M) who were presented with the sentence 
that began with Fear, only 3 (2 in Group M) provided the right answer. 
Of the 6 (2 in Group M) whose target sentence began with Poverty, only 
3 (1 in Group M) provided the right answer. All the others did not even 
find that dog can be used as a verb before providing a wrong answer or 
abandoning their search. This suggests that the entry for dog in both 
editions of OALD7 should be so devised that the users are reminded of its 
verbal use (and less common uses of any word in general), if the publisher 
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and editors aim the dictionary at those who do not understand what the 
main verb is in Poverty dogs those who cannot find a place to live. 

(10) safety net 

In response to Question (10), 2 participants did not refer to a dictionary, 
11 used OALD7-CD, 10 used OALD7-P, and 1 who used OALD7-CD 
abandoned her search for the English equivalent of the Japanese "'-**-t-- 7 

" (safety net). 

For further analysis of the results of Question (10), the table for the search 
time after locating one of (part of) the components of the compound 
(safety, safe or net) is divided depending on the entry that was searched 
first, which is shown in Table 8.16. 
5 participants who used OALD7-P did not seem to specify the item that 
they searched for but turned to the page that had safe, safety, and safety 
net printed on them. The possibility of such a "fuzzy" search seems to 
have reduced the entire search time for the participants who used the 
printed edition. For those who used OALD7-CD, the search was an easy 

Table 8.15 The entire search time for safety net 

Table 8.16 The search time after locating safety, safe, or net 
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Table 8.17 Participants' evaluation of the nine features 
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task if they first typed "safety" and/or if they were aware of the list of 

headwords provided on the left side of the main dictionary text (in the case 

where one participant entered "net"). However, if "safe" is the word that 

first comes to mind, or if one cannot decide whether the English phrase 

searched for begins with safe or safety, the users of OALD7 -P have a clear 

advantage, thanks to the characteristic of the printed edition that allows 

them to glance at an entire page at one time. 

Group A 	B (useful C (useful 	D (not E (other 	no 
(useful) but 	but time- 	useful) comments) evalua.. 

difficult) consuming) 	 tion 
Know-how 	M 	4 	0 	0 	5 	0 	0 

N 91 47 39 18 1 5 

recorded 
sound 

M 0 2 4 2 1 0 

N 142 14 22 19 1 3 

illustrations 
of related 
words 

M 9 0 8.10. The results of Task 2 

210 people participated in Task 2, of whom 22 actually operated the 

computer under the researcher's instruction, to judge whether or not the 

nine features of OALD7 -CD were useful for them; the others merely 

observed his demonstration. Their evaluation of each feature is reported 

in Tables 8.17 and 8.18. The former tabulates the evaluation by all the 210 

participants, and the latter presents the data that are more reliable in some 

way: the evaluation by 22 participants with hands-on experience, and that 

by 41 participants who were judged as "good readers of definitions" from 

their performance in Task 4 (see Section 8.12.). 

The recorded sound was evaluated by 21 participants as D (not useful 

and I will not use it). Of the 21 participants, 2 stated that they did not 

want to listen to the recorded sound since they understood the phonetic 

symbols perfectly. Apart from them, 1 answered in the questionnaire that 

they looked up dictionaries to check pronunciation "very often," 3 an-

swered "often," 5 "sometimes," 5 "not usually," and 5 "never." Of the 144 

participants who evaluated the recorded sound as A (useful and I will use 

it), however, 9 answered that they looked up dictionaries to check pronun-

ciation "very often," 38 answered "often," 49 "sometimes," 35 "not 

usually," and 13 "never." From this, we gather that most users with some 

interest in checking pronunciation in a dictionary appreciated the recorded 

sound, with some complaining about the slow start of the function. 

Of the 76 who evaluated the "Wordfinder" as A (useful and I will use 

it), many answered in the questionnaire that they used a dictionary while 

trying to broaden their vocabulary less frequently than on other occasions: 

6 answered "very often," 3 answered "often," 25 "sometimes," 29 "not 

0 0 0 0 

N 109 16 17 47 9 3 

Example 
Sentences 

M 7 0 1 1 0 0 

N 86 36 52 23 2 2 

Word-
finder 

M 2 1 2 4 0 0 

N 74 45 52 26 0 4 

Cultural 
Guide 

M 7 0 1 1 0 0 

N 105 27 30 29 6 4 

wildcard 
search 

M 7 0 1 1 0 0 

111 N 44 28 11 2 5 
search by 
idioms, etc. 

M 5 1 2 1 0 0 

N 75 77 30 10 2 7 
double-click 
to access 
directly 

M 0 8 0 1 0 0 

N 146 22 14 12 3 4 

usually," and 13 "never." It is anticipated that their use of the "Wordfinder" 
in OALD7 -CD will encourage them to use it for vocabulary acquisition. 

As regards the cultural and encyclopedic information, the participants 

in Group N are less interested in it than those in Group M, as Table 8.8 

shows. However, there are 105 participants in Group N who evaluated the 

Cultural Guide as A, of whom 4 answered in the questionnaire that they 

looked up dictionaries to check cultural information "very often," another 

4 answered "often," 13 "sometimes," 53 "not usually," and 30 "never." 7)  
This result readily suggests that those who do not usually use printed 
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Table 8.19 The number of votes given by the participants Table 8.18 Evaluation by those with hands-on experience and "good readers of 

definitions" Group M 
(n = 9) 

Group N 
(n = 201) 

hands-on 
experience 
(n = 22) 

Good 
readers 
(n = 41) 

E (other 
comments) 

D (not 
useful) 

C (useful 
but time-
consuming) 

B (useful 
but 
difficult) 

A 
(useful) 

no 
evalua-
tion 

group 

Know-how 3 45 8 13 
1 0 7 2 1 h.o. 11 Know-how recorded sound 3 82 14 9 

1 1 7 8 6 18 illustrations of related words 1 31 1 7 g.r. 

1 0 4 6 0 11 h.o. recorded 
sound 

Example Sentences 2 34 5 5 
1 1 7 9 3 20 Wordfinder 1 31 2 g.r. 5 

1 0 3 0 0 18 h.o. illustrations 
of related 
words 

Cultural Guide 3 59 7 12 
1 1 6 4 3 26 wildcard search 4 66 9 g.r. 13 

search by idioms, etc. 2 39 5 9 
0 0 2 5 0 h.o. 15 Example 

Sentences double-click to jump 4 78 12 19 
0 1 6 11 4 19 g.r. 

Word Origin 12 1 4 3 
0 0 4 6 1 h.o. 11 Word-

finder colored letters 3 28 3 5 
1 0 9 12 6 13 g.r. 

colored illustrations 0 14 0 3 0 3 1 2 16 0 h.o. Cultural 
Guide 5 7 2 21 5 g.r. 

use of the CD-ROM edition helps users realize the usefulness of some 

features that are lacking in its printed edition. In contrast to these "difficult" 
features, the features that seemed time-consuming to read through (Ex-
ample Sentences and Wordfinder) are not welcomed even after hands-on 
experience. 

0 0 2 3 0 17 h.o. wildcard 
search 1 0 1 11 6 22 g.r. 

0 0 1 1 3 17 h.o. search by 
idioms, etc. 1 0 3 8 11 18 g.r. 

1 0 1 0 0 h.o. 20 double-click 
to access 
directly 

1 1 4 2 4 29 g.r. 8.11. Participants' attitude toward the pictorial illustrations 

In its blurb on the back cover, OALD7-P claims that users will find 
"2,000 words illustrated." We counted approximately 2,000 black-and-
white pictorial illustrations in the main text. In addition, it has an 8-page 

"Maps" section and "Colour topic pages" that occupy 24 pages in the 
"Reference section," both printed in full color and placed close to the end 
of the volume. OALD7-CD has a greater number of colored illustrations 
in the "Dictionary" section than in the main text of the printed edition. It 
also has a special function with which if a user clicks on some pictorial 
illustrations, the illustrations of other related terms also appear in the 

enlarged illustration box. However, as shown in Tables 8.17-8.19, and by 

dictionaries for checking cultural information may make a habit of using 

dictionaries for that purpose if they are provided with OALD7-CD. 

Next, the numbers of votes to the 12 features given by all the partici-

pants are shown in Table 8.19. 
Tables 8.17-8.19 indicate that even though some features (Know-how, 
wildcard search, and search by idioms) seem difficult to use at first sight, 

they often turn out to be usable after hands-on experience under instruc-
tion. This leads naturally to the conclusion that deliberate teaching on the 
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the participants' comments, they did not evaluate the illustrations and the 
function peculiar to the CD-ROM edition very highly. The small number 
of participants who expressed misgivings ("difficult to use" and "time-
consuming") indicates that they would not hesitate to refer to illustrations 
should they feel the need to do so. However, the lack of popularity 
presented in Table 8.19 has convinced us that even with this special 
function, the illustration cannot be regarded as one of the distinctive 
features that make OALD7-CD particularly attractive. One might antici-
pate that many of those who are interested in cultural and encyclopedic 
information are fascinated by colorful pictures and evaluate this function 
highly. However, the results of our questionnaire and Task 2 shows that of 
the 16 participants who "very often" or "often" use a dictionary for the 
purpose of "finding cultural information" and performed Task 2, only 3 
voted for this function. 

The following are the participants' comments on pictorial illustrations: 
• Some pictures have been taken from extraordinarily good angles. For 

example, the picture of a drum kit is often taken from an angle in the 
direction of the auditorium, but the one in OALD7-CD (and also that in 
OALD7-P) has been taken from the opposite direction so that every 
instrument can be seen clearly. 

• There should be more pictorial illustrations in the Cultural Guide. 
We may add some comments on some particular illustrations: 
• In the picture of the woodwind, the label "reed" is attached only to the 

clarinet, but the reeds of the oboe and bassoon are easier to recognize (to 
distinguish from the main body of the instrument); thus it is worth 
labeling them as such. 

• In the "Maps" section of OALD7-P, the orbit of Pluto seems as though 
it could go in the vicinity of the orbit of Venus, which is clearly incorrect. 

• On the pages for "Sports" in the "Reference section," only spectator 
sports and extreme sports are shown, or for what can be seen as a 
participation sport, only the picture of seemingly professional players is 
shown. Why are there no pictures in this section illustrating participation 
sports played by lay people? 

An Analysis of the OALD7 with Special Reference to the CD-ROM 
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8.12. Results of Task 3 
13 participants looked up a total of 44 words in OALD7-CD and a total 

of 37 words in the printed edition. The numbers are 20 and 15 for 8 
participants in Group M, and 24 and 22 for 5 others. In order to support 
the idea that the ease of search in the CD-ROM edition will encourage the 
participants to look up more words, more research is required. However, 
Koyama & Takeuchi (2004b) reports that the frequent lookup does not 
necessarily help users read better. Such being the case, we might as well 
shift our focus to other related issues, such as the possibility of the users' 
incidental vocabulary acquisition that may accompany their lookup. 

8.13. Results of Task 4 
Finally, the participants had to compare the definitions in two dictio- 

naries. The following are the target sentences, the underlined target 
words, and the compared definitions. 

( 1 ) wiry Those policemen are thin and wiry. 
[LDOCE4] someone who is wiry is thin but has strong muscles 
[OALD7] (of a person) thin but strong 

( 2 ) baleful The man gave us a baleful look. 
[OALD7] threatening to do sth evil or to hurt sb 
[OALD6] threatening evil or harm 

( 3 ) chirp Can you guess what is chirping in this box? 
[an invented definition] When a small bird or an insect chirps, it 

makes short high sounds. 
[OALD7] (of small birds and some insects) to make short high 

sounds 
( 4 ) labyrinth I got lost in the labyrinth of streets. 

[OALM] a complicated series of paths, which it is difficult to 
find your way through 

[COBUILD4] If you describe a place as a labyrinth, you mean 
that it is made up of a complicated series of paths or passages, 
through which it is difficult to find your way. 

(5—A) compete Several companies are competing for the contract. 
(5—B) compete Small independent shops cannot compete with large 

supermarkets. 
[COBUILD4] When one firm or country competes with another, 



(7-B) backing (n = 74) 49 25 (34%) 

OALD7 OALD6 LDOCE4 COBUILD4 invented def. 

(1) wiry (n = 193) 107 (55%) 86 

(2) baleful (n = 189) 38 (20%) 151 (80%) 

(3) chirp (n =181) 98 (54%) 83 

(4) labyrinth (n = 174) 114 (66%) 60 

(5-A) compete (n = 104) 63 (61%) 41 

(5-B) compete (n = 77) 46 (60%) 31 

(6) unity (n = 187) 48 (26%) 139 

(7-A) backing (n = 106) 40 (38%) 66 

(8) relapse (n = 170) 76 (45%) 94 
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it tries to get people to buy its own goods in preference to those 
of the other firm or country. 

[OALD7] to try to be more successful or better than sb else who 
is trying to do the same as you 

( 6 ) unity Unity is strength. 
[OALD7] the state of being in agreement and working together; 

the state of being joined together to form one unit 
[LDOCE4] when a group of people or countries agree or are 

joined together 
(7—A) backing What qualities does a backing singer need? 

[OALD7] (in pop songs) music that accompanies the main singer 
or tune 

[LDOCE4] the music that is played at the same time as a singer's 
voice 

(7—B) backing What qualities does a backing singer need? 
[OALD6] (in pop songs) music that ACCOMPANIES (= is played 

with) the main singer or tune 
[LDOCE4] the music that is played at the same time as a singer's 

voice 
( 8 ) relapse My father has suffered a relapse of depression for a 

week. 
[LDOCE4] when someone becomes ill again after having seemed 

to improve 
[OALD7] the fact of becoming ill/sick again after making an 

improvement 

In Question (5), the participants in Group A and Group B read different 
sentences, but both used the same dictionaries. For Question (7), the two 
groups were provided with different editions of OALD to compare with 
LDOCE4, although the target sentence was the same for both groups. 
This is because we had decided that it was not preferable to allow the 
participants to directly compare the definition in OALD6 with that in 
OALD7, which would have led to excessive concentration on the presence 
or absence of the gloss for the word accompany. Rather, we allowed some 
of, the participants to compare the definition in OALD7 with that in 
LDOCE4, and the rest to compare the definition in OALD6 with that in 
LDOCE4. This would allow us to indirectly compare their preference for 
the definitions in OALD6 and OALD7. 

Table 8.20 Evaluation of the definitions by all the participants 

201 participants performed this task.' The number of participants who 
preferred the definition in each dictionary is listed in Tables 8.20-8.25. 
We will begin by showing in Table 8.20 the number of participants who 
preferred the definition in each dictionary. 
From this table alone, we can gather the general tendency that long 
sentence definitions are not preferred, and that the "when" definition, 
often seen as a deviation from the norm, is not criticized by many. The 
latter has already been pointed out in Ichikawa et al. (2005: 28, 109). We 
will understand this in greater detail by selecting more reliable data from 
the overall results. Table 8.21 shows the evaluation by all the 9 partici-
pants in Group M. 
The reason why the definition of baleful in OALD7 was preferred by 
most of the participants in Group M but not by many of those in Group 
N is assumed to be that they want detailed information as long as they 
understand the definition that includes the dictionary convention such as 
sth and sb and the definition is not too long. The same tendency is 
observed in the popularity of the definition of wiry only among those in 
Group M and "good readers of definitions" (see below). 

Next, in Table 8.22, the evaluation by only those who demonstrated an 
understanding of each target sentence, target word, or definition is taken 
into account. 
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Table 8.21 Evaluation by the participants in Group M 
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Table 8.23 Evaluation by those who are regarded as "good readers of definitions" 

OALD7 invented def. OALD6 LDOCE4 COB UILD4 OALD6 LDOCE4 COB UILD4 invented def. OALD7 

(1) 	wiry (n = 9) 3 6 40 (1) wiry (n = 75) 35 (47%) 

(2) 	baleful (n = 9) 8 1 (2) 	baleful (n = 76) 22 (29%) 54 (71%) 

(3) 	chirp (n = 9) 6 3 (3) 	chirp (n = 71) 45 (63%) 26 

(4) 	labyrinth (n = 9) 5 4 (4) labyrinth (n = 71) 48 (68%) 23 

(5—A) compete (n = 5) 3 14 2 (5—A) compete (n = 38) 24 (63%) 

(5—B) compete (n = 4) 2 2 15 (5—B) compete (n = 37) 22 (59%) 

(6) 	unity (n = 9) 6 3 27 (38%) 48 (6) unity (n = 71) 

(7—A) backing (n = 5) 5 0 26 (7—A) backing (n = 37) 11 (30%) 

(7—B) backing (n = 4) 2 2 13 (36%) 23 (7—B) backing (n = 36) 

(8) 	relapse (n = 6) 3 3 40 25 (38%) (8) 	relapse (n = 65) 

dictionary convention (by (2), in which most participants in Group M 

preferred the definition in OALD7 with sth and sb while most participants 

in Group N preferred that in OALD6 without them), and to not be 

troubled by the grammatical oddities of the "when" definitions (by (6) and 

(8)). If the definition "someone who is wiry is thin but has strong muscles" 

in LDOCE4 is barely within the participants' permissible range concern-

ing lengthiness at this stage, deliberate teaching that prompts users to read 

longer definitions is crucial. 

The division of the participants into two groups in (5) and (7) did not 

reveal what we had aimed for in either case. In the case of (5), the effect of 

the similarity between the target sentence and the definition was not 

found; instead, the popularity of a compact definition was highlighted. In 

the case of (7), the presence or absence of the gloss for a difficult word did 

not greatly affect the result. What it revealed was the fact that the 

definition in LDOCE4, criticized as being inaccurate or insufficient by 3 

participants in Group M, was preferred because of its plain wording. 

In sum, OALD7's phrase definition was generally preferred over 

COBUILD4's sentence definition, largely because the latter is often too 

long and complicated. However, LDOCE4's definition was more eagerly 

welcomed, particularly by the participants in Group M and good readers 

of definitions, even though in some cases it utilizes the "when" definition. 

Table 8.22 Evaluation by the participants who understood the meaning 

OALD7 OALD6 LDOCE4 COB UILD4 invented def. 

(1) wiry (n =168) 97 (58%) 71 

(2) baleful (n = 109) 28 (26%) 81(74%) 

(3) chirp (n = 170) 92 (54%) 78 

(4) labyrinth (n =- 151) 103 (68%) 48 

(5—A) compete (n = 90) 60 (67%) 30 

(5—B) compete (n =- 64) 40 (63%) 24 

(6) unity (n = 163) 41 (25%) 122 

(7-A) backing (n = 62) 24 (39%) 38 

(7-B) backing (n = 50) 20(40%) 30 

(8) relapse (n = 88) 32 (36%) 56 

Finally, the data of those who provided more than one incorrect answer in 

Task 4 are excluded from Table 8.23, leaving behind the data of 76 

participants, who may well be regarded as "good readers of definitions." 

Judging mainly from Table 8.23, with occasional reference to Tables 

8.20-8.22, the participants displayed a tendency to dislike not only lengthy 

definitions (confirmed by (4), (5), and (6)) but also sentence definitions 

(confirmed by (3)). They also showed a tendency to be unfamiliar with the 
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Two cases of the change of definition from OALD6 to OALD7 were 
surveyed, and one of them (baleful in (2)) was almost exclusively wel-
comed by the participants in Group M. Together with the result of (1), 
which was also welcomed by particular groups, the result of (2) has 
reconfirmed us in the view that dictionaries should be edited and revised 
bearing the target users in mind. 

The order of popularity of these three dictionaries coincides with the 
smallness of the DV and the strictness with which the definitions are 
written within the DV: most headwords in LDOCE4 are defined within 
its carefully chosen 2,000-word DV (Ichikawa et al. 2005: 29-30); Oxford 
3000 is not a DV in its traditional sense (see Section 4.1.); COBUILD4 
does not adopt any DV. This fact helps to reconfirm us in the view that 
the DV is useful for defining, and that difficult words should be avoided in 
definitions. 

8.14. Suggestions for further improvement 
Given more time and human and financial resources, the present study 

could be, or should be, improved in the following ways. First, the number 
of English majors should be increased, and the number of participants 
who perform one-on-one interviews (Tasks 1 and 3) and those who can 
actually operate the computer in Task 2 should also be increased. This, 
however, is always difficult to achieve in practice. Second, one might have 
cast some doubt on the reliability of the results of Task 4. If a researcher 
were to check whether a participant had prior knowledge of the meaning 
of the target word or whether he or she understood the target sentence by 
reading the definition, it would have been possible to obtain more accurate 
results. The task could have been more realistic if the researcher presented 
the participants with a definition from only one dictionary at a time rather 
than two and had asked them to state their opinion regarding the definition 
presented. This task, however, would make them feel at a loss due to the 
lack of a basis for comparison. Third, the insider approach should be 
maintained so that the researcher can ask a participant about the answer in 
case it is obvious that he or she has made a common mistake. With all 
these practical limitations and reservations, however, we believe that our  

user research has shed light on some important aspects of the use of 

OALD7-CD and other dictionaries by students at universities in Japan. 
(T. Kanazashi) 

9. Conclusion 
Now here is the summary of our critical review of OALD7 OALD7 

has introduced a large number of headwords. In addition to some new 
words in the English lexicon many other words have been introduced 
from a wide range of varieties of English and from various technical fields. 
This will help the users with a wider range of reading, and can be 
therefore regarded as an improvement in this learner's dictionary. While 
the number of deleted items is small, we should nevertheless feel that, for 
the sake of learners, some headwords should not have been cut. 

The pronunciation of OALD may be considered a little more prescrip-

tive than that presented by LPD2, particularly for words which are known 
to have more than one way of pronunciation. There are not many differ-
ences between OALD6, the paper version of OALD7 and the written 

information on OALD7-CD, and the phonetic transcripts in OALD7-CD 

are the same as in the paper version of OALD7 except for instances of the 

label NAmE. It seems that the pronunciation of each of OALD7's head-

words that were not in OALD6 has been transcribed according to the 
same set of principles for the entire dictionary. The recordings on OALD7-

CD are a valuable source of information, but the sound icons are some-
times positioned in potentially misleading places, especially the icons for 
North American recordings. 

In regards to definitions and labels, apart from the introduction of the 
Oxford 3000 and regional labels such as CanE, few major changes have 
been made. The Oxford 3000 is not only expected to play the role of DV, 
but also as a collection of important words that learners of English should 
acquire. This innovative approach to DV has opened up different possi-
bilities for improving dictionary definitions for foreign learners. More-
over, there is also evidence to suggest that the Oxford lexicographers' use 
of their DV has got better, though there is still some room for improve-
ment. As for the regional labels introduced in OALD7, it seems fair to say 
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that OALD7 shows itself to be more attentive to the varieties of English. 

There are, however, several cases where labels, such as dialect, are used 
rather inconsistently. We hope that future editions of OALD will take 
steps to improve matters here even more. 

In reverse proportion to the increase of headwords, the number of 

examples has dropped. This cannot be probably helped with the paper 

edition because of the space restrictions. In the electronic format, more 

examples have been made available in the separate window, 'Example 

Sentences'. However, what users find here are automatic search results 

presented in no discernible, logical or accessible order. The usefulness of 

this function, therefore, seems rather doubtful. 

OALD7 provides various usage notes, as the previous edition did, in 

order to enrich the learner's vocabulary. In addition to five kinds of notes 

(i.e. 'Which Word?', 'Vocabulary Building', 'Grammar Point', 'British/ 
American', and 'More About') in OALD6, OALD7 introduces the new 
category of 'Synonyms'. Here, the 'Which Word?' notes in OALD6 have 
been reorganized into 'Synonyms' and 'Which Word?' in the seventh 

edition, and the total number of usage notes has substantially increased. 
The OALD7 -CD also features the etymology of some words and expres- 
sions. 

OALD7 -CD has successfully incorporated the Cultural Guide and the 

Wordfinder and gives users much more information than the printed 

edition. It also offers simple basic search functions for headwords that a 

general user might wish to check. These points make this CD-ROM 

edition rather appealing in terms of content. However, the two finder 

functions are very slow, their search functionality lacks versatility, it takes 

a long time for some types of search and the program is far from easy to 

use in general. These shortcomings may prevent most users from daily 

use. So, we give a low score to the OALD7-CD as a reference work for 
easy consultation. 

Finally, as part of our review, we conducted user research with over 350 

participants. Among our main findings are (1) despite participants' fre-

quent use of hand-held electronic dictionaries and personal computers, 

few of them had used CD-ROM dictionaries; (2) monolingual English 
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dictionaries were less frequently used than English-Japanese or Japanese-

English dictionaries; (3) once users realized that there is a list of items 

searched in the column on the left side of the computer screen (which the 

printed edition lacks), the search often became easy; (4) participants 

tended to recoil from using features of OALD7 -CD that appeared difficult 

at first sight; and (5) they were often overwhelmed because they did not 

understand dictionary conventions. These insights suggest that explicit 

instruction about how to use the CD-ROM edition will be necessary with 

class groups. 

NOTES 

Section 1 

1) The number of lines in each column slightly differs from page to page in each edition, 

but the three editions have approximately the same number of lines. 

Section 2 

1) Their abbreviations, DfES and DWP, are entered instead in the present edition. 

2) Euro is also included in OALD6. 

Section 4 

1) In OALD7-CD, the labels are presented in the same form as the printed edition. 

However, some labels such as EAfrE are arguably unintelligible, and space matters less in 

the electric version. It would be desirable to spell them out in full to help the user recognize 

them more easily (Akasu et al. 2005: 165). 

2) The paper edition lists labels of varieties and register and only one subject area label 

technical. It should be also noted here that the list of the labels in OALD7-CD is not 

exhaustive; there are labels which are not listed but are actually employed such as Russian at 

apparatchik. In addition, the list in OALD7-CD fails to include the label SEAsianE, 

which is listed in the printed edition. 

3) As for it'll be all right on the night, spoken has been replaced with saying in 

OALD7. Don't ask, don't ask me, I ask you, if you ask me and agrro are assigned both 

spoken and informal in OALD6, but spoken has been deleted in OALD7. These are counted 

as deleted. 

4) In the seventh edition, only informal and formal are attached to lots of love (from) 

and son respectively. 

5) However, we found rare label at malefactor. 

6) OALD6 does not put guitar in small capitals because it includes the item in its DV. 

Section 6 

1) It might be pointed out here that according to the inventory of 'Vocabulary Building' 

at R93, 'Ways of saying approximately' should be given at about, but it is actually found at 
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approximately in the paper edition. On the other hand, OALD7 -CD does have the note at 
about. This inconsistency is likely to confuse the user; it should have been modified and 
synchronized through printed and electric versions. 

2) http://www.oup.comielt/local/global/promotion/compass?cc=gb  2005.1.15. 

Section 7 
1) Not all the items are given; for example, halfway has "halfway to/towards sth 

halfway to/towards doing sth" in the second sense and "halfway decent" in the third sense, 
but only the latter is listed as a candidate for the Structures when "halfway" is searched for. 
What makes the difference is unknown. 

2) This function does not always work correctly; for instance, putting "n-a-n(-o-m)" in 
the search box highlights naive (an alternate of naive), while typing "n-a-n-o-m-e(-t)" 
results in the word naively (an alternate of naively which is a run-on of naive) high- 
lighted in the candidates, and typing "n-a-n-o-m-e-t-e" finally highlights nanometer. 
Another example of incorrectness is the case of typing "m-a-n" into the box, which results 
in "maitre" being highlighted. What is worse, "maitre" is only a part of maitre d', which 
does not appear as a headword in the candidates because it is a compound. These must be 
due to errors in the program or the data. 

3) There are cases where the automatic suggestion does not work for this case, too; one 
example is that it works for on-air while it does not for hoo-ha. 

4) The automatic suggestion, however, does not work in this case. 
5) Headwords including apostrophes or hyphens seem to be regarded as consisting of the 

parts split by apostrophes and hyphens; state's attorney, for example, consists of "state", 
"'s", and "attorney", and trompe l'ceil consists of "trompe", "F", and "oeil". Searching 
with an apostrophe or a hyphen alone causes an error in the program. 

6) Suggested candidates in the look-up window are basically the same as those items that 
are listed as Headwords when the word in question is searched for in the basic search. 
However, there are cases where (some of the relevant) phrasal verbs are also listed, the 
reason and criterion for which is unknown. 

7) Problems of this kind are seen in the notes such as 'Synonyms' and 'Vocabulary 
Building'. Hyphenated words do not yield the right search results, either. 
8) Although the on-line help says that "* means one or more characters", it also matches 

zero characters; searching for "color*", for instance, matches not only colorant, colora- 
tion, etc. but also color itself. The symbol "?" matches any one character as the on-line 
help describes. 

9) Upper and lower cases are not differentiated. 
10) Searching with "noun:lead", for example, gives "lead / form a government" in the 
section 'Structures', where lead is used as a verb. Government does not have any other 
uses of lead. 
11) Etymological information seems to be regarded as a part of definitions. 

Section 8 

1) 140 named a dictionary produced by Casio Computing Co. Ltd., 52 named one 
produced by Sharp Corporation, and 24 named one produced by Seiko Instruments Inc. 
None of them contains OALD of any edition. 
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2) Note that the means indicated at the bottom of Tables 8.1-8.6 are merely arithmetic 
averages calculated from the graded frequencies. They are not means in the strict sense of 
the word because the differences between two consecutive numbers are not equal. 

3) The means at the bottom of Tables 8.7 and 8.8 should be treated as mere arithmetic 
averages, as is the case with the means indicated in Tables 8.1-8.6. 

4) The answers of M9 and some other participants are regarded as "partially" right, since 
they took eighth to be merely an ordinal number. Even this partially right answer was 
sufficient to show that the participant had understood the word note correctly. 

5) Three participants did not search for rush. Of these, one entered "rushed" into the 
"Search for" box and found in 0.1 minutes that the entry immediately after rushed was 
rush hour. Another participant entered "rush hour" and found the entry, and still another 
stated that he decided to search for rush hour before turning the pages. 

6) From this table onward, the searches that were not completed are noted as "incom-
plete," and those during which the participants provided a wrong answer and the researcher 
asked them to search again are noted as "with a mistake." 

7) One participant who evaluated the Cultural Guide as A did not fill out the question-
naire. 

APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 Questionnaire 
(1) How long have you studied English? 
(2) Please name the English dictionary you use most frequently. Is it an electronic or a 

printed dictionary? 
(3) How often do you use an English-Japanese dictionary, a Japanese-English dictionary, 

and a monolingual English dictionary for your English studies? Please circle one of the 
following five choices that is the closest to the frequency of your dictionary.use: <almost 
every day, twice or three times a week, once a week, less frequently, never> 

(4) How often do you use a hand-held electronic dictionary? Please circle one of the 
following: <almost every day, twice or three times a week, once a week, less frequently, 
never > 

(5) How often do you use a personal computer? Please circle one of the following: <almost 
every day, twice or three times a week, once a week, less frequently, never> 

(6) How often do you use a CD-ROM edition of a dictionary? <almost every day, twice or 
three times a week, once a week, less frequently, never> 

(7) On what occasions do you use an English dictionary of any kind? Please circle one of 
the following for each purpose: <very often, often, sometimes, not usually, never> 
— while reading English 
— while translating English into Japanese 
— while writing English 
— while translating Japanese into English 
— while trying to broaden your vocabulary 

(8) For what purposes do you use an English dictionary of any kind? Please circle one of 
the following for each purpose: <very often, often, sometimes, not usually, never> 
— finding cultural information 
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- finding collocations 

- checking spelling 

- checking whether a word exists 

- checking part of speech 

- looking up meanings 

- finding synonyms or antonyms 

- finding etymology 

- checking pronunciation 

- checking grammar (verb pattern, countability of a noun, etc.) 

Appendix 2 Task 1 

The target words and phrases are underlined in Questions (1)-(4) and (6)-(9). In 

Questions (5) and (10), the participants were provided with the Japanese equivalent of the 

target compound and asked to imagine that they were composing an English sentence that 

include the compound. In the other questions, the participants were not informed about the 

target words or phrases. 

(1) I didn't bring the score of what we are going to practice in our chorus. 

(2) I always feel scared when the teacher bears down on us in class. 
(3) I suspect that this eighth note should be an A rather than a C. 

(4) It takes a lot of courage to acknowledge our mistakes. 

(5) rush hour (the Japanese equivalent: 

(6) Hey, look sharp! It's already 11:00. 

(7) After he recovered from his illness, he was in circulation again. 

(8) Twenty years ago, my father was fit as a fiddle. 

(9) Fear dogs those who cannot find a place to live. (6 participants faced another sentence 

starting with "Poverty dogs . . . .") 

(10) safety net (the Japanese equivalent: 
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私の郷里，私の英語学習 

東 信行 

郷里は紀伊半島東南部にある．名古屋を列車で出て，伊勢平野を南へ向かう．

松坂辺りを過ぎるころから山の風景が続く．山間を走り，伊勢と紀州を隔てる

いくつものトンネルを次々に下ってスピードが落ち始めると，初めて海力沈側

の車窓に飛び込んでくる．停車駅は紀伊長島．特急で約 2時間．町名は紀北町

であるが，これは近年の市町村合併が私の古里にも及んだ結果の改称で，昨秋 

(2005）のことである． 

私は伊勢路といわれる熊野古道沿いの山を背にした家に昭和 10年に生まれ

た．それは「荷坂峠」を越えて紀国に入る移動手段に代わるものとして， トン

ネルを掘りぬいて紀勢東線が開通したのが昭和 5年のことであるから，地域の

人々が名古屋・東京との距離の短縮を実体験したころであろうか．この熊野古

道は，江戸期には紀州藩が参勤交代に使った道と聞く．さらに古く平安の時代

から和歌山側の紀伊路と並ぶ熊野詣のためのルートでもあった．一昨年（20叫）

のことになるが，こうした参詣道が紀伊山地の霊場とともに世界遺産に登録さ

れた．道としては，スペインのサンチャゴへの道に続く 2例目とのことである．

長い間教育長として活躍し，熊野古道の書き物をいろいろと届けてくれる高校

時代の友人がいるが， 近は古道を歩く人も多くなっているそうで，私も誘わ

れている．彼の著した本からの一節を引く．「現在でも、良く晴れた日、「荷阪

峠」コース途中の沖見平からの眺めは眼下に群青の熊野灘と入り組んだ大小の入

り江、そして、点在する島々の織り成す光景が江戸時代の道中紀の挿絵さなが

らに展開しているのを見ることができる。」 

私が生まれてしばらくすると，家族で大阪の郊外に移り住むことになった．

日本が太平洋戦争に突入して間もないころ入学した小学校は，龍華国民学校と

呼ばれていた．おぼろげな記憶になるが，通学には 3,40分はかかっていたで

あろう．学校の近くには聖徳太子の古戦場があった．やがて戦況が厳しくなっ

てくる． 我が家も古里へ引き揚げる． 昭和 19年の春のことで，小学 3 年から 
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は高校卒業までまた山と海の町で過ごした． 

田舎町とはいえ，次々にいろいろなことカ泡こった． 台風は珍しくはないが，

地震となると別である．昭和 19年12月の東南海地震では，熊野海岸が大津波

に襲われ，人家の倒壊流失が多数に上ったし，2年後にも南海大地震があった．

また米軍の B29が初めて青い空に白い飛行機雲をなびかせてからは連日のよう

に空襲警報を耳にするようになった．尾鷲上空を通って名古屋・大阪に向かう

敵機である．海辺の山村も通過点では済まなかった．ある日物凄い轟音ととも

に吹っ飛ばされるほどの衝撃を受けた． 私の家からは前方に山があって，海が

見えないが，海につながる周囲千数百メートルの池が近くにあって，向い側の

水際に数発の爆弾が落ちたのであった．えぐられた山肌と一面に腹を見せて死

んでいる魚の異様な光景を後で見ることになる．駅前の百メートルほどの商店

街に続いて小学校があったが， 焼夷弾で一帯がほぼ全焼した．鉄橋への爆弾

投下や列車を狙った機銃掃射の話もあった．一時期は青空教室と校庭を掘り返

しての南瓜や芋づくりの日々であった． 

敗戦は小学4年のときで，新制中学には 初の 1年生として入学する．町の

反対側にある学校まで相当の距離を草履履きで通っていたが，そのうちに自転

車通学に代わった．アメリカの影響下の学制改革は，片田舎の実情にそぐわな

かったであろうが，中学では選択科目の英語を学ぶことになる． 私にはこの新

科目は苦手であった． もともと物覚えがよくないのである． 幸い英語は高校入

試科目ではなかった． 

高等学校へは，駅まで自転車で，次いで終点の尾鷲まで40分ほど汽車に乗っ

て通った（紀勢本線の全通は昭和 34年）．英語はテストによるクラス分けがあっ

たりして，ますます心の重荷となる． 2学期に入ってから，何かの拍子に学友

から 1冊の参考書を借りた．古谷専三著『古谷メソッドによる英語入門』であ

る，ほ1ま一気に読み終えた．これがきっかけとなって、英語に関心を寄せるこ

とになる． 2年生になると旺文社の通信教育で，中学の英語をやり直す．古谷

氏が書かれた山海堂や績文堂の本だけでなく，ほかの英語の本や雑誌も読むよ

うになった．その結果，主要科目の中で も出来の悪かった英語が逆転し，外

語を志望校に含めるに至る． 

『英語入門』は，ごく限られた英文を使って品詞の文中における働きと文の構

成を繰り返し解き明かす方法をとっている．説明力多く，記憶力に頼れない自

分にはぴったりくるものがあった． その徹底振りによって英文をとらえる確

かな枠組みを教えられた気がした．構文感覚が身に付きだすと単語類の記憶も

あまり負担ではなくなった． 汽車通生として通ういつもの仲間が車中で単語の  

記臆を確かめるためによくテストをしてくれたものである．赤尾好夫の「豆単」

ではなく「総合的研究」の方を使った．古谷氏は 97歳で亡くなられるまで著作

を続けられた．晩年の本を発行した「たかち出版」の海野二三夫さんから私に

も昭和 50年代半ばに参考書を書くようにというお勧めがあったが，辞書の仕事

などで余裕がなかった． 

4, 5 年前にインターネットで「古谷メソッド」を使った通信教育があるのを

知って驚いたことがある．また 近古谷氏のご子息が「古谷メソッドJ を調っ

た入門書を出版された．小学校に英語が科目として導入されるような世の動き

の中で，どれほどの影響力をもつものか．ともかく私の田舎での英語学習は，

「正則』からは程遠いものであった． 
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Ogura, Mieko (4×倉美恵子）."Evolution of Word Order.'，凡ha Linguistica XXV! 

1-2. Societas Linguistica Europaea. 

落合陽子． 「翻訳に映し出される原作の表現と解釈一一J.D．サリンジャー作 The 

Catcher 玩 the町e の三つの翻訳から―」聖徳大学大学院言語文化学会『言

語文化研究』第 4 号． 

Kanaza止i,T止ashi（金指 崇）."Improving English-Japanese dictionaries, with 

particular reference to systems of labelling." J1乞rds 玩 Asian Cultural Contexts 

(Proceedings of the 4th Asialex Conference). 

-．「岩崎研究会の辞書分析とユーザーリサーチー 電子化の流れの中で―

『総合文化研究』第 11巻第 2 号．日本大学商学研究会． 

Kawamura, Akihiko（川村晶彦）．「日英対象語用論研究とこれからの英語教

育―『コアレックス英和辞典』の PLANET BOARD を例にとって―」 

'Argunコent 研究と指導』2005 年第 2 号． 旺文社． 

-'"The Speaker's Command of Linguistic Resources to Realise Their Intent, 

a Definition of Pra叫atics."『社会イノベーション研究』第 1巻第 1号． 成

城大学社会イノベーション学会． 

岸 暁．『ルミナス和英辞典』第 2 版（編集委員）．研究社． 

木村哲也．翻訳：『英語前置詞の意味論』（国広哲弥監訳）．研究社．（原著：An-

drea Tyler&Vyvyan Evans, The Semantics of助誓論h Prepositions. Cambri叱e 

University Press, 2003). 

-．「学校文法を検証する！ (7): no more than の意味は only だけか？』 

Peゆatos. Vol. 7．桐原書店． 

熊谷智子．「言葉で人とかかわりあうJ 国立国語研究所『新「ことば」シリーズ 
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18 伝え合いの言葉』国立印刷局． 

-．「会話における話題の選』し一一若年層を中心とする日本人と韓国人への調 

査から―』（石井恵理子氏と共同執筆）『社会言語科学』第 8巻第1号．社 

会言語科学会． 

小島義郎．『ルミナス英和辞典』第 2版（竹林滋氏他と共編），研究社． 

-．『ルミナス和英辞典』第 2版（編者）．研究社． 

斎藤弘子．『ルミナス英和辞典』第 2版（編集委員）．研究社． 

清水あつ子．「日本人の英語発音の弱点ーアクセント・リズム・イントネー 

ションー」村田年他編『日英語の比較』三修社． 

Sugiyama, Akie（杉山明枝）."Present Situation of Elementary School English 

Education in Sou山 Korea." Tsudaん処iry 第 26号． 

鈴木 聡．「「熊谷市』と「トルキーン」―固有名詞の読み方の変化に関する一 

考察―」『言語』第 34巻第1号． 

-．「教科教育法を担当する先生方へ』『英語教育』第 53 巻第 13号． 

-．「研究社版新英和中辞典における挿絵っき語業の変遷について（M-Z)そ 

の 2j『鳥羽商船高等専門学校紀要』第 27号． 

-．書評：「児玉仁士著：『フリジア語文法』 と 『フリジア語辞典』一特殊言 

語の文法書及び辞書作成の雛形として－―『鳥羽商船高等専門学校紀要』第 

27号． 

-. 「英和辞書における挿絵の役割」『関西英語辞書学研究会研究報告集』 

2005. 

-．「文法項目の配列に関しての一提案」 'Interactive』 2005, vol. 19．旺文社． 

-. 「日本人の固有名詞に対する感覚についてJ 『英語青年』第 151巻第 6 

号． 

高野嘉明．『ルミナス和英辞典』第 2版（編集委員）．研究社， 

高橋作太郎．1Huckleb町ッ班nfl 再び一Huck の英語と黒人英語 一」Ran- 

dom 第 30号． 

-. 「『言葉づかいのよい』ハックーH庇kieberry Finn の 3 つの方言―』 

『英語青年』第 151巻第 6 号■ 

竹林 滋．『ルミナス英和辞典』第 2版（編者）．研究社． 

-，『ルミナス和英辞典』第 2版（小島義郎氏他と共編）．研究社； 

Tanabe, Harumi (田辺春美）. "The Ancrene Wisse: A Four-J表 nuscript Parallel 

Text P町ts 5-8 切ith 耳らrd伝ts．り Stu鹿厨 in 乃誓論hI五dieval La?管U昭e and 

Literature 11. Peter Lang.  

堤 正典．「ロシア語学習とロシア語教育のかたち」神奈川大学人文学研究所編

『新しい文化のかたち 言語・思想・くらし』 御茶の水書房． 

-．「ロシア語・日本語の結果期間を表す副詞表現とアスペクト」武内道子編

『副詞的表現をめぐって―対照研究―』 ひつじ書房． 

Dohi,Kazuo （土肥一夫）. ''English-JapaneseDictionariesfromaHistoricalPer-

spective.,,The 110昭丞山智L即誓uist No. 25. 

永井一彦．『ルミナス和英辞典』第 2版（編集委員）．研究社． 

中尾啓介．『ルミナス和英辞典』第 2版（小島義郎氏他と共編）．研究社． 

-．『ルミナス英和辞典』第 2版（編集委員）．研究社． 

畠山利一． 「英和辞典と語法」『英語教育』第 54巻第 6号． 

「policmanと Policeofficer―使用頻度の推移―」『英語語法文法研

究の新展開』（田中実・神崎高明編）英宝社． 

東 信行．「辞書編集とインターネットー「when定義J のことなど 」（浦

田和幸氏と共同執筆）『英語青年』第 150巻第 10号． 

-．『ルミナス英和辞典』第 2版（竹林滋氏他と共編）．研究社． 

人見憲司．「工学部に特化した実用英語教育の実践」『工学教育』第 53巻第 2 

号． 日本工学教育協会． 

-．「ツールとしての実用英語教育一三東洋大学工学部英語教育実践報告 」 

（共著）『東洋大学工業技術研究所報告』第 27号．東洋大学工業技術研究所． 

Hotta,Ry血chi（堀田隆一）. The D即eloPment of the Nom玩d Pんrd Foms in 

加rlv A丑記le 乃碧lish PhD thesis,Glasgow・ 

-.''A Historical Stu町on'eyes,in English from a Panchronic Point of View.,, 

5加或es 玩』鹿或加al乃誓lishLal管UageandLiteramル 20. 

Makino,Takehiko（牧野武彦）．「書評：西原哲雄・那須川訓也編『音韻理論ハ

ンドブック』英宝社刊」『言語』第 34巻第 6号． 

-．『日本人のための英語音声学レッスン』大修館書店． 

-.''A New APproach to the Teaching of English Proso由to Japanese Speak-

ers,Based on the First Significant Contrastive Analysis．、、 Phonetics Teach町 

a九d Learn如 conference 2005 Ao庇ed加95(cD-RoM). universiw college 

London・ 

-.''StructuralRepresentationofPronunciationandItsUseinPronunciation 

Training.,,Ph伽eticsTeachi昭 andLeam如 ConfermceZoo5Pmceedi；柳（cD-

RoM).(wi由N.M血ematsu,5．心akawa,andK.Hirose)universitycolle郎 

London. 
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-．「特集：米・英・豪 音のカタログ」『TOEIC Test プラス・マガジン』 

第 2巻第 6 号，リント． 

-. rなぜ生徒は発音を間違うか？J （特集「発音・音声指導に自信を持と 

う！」）『英語教育』第 54巻第 10号． 

増田秀夫．『ルミナス和英辞典』第 2版（小島義郎氏他と共編）．研究社． 

宮井捷二．『グランドセンチュリー英和辞典』第 2版（編集代表）．三省堂． 

村田 年，日英言語文化研究会編『日英語の比較―ー発想・背景，文化――』 

（編集委員長）．三修社． 

-. 「コロケーションによる語の意味の分析と記述―日英語比較の観点か 

ら―』『日英語の比較 発想・背景・文化―』 三修社． 

-．『電子辞書活用ハンドブック 2005』（監修）．カシオ教育研究所． 

―・『JAcET8000英単語』（編集代表）．桐原書店． 

-．『OALD活用ガイド』（監修）．旺文社． 

-．書評：「『ルミナス英和辞典』第 2版（竹林滋他編．研究社），『ルミナス和 

英辞典』第 2版（小島義郎他編．研究社）』週刊読書人． 

山田 茂．『ルミナス和英辞典』第 2版（編集委員）．研究社． 

淀縄義男．「感覚動詞のとる構文について」『a生4RTNETWORK英語』No. 

41. 数研出版． 

-. rsplit Infinitive(cle丘 In6nitive);to not do(=not to do）について：『茨 

城県高等学校教育研究会英語部研究紀要』第 21集． 

渡漫麻耶子．『ルミナス英和辞典』第 2版（編集委員）．研究社．  

投 稿 規 定 

(1)投稿は岩崎研究会会員に限る． (2）論文の内容は未発表のものに限る．(3）用語

は英語に限り，原則として native check を受けたものとする． (4）注（note) は後注と

し，章ごとに通し番号を付ける． (5）ギリシャ字，ロシヤ字以外の特殊文字はできるだ

けローマ字化してほしい．音声記号は国際音声学協会（IPA）所定のものを用いる． (6) 

引用文献：単行本については著（編）者名，書名，版，発行所，発行年，頁；論文について

は著者名，論文名，所載誌名，巻号，発行年，頁を記入すること． (7）枚数：論文はワー

プロ原稿で，I行はアルファベットの小文字で 70字，450行以内． A4判のハードコピー 

I部にフロッピーディスクを添える． (8) 原稿はすべて論文審査委員による審査の上採

否を決定する．共同執筆論文を別として，論文の掲載は毎号I人1篇とする． (9）都合

により短縮を求めることがある．印刷上の体裁および論文の掲載年度については編集委

員に一任する． (1の抜刷は 20部までを無料で，別に本誌1部を呈上する．(ii) 原稿

は随時受付ける． 

論文審査委員 

岩崎 春雄 	 馬場 彰 

小島 義郎 	 東 信行 

高橋作太郎 	 増田 秀夫 

竹林 滋 	 宮井 捷二 

中尾 啓介 

編集後記 今年の Lexicon は team review のほかに単著の論文も含まれており，かな

り充実した内容だという感じがする．何人かの会員が海外に留学しており，この人たち

が帰国して投稿してく れればまた一層の向上が期待されよう． 

少数の古い会員しか知る人はいないが，伊藤冨士麿氏が昨年 10月に他界された．彼は

旧制の外語・東大を通じて私の同級生で，私が大学に在籍中に結核で入院している間，時

間割や授業の進行，事務的な手続きなどでいろいろとお世話になった．伊藤君はまた岩

崎研究会力溌足する以前の岩崎先生を囲む読書会のときからの仲間で，『ライトハウス英

和辞典』の前身である『ユニオン英和辞典』の初版の執筆者でもある．『ユニオン英和』

は 9人の執筆者で始まったが，彼の死でそのうち 4人が亡くなったことになる．寂真の 

念に耐えない． 	 (S. T.) 
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